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Announcing

another
world beater
THE NEW KW 2000E3

TWO -SPEED VFO DRIVE
SSB TRANSCEIVER: 180 watts P.E.P. 10-160

IMPROVED VFO READ-OUT

Metres complete with AC PSU, VOX,
P.T.T., I.R.T./I.T.T.

NEW, PRECISE METERING

plus the usual KW Quality and Reliability

ATTRACTIVE PANEL LAYOUT
Write for illustrated detailed specifications on the KW 2000B; KW
Atlanta; KW Vespa Mk II; KW 201; KW 1000 and our list of KW

Other KW Products:
KW Antenna Switch
(3 position), KW E -Z
Antenna Match Unit, KW
PEP Meter, KW Match SWR

Tested Trade-ins.

K. W. ELECTRONICS LTD

Indicator, KW Low -Pass

Filters, KW Trap Dipoles,
KW Dummy Load, KW
Q Multipliers

1

ELECTRONICS
LIMITED

HEATH STREET, DARTFORD, KENT

TEL: DARTFORD 25574

CABLES: KAYDUBLEW DARTFORD
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RADIO SHACK LIMITED
LONDON'S AMATEUR RADIO STOCKISTS

CLEARANCE SALE
In order to have a little more space in the shop, we are offering the following items. We
prefer buyers to inspect and collect but we will ship on payment, including carriage. The
equipment is offered as it stands, without guarantee.
Hallicrafters S36A Receiver. 27-150 MHz ... (30/-)

Hallicrafters CHL 46193
130-210 MHz

AR88D Receiver.

s.

d.

COPAL DIGITAL CLOCKS

12 10

0

Copal 101 24 Hr. (Desk Model) ...
Copal 201 12 Hr. (Desk Model)

Receiver.

AM/FM.
(30/-) 10
Rough appearance. but working.
(30/-) 25
.

Tiger TR-60 Transmitter. AM/CW.

0

0

0

Good order

(30/-) 20

0

channels with about 14 crystals. 24v. power supply.
Charging panel and ballast resistor. Including handset
(60/-) 60

0

Pye Marine TX /RX PTC 191,

8 Crystal control

store. Six knobs and valves pinched

...

(30,'-)

20

Triumph U.S. Navy Oscilloscope /Wobbulator

(10/-)
(20/-)

Cossor 1049 Oscilloscope

Telequipment Serviscope

Pye Closed Circuit TV Equipment,

(I0/-)

10
12
17

comprising
2 x 12" picture monitors, type 28188 (valves missing),
picture monitor type 2803, complete, Two special
transmitters and camera control unit, type 2316,with
40
2 manuals

(I0/-)

12

0

0
10
10

0
0

(20/-) 20 0
R.F. Amplifier T-464 /ALT -7,19-140 MHz, fan cooled
2 x 4X150A in final, needs power supply ... (20/-) 20 0
PYE RANGERS, dash mounting, low band, unmodified
15
0
with microphone
4 x 150A in final, needs power supply ...

Heathkit Mohican Receiver ...

(101-)

... (20/-)

Hamgear PMI Preamp.
AVO Electronic Testmeter, not working ... (10/-)
Advance DI Sig. Generator, 9-300 MHz ... (10/-)

22

10
10
0
5
0
3 10
10 0

General Radio U.S. Navy Sig. Gen., 30 KHz-30 MHz
(20/-)
(15/-)

Marconi VF Bridge RB 150/2
Four Ex -govt. Collapsible Aerials in carrying bags,

(30/-)
Marconi TFI449 Sig. Generator ...
Wobbulator Scope with 6" tube switchable, 465 KHz/
466

BC221 Frequency Meter with Charts...

Solartron Precision AC Millivoltmeter

...
...
...
...

Calibrator,

...
AVO 2 Sig. Gen. AM/FM
Marconi Spectrum Analysers, 0-30 MHz, price on

NEW STOCK

15

0

KW Atlanta

10

0

KW EZ Match ...
KW SWR indicator

Now in stock, the new

reconditioned, choice of 2

...

Eddystone 770U /2 Receiver, 150-500 MHz, choice
...
of 3

Hammarlund HQ170A Receiver

...

Racal RA -17, as brand new inside and out
...

175

125
125

... 240
... 200

I

20

45
IS
15
10
SO

30
7

1

5

45
25

40

10

0

85
45

0
0

0

35 10

0

12

I

8I

...

SWAN 500C and P.S.U....
SWAN 350C and P.S.U....

345
295

DRAKE T-4201 Transmitter ...
DRAKE TR-4 Transceiver ...
DRAKE 2-C Receiver ...
DRAKE SW -4A ...
Lafayette HA -350 Receiver ...
Radatec Mobile Radar Detector

Omega T Noise Bridge

AR88D Receiver with S meter
Eddystone 770R/1 Receiver, 19-165 MHz, works

55
35
7
25

250
232

KW 2000B ...

199

415
240
250
315

DRAKE R -4B Receiver ...

45

85
40

application

SWAN 260 CYGNET Transceiver ...
DRAKE L -4B Linear ...

Swan 410 VFO
B -4I LF Receiver ...
Eddystone 5740

0

47 10

and Sig. Generator, VTVM and

0
0

27
35
27

0

0

..
...
in one case, with Manual
Marconi TF 340 Output Power Meters, with Manual
Racal Digital Frequency Meter SA 520,0-300 KHz,
transistor

20

0

...

kid the latest model

Heathkit Mohican (American Model)...
Eddystone ECIO Receiver
Heathkit RA -I Receiver
Star SR200 Receiver

16

75
8

0

10

0

13
21

Marconi TF 455E Wave Analyser with Manual
AVO 40 Testmeter without leads ...
Airmec Radivet Test Set 211 Oscilloscope, Audio

3

REGULAR USED EQUIPMENT

B-40 Receiver, used

with Manual (Brand new)

...

...
Marconi B.F.O. TF I95L, with Manual
Marconi Video Oscillator TF 410C
Marconi Impedance Bridge TF 373D
...
Airmec 206 Phase Meter
Airmec 723 Oscilloscope
...
Microcell VSWR Selective Amplifiers
Electronic Corporation of America VSWR
Selective Amplifier
...
Sanders VSWR Amplifier Mk3 and Manual

3

*

Collins 30L -I Linear

Marconi TF 329 G Circuit Magnification Meter,

0

Marconi Portable Lifeboat set TX /RX, type 110B
(30/-)

...

Marconi TF 329 D 3ircuit Magnification Meter,
with Manual
Marconi TF 329 d Circuit Magnification Meter,

15

Servomex DC voltage stabilizer, I -15v., 0-25A.
(40/-)

...

d.

30
0

U.S. Army R.F. Amplifier, 100-225 MHz, fan cooled

Creed 5445 Morse Perforator, 230v....

...

Marconi TF 762 B UHF Sig. Gen., with Manual

Crompton Parkinson AC/DC WATTMETERS ...
Marconi TF 144 G Sig. Gen., with Manual

1

Furzehill Valve Voltmeter V200

TEST GEAR
Hartley CT 436 Oscilloscope
..
Cossor 1052 Oscilloscope
Heathkit 10-10 DC Coupled American 3' Oscilloscope

GEC VHF Transmitter. Needs a bit of attention to

get on 2m. In cabinet with power supply. 10 channel.
AM/FM/CW. Fan cooled. Complete with separate, un(60/-) 30
modified matching Receiver ...
Remscope type SOI 5 inch oscilloscope with memory

Copal 601 24 Hr. (Desk Model)

s.

13 15

130
185

67

...

...

Omega T TE 702 Extended Range Noise Bridge ...
Shure 201 Microphone ...
Shure 444 Microphone ...
..
Shure 510 B Microphone
Shure 510 SB Microphone (witis switch) ...

...

Coax 4 Way Switches
HY-Gain Antennas. Full range in stock, send large
s.a.e. for catalogue.

18AVQ. 5 Band Vertical ...

13
13
19

I
1

5I

12
1

1

I

2

4

RADIO SHACK LIMITED
182 BROADHURST GARDENS, LONDON,I N.W.6
Telephone: 01-624 7174

Cables: Radioshack London N.W.6

Giro Account No.: 588 7151
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You can depend on

June, 1969
RUN YOUR 19 SET

TX and RX FROM
A.C. MAINS

Shure quality

We

MICROPHONES
For amateur radio

Compact V.H.F. Trans./Rec.
Fits in
the pocket. Consists of Mike/Speaker,
amplifier,
aerial,
and
transmitter
receiver. Were made to operate up
to 100 miles depending on terrain.
Operates from dry batteries. Completely self-contained.
Cost Govt.
over 650 each. Regulations state must
not be operated in U.K. so please
mention " For Dismantling purposes

communications

only " when ordering.

Price L2. 10.0
each, p. and p. 10/-.
Two sets for
L5, post free. Four sets f8, carriage
free. Bulk sale of 10 sets £15,
carriage LI.
Export enquiries

Shure Model 444

invited.

direct
from the mains. Complete with full leads
and connectors. Con-

tained in a handsome

With
full instructions. Price
steel cabinet.

L6/10
Insur.

Receiver section only.
Self contained in a
cabinet
as
above.

Price £4/10/-,
and insurance

care.
paid.

A miniature fully transistorised

,

et AFT-

Aifols POLICE
-BAND

BROADCAST ReC C.
Listen to the thrills of aircraft, pilots and airports at work. Also Civil Depts., Fire and

Ambulance services.
Also taxis, Gas and
Electricity services. Ideal for receiving 2 metre
amateurs,

Gives super reception within the

range of all transmissions. A fully transistorised
receiver covering 97-147 me/s. VHF broadcasts.
Robust attractively finished metal cabinet size

approx. 7 x 7 x 4in.

tunable

B.F.O. that will be a

valuable

addition

to

any receiver. A com-

pact unit with single
hole fixing that will fit
anywhere. Ideal for all

ex -Govt. and comercial
receivers.
Complete with
in-

stallation instructions,
49/6, post free.

No. 19 SET
ACCESSORIES
19 Set control boxes.
Brand new and boxed,
10/-, p.p. 2/6.
19

Operates from a 9 volt
internal battery. Speaker or Earphone output. Set headphones and
Price only £8.19.6, carr. and insurance 10/6. mike. Not new but
orking, 7/6 per pair,
p.p. 4/6. 2 sets for El,
RECTIFIER SALE
post free. R.F. amplifiers. No. 2 Mk. III.
4 amps.
Brand new manufacturers surplus. Only E5 /10
carr.
Only 4/6 each, p. p. 1/6. Two for I0/- post free. 10/..

MINIATURE

MOVING COIL

MORSE PRACTICE OSCILLATOR SET
Complete with "Hints on Learning rnorse "

p.p. 1/6. Two for 8 f6,
post free.

manual. Fully Transistorised, 19/6, p. and p. 3/6.

SPEAKERS
II" dia. Only 3 /6 each,

WHIP AERIALS
free.

TAN NOY MIKES
As

new.

for

Ideal

mobile or PA. work.
Only 9/6 each p.p. 4/6.

Shure Model 201
Diaphragm Type
Ceramic Microphone

411. TYPEsc (*-

MATCHING P.S.U.

SCIENTIFIC &

For R.1132 and 1392
receivers. Only 59(6

ELECTRON IC

each.

Carr.

10/6.

Brand new in makers
atons.

QUIPMENT

intelligibility
*High impedance *Ideal voice

Please send details of anything you may have
for sale. An offer will be made by us by return.

response and omni-directional
polar pickup characteristics
*No humidity or temperature
problems
*Light, strong and compact
*Heavy duty push -to -talk
(non -locking) switch
*Frequency response : 200 to
4,000 c/s
*3 -conductor retractable cable.

S.A.E. please.

R.F. AMPLIFIERS
No. 2 Mk. III
Increase the output
from your 19 set TX.
Price only 79/6 each.
p.p. 10/6.

SPECIAL
Setting the
world's standara
in sound
Tel.; 01-928 3424

HANDBOOKS and
MANUALS WANTED
ON ALL BRITISH and
AMERICAN
WIRELESS EQUIP-

Band amateurs, Marine Stations. etc., etc. Slow

MENT. TOP CASH

Freq. coverage brings in Top

motion tuning. Built-in power pack for 6 volt
operation, but easily modified for mains use.
Robust cabinet with self-contained high quality
speaker. As new. Few only price C4/19/6.
Carriage and insurance 10/-.

PRICES PAID.

W.H.Y.

Mail orders to :

i=i;tCLOFIE SCIENTIFIC I11)
24

.

Few only.

These excellent superhet radios were made for
the Govt. by a famous manufacturer. Octal

valve line up.

SHURE
SHURE ELECTRONICS LTD.
84 Blackfriars Road, London, S.E.1

carr. and
10/,
Mains

unit to supply 19 set

MINIATURE
B.F.O. UNIT

One foot interlocking sections. Only 2/6 each.
Four for 7/6, p. and p. 2/6. Eight for 15/-, post

*Provides clear, crisp, natural
voice reproduction of high

a

Trans./Rec.

Controlled Magnetic
Microphone
Specially designed for radio
communications, giving
optimum performance from
single sideband transmitters
as well as AM and FM units.
Response cuts off sharply below
300 c/s and above 3,000 c/s,
with a rising characteristic to
3,000 c/s. This results in
optimum speech intelligibility
and audio punch to cut through
noise interference. High
impedance. Dependable under
all operating conditions.
Complete with switch for
instantaneous press -to -talk or
VOX operation ; finger-tip
control bar; long -life switch ;
adjustable microphone height;
sturdy, high -impact base
and case; 7 ft. two -conductor
shielded cable.

manufacture

brand new unit ready
to operate all 19 set

Dept. SW26.
Cawoods Yard, Mill Street, Marsh Lane, Leeds. 9.
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TRIO's TS -510 is the definitive instrument especially
engineered for complete "SSB ERA" function. It's

a high power, high stability product of imaginative
design that fully lives up to the renowned "TRIO"
name. Extremely stable VFO, a new development
that is built around 2 FET's and 13 transistors, guarantees stable QSO's during entire use, an accurate
double -gear tuning mechanism and a linear tuning
capacitor produce a 1 kHz direct reading on all bands.
There's easy tuning in of SSB signals because the
TS -510's frequency coverage has been compressed

to 25 kHz for one complete rotation of the dial.
Sharp cutoff for both reception and transmission is
achieved by a sharp factor frequency filter built just

for this 510 series model. Combined with the
TS -510's superb features are the distinctive, top
quality PS -510 (Power supply and speaker) and
VFO-5D (Variable frequency oscillator). With an AC
power supply that operates a built-in 16 cm speaker,
the PS -510 has been created as an exclusive companion instrument for the TS -510. It can be installed
at any location with the PS -510 because the power

supply is regulated on or off at the TS -510_ The
VFO-5D can match the TS -510 in performance and
design. Its reading accuracy is unusually high since
a double -gear dial covering 25 kHz per revolution
is also used, as in the TS -510.

the sound approach to quality --

R

TRIO Ilir-mo-rnartrItos, INC.
TOKYO JAPAN

Sole Agent for the U.K.

203

TO: B.H. Morris & Co., (Radio) Ltd.

SW

Send me information on TRIO COMMUNICATION
RECEIVERS & name of nearest TRIO retailer.
NAME.

AGE:

ADDRESS:

TRIO KEN WOOD ELECTRONICS S.A. 160 Ave., Brugmann, Bruxelles 6, Belgium
B. H. MORRIS & CO., (RADIO) LTD. 84/88, Nelson Street. Tower Hamlets, London E. 1, Phone: 01-790 4824
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50-52 Wellington Street, Matlock, Derbyshire
Tel.: Matlock 2817 (2430 evenings)

I will never cease to marvel at you chaps-I just don't understand you ! I dig you not, as they say ! I have the only
FT -250 in the country, (possibly the only one outside Japan). The JA's are raving about it and talk of nowt else, the
DL's are licking their lips in anticipation of its arrival, forming queues to buy. So, I display this little world beater at
a couple of mobile rallies-no need to advertise it, or plaster blurb around it, it will be the star of the show-everyone will fight to touch it, to even look at it from afar. John said, " I wouldn't display that-you'll be mobbed."
Yeah ? Apart from a visiting DL who thrust wads of fivers at me and said " You sell, ja ?" to which I replied " Nein,
zwei month delivery," hardly anyone gave it a second glance. Well, one or two did-the sort of chap who is in
electronics professionally, who travels all over the world and who knows the score. He looks at it, the circuit diagram
and the price and goes away. Some days later, when he's flogged his own rig privately he sends a cheque. Apart
from these chaps who know whats what, hardly anyone looked at it. Fantastic !

Stop moaning, Bill, start flogging. Talking of moaning, we all moan about rising prices and falling value
of the pound. In this business, though, we don't do
too badly-looking at the April 1959 Short Wave
Magazine, a nice new Tiger TR300 AM rig and a 888A
to go with it set you back £310. SSB Tx's of course,
were much more expensive then ! ! Think what you
can get today for that kind of money and you'll agree
that Amateur Radio prices haven't done too badly.
For example, cheaper than the TR300 AM rig by
itself, I can flog you a complete Inoue. £180 to be
exact for Rx, Tx and PSU. At least I think I can flog
you one-at long last it is beginning to dawn on you
chaps that this Inoue is pretty good and can forsee
shortages, but another shipment is imminent. Failing
the complete rig, how about the Rx by itself for £85.
Thinking of mobile ? Then how about the Sommerkamp FT-I50 at £215. Please note that this rig is not
just the bare bones but has all mod. con. Something
with a bit more poke ? Well man, dig the Sommerkamp FT -500 at £250. Crazy, man ! Or evening

SUNDRIES :

ever, the FT -250. £160 less psu.
Prefer separates ? Then the FR500 Rx and FL500

4/6, panel indicator lamps for standard lilliput bulbs,
red or green, 2/6 each, switches, jack plugs, miniature
tantalum electrolytic -1W sub minature metal oxide
resistors, etc. PL259 plugs 5/- each. 100kHz crystals,
series resonant, very accurate to mil. spec. £2. 300
ohm ribbon, 6d. yard.

I

swingier, or cooler, or hotter or more hep or what-

Tx are worth a butcher's hook. Or the Star series,
SR700 and ST700. With these you shouldn't need a
linear. In fact I advise all my customers that spending

the linear loot on a good tower and beam gives much
better value for money. (Fool that am, don't sell
towers, beams, etc.!) But if you must have a linear,
I can flog you a Sommerkamp FL2000.
Incidentally, I should make it plain that the above
stuff (except the Sommerkamp FT -250) is all ex -stock
I

Katsumi EK-9X keyer, 5-30 w.p.m.
Bug keys

...

...

.

CW Monitor, the output relay has a spare
contact for Rx muting
AR88D manual reprints ...

VHF/UHF 50 ohm dummy loads (new
surplus) ...

E7 15

0

0

0

E7 15

0

15

0

E2 10

0

E4

Tubular trimmers, either +-5pF or 3-I5pF I /- each,
I0/- doz. Feedthroughs, 1000pF screw type, I /- each,
I0/- dozen : disc ceramics, -001 3/6 doz., -01 5/- doz.
Standard coax sockets, I/- each, standard coax plugs
I /4 each. Plugs (OCTAL, B7G, B9A) 2/6 each. Electrolytics, brand spanking new can types, complete with
mounting clips, 100mF 350v. 5/6 each : 100-100mF
350v. 6/8 each : 100mF 450v. 7/2 : 40-40mF 500v.
7/3 : 100mF 500v. 7/9. 100-100mF 450v. 13/2 : Silicon
rectifiers, current manufacture, not surplus, not
seconds, you can rely on these. SE -05 1000piv 500mA

I

for immediate delivery at the time of writing. We

have 'em in stock-we may even have the FT -250 in
stock by the time you read this.
If your wallet won't stretch to a new rig, we usually
have a pretty good stock of second-hand stuff-and
as we are very fussy about what we sell, it will be
excellent, fully recommended stuff at a reasonable
price. I make no claims for " fantastic bargains " or
" stupendous value "-just reasonable prices. You
get what you pay for. If it is rubbish, I'll tell you so
and it will be reflected in the price. Anyway, if you
want something second-hand, give us a yell.
In the line of " goodies," I would just mention that
the following are especially singled out for praise 2m. converters, Katsumi keyers, Teisco mikes, Medco
L.P. filters.

NEW SURPLUS resistors, most values from 2d.
Capacitors from 2pF to I 50mF from 2d. each.
Mica trimmers, I000pF 1 /- each, 2,800 solid dielectric
variables, ideal top band loading.
each.

Morse key with buzzer, 15/-. Teisco DM -50I dynamic
microphone, high impedance, £2 15s. Converters,
21

mc/s. or 28 mc/s I.F. out 5 mc/s., E7 10s.

2m.

Converters 28 mc/s. I.F., £10.

SPECIAL : COLLINS V.F.O.'s, 2-0-4.2 mc/s. readout
to 5 cycles, phase loaded from 100 kc/s. xtal (in oven)

and divider chain. No drift, 22 valves. The ultimate
VFO complete with p.s.u., £35.
SPECIAL : 30mHz LOW PASS FILTER (British made).
The filter comes in 3 types, FL50A, 50 ohm impedance
with Belling Lee sockets, £4 10s. FL50B, 50 ohm
impedance with S0239 sockets, ES. FL75A, 75 ohm
impedance with Belling Lee sockets, £4 10s.

All the lovely new stuff can also be inspected at Alan Whitford's, G3MME, 37, Chestnut Drive, Polegate, Sussex.
Telephone No. Polegate 4659, evenings and weekends for those who can't get over to Matlock. If you can't get over
to either Alan or myself, send me a s.a.e. and I'll send you my latest lists.
POSTAGE : PLEASE ALLOW LOTS FOR POSTAGE, WE WILL REFUND ANY EXCESS.

73, The Bandit,
VE8DP/G3UBO.
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SWAN Cygnet
A 5 BAND 260 WATT SSB
TRANSCEIVER WITH BUILT-IN
AC AND DC SUPPLY AND
LOUDSPEAKER

£199

The new Swan Cygnet is a complete SSB transceiver,
with self contained AC and DC power supply, microphone and loudspeaker in one portable package. The
Cygnet features full frequency coverage of the 10, 15.
20, 40 and 80 metre bands with a power input rating of
260 watts P.E.P. in single sideband mode, and 180 watts

CW input. A crystal lattice filter at 5500 Kc is used in
both transmit and receive mode, and provides excellent

selectivity with a 2.7 Kc bandwidth at 6 dB down.

Superior receiver sensitivity of better than microvolt
makes it easy to pull in those DX signals, and with the

Cygnet, if you can hear them, you can work them.
Audio fidelity is in the well known Swan tradition of
being second to none ; providing smooth, natural
sounding voice quality. The Cygnet is temperature
compensated on all bands, featuring solid state
oscillator circuitry with zener regulation which permits
wide variation in supply line voltage without frequency
shift.

Unwanted sideband suppression is 45 dB, carrier
suppression 60 dB, and distortion products are down
approximately 30 dB.
The new Cygnet is designed to provide efficient, high
quality communications in the 5 most commonly used
amateur bands. Its low cost is a tribute to Swann's well
known techniques in value analysis, and simple, direct
circuit design. Above all, these techniques lead to a
high degree of reliability and foolproof performance.

Dimensions are: 13" wide, 54" high, and II" deep.
Weight is 24 lbs.
The transceiver comes complete with AC and DC input cords, and carrying handle; thus making it the most
versatile and portable set on the market, and certainly
the best possible value.

PETER SEYMOUR LIMITED, 410 BEVERLEY ROAD, HULL, YORKSHIRE

Tel.: 41938

GEORGE FRANCIS
G3TWV

FULL SERVICE FACILITIES ON KW, EDDYSTONE, SWAN, TRIO.
The same excellent service as given by us for last II years.

FRANCIS

FRANCIS

for EDDYSTONE
C66 13
E53 0
1195 0
£295 0

EB35
ECIO

EAI2

0
0

FRANCIS for PARKAIR ELECTRONICS
Skybandit
Concorde

FRA NCIS for KW ELECTRONICS
KW Vespa
.

New KW Atlanta

FRANCIS for TRIO
9R-59DE
JR500SE

Matching Speaker

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

£37 15

0
0
6

£232
£135
1110

.

E250

...
...

E61

0

L4

7

Standard ...
De Luxe ...
3A Tuner
4 Tuner ...

E4 15
E5 19
E3
E4

12

4

NO ORDER TOO SMALL

GOODS DISPATCHED BY RETURN, POSTAGE EXTRA

93 Balderton Gate, Newark, Notts.
after 6 p.m. 2578
Dialling Code 0636

52 ohm, low loss
52 ohm, ordinary
75 ohm, ordinary
75 ohm, low loss
75 ohm, twin
300 ohm, twin
Egg Insulators ..
.

0
0

L23 10
C17 15
£80 0

0

yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.
yd.

Eddystone EAI2 as new

*

2
I

0
0

3

10

a
1

6

6
6
6

ea.

Eddystone 707R overhauled by
Eddystone in September
...
T.W.2 metre TX

6
6
0

I.

Tel. 4733

FRANCIS for COAX CABLES

0

BRITISH MADE MORSE OSCILLATOR. Transistor, only needs
Morse key and battery, 49/11; with pitch control and earphone
socket, 59

2 metre Tx

FRAN CIS for SECOND-HAND

FRANCIS for JOYSTICK

0
0

E5

Ell)

0

Diacast boxes and dials in stock.

KW201

for SHURE

4

E135

0

0

E115
E15

0

0

0

0

*
THIS MONTH'S BARGAIN

EDDYSTONE ECIO
as new £43 0 0
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NEW RTTY HANDBOOK
NEW SIDEBAND HANDBOOK (by CQ)
NOVICE HANDBOOK, Ta and Rx
OPERATING AN AMATEUR RADIO STATION (A.R.R.L.)
QUAD ANTENNAE
RADIO AMATEUR EXAMINATION MANUAL
Paper

RADIO AMATEUR OPERATOR'S HANDBOOK
RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOK (1968/69)
RADIO COMMUNICATION HANDBOOK (R.S.G.B.)
RADIO DATA REFERENCE BOOK
RADIO HANDBOOK (Wm. I. Orr) (17th Edition)
RADIO VALVE DATA (Iliffe)
SERVICE VALVE AND SEMI -CONDUCTOR EQUIVALENTS (R.S.G.B.)

SSB EQUIPMENT
S9 SIGNALS
SHORT WAVE LISTENING
SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS FOR THE BEGINNER (Data Pubs.)
SHORT WAVE RADIO AND THE IONOSPHERE (Rife)
SINGLE SIDEBAND FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR (A.R.R.L.) (4th Edition)
SURPLUS SCHEMATICS (Published by CQ)
SURPLUS CONVERSION HANDBOOK (including " Command Sets ")
TELEVISION EXPLAINED (Ilitre) (New Edition)
TRANSISTOR RADIO HANDBOOK (Editors and Engineers)
TRANSISTOR SUBSTITUTION HANDBOOK No. 8 (Foulsham)
UNDERSTANDING AMATEUR RADIO
VHF HANDBOOK (Orr W6SAI)

N

VHF MANUAL by A.R R L

S

Available from

33s.
27s.
33s.
25s.
18s.
33s.
27s.

VHF FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR (CO)
WORLD RADIO AND TV HANDBOOK, 1969

Buckram

Od.
Od.

9d.
Od.

6d.
Od.

6d.
6d.
6d.
6d.
6d.
9d.
Od.

6d.

35s.
27s.

6d.
6d.

Ils.

6d.

8s.
27s.
27s.
16s.
23s.
6s.
6s.
27s.
9s.
28s.

6d.
6d.
6d.

Ils.

RADIO AMATEUR HANDBOOK (A.R.R.L.), 1969 Edition

I

I

CQ ANTHOLOGY (1952-1959)
COURSE IN RADIO FUNDAMENTALS (A.R.R.L.)
DICTIONARY OF ELECTRONICS (Penguin)
ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT HANDBOOK Vol. I
ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS HANDBOOK Vol. II (Tom Kneitel)
ELEMENTS OF RADIO ENGINEERING
FOUNDATIONS OF WIRELESS
GUIDE TO AMATEUR RADIO
GUIDE TO BROADCASTING STATIONS
HAM ANTENNA CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
HAMS INTERPRETER
HANDBOOK OF HAM RADIO CIRCUITS (by W9CGA)
HINTS AND KINKS Vol. 6
HOW TO BECOME A RADIO AMATEUR (A.R.R.L.)
HOW TO IMPROVE SHORT WAVE RECEPTION
"HOW TO LISTEN TO THE WORLD " 1969
LEARNING MORSE Mitre)
THE MORSE CODE FOR RADIO AMATEURS (R.S.G.B.)
LEARNING THE RADIO TELEGRAPH (A.R.R.L.)
MOBILE HANDBOOK (Published by CQ)
MOBILE MANUAL (Published by A.R.R.L.)

U

T

Ils.

10 Kc to 40 Gc), New Edition. 27in. x 16in. wide folding pages

A

A

17s.
21s.
15s.
42s.
26s.
36s.

CHART OF INTERNATIONAL FREQUENCY ALLOCATION -GENEVA (Official

C

P

Post Free

ABC OF ANTENNAS (Foulsham)
ABC OF TRANSISTORS (by G. B. Maim)
AERIAL HANDBOOK by G. A. Briggs (2nd Edn.)
AMATEUR RADIO DX HANDBOOK (by W9WNV)
AMATEUR RADIO (by F. G. Royer)
AMATEUR RADIO ANTENNAS (by Hooton) Revised Edo
AMATEUR RADIO CIRCUITS BOOK
ANTENNA HANDBOOK Vol. 1, by K7GCO (Cowan Publication)
ANTENNA ROUND -UP (by CQ) Vol. I
ANTENNA ROUND -UP (Vol. 2)
ANTENNA HANDBOOK (A.R.R.L., 11th Edition)
BASIC MATHEMATICS FOR RADIO AND ELECTRONICS
BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK, 3rd Edition
BETTER SHORT WAVE RECEPTION

T

I
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11s.
20s.
27s.
2s.
1s.
4s.
27s.
27s.
35s.
28s.
25s.
2s.
28s.
5s.
50s.
60s.
6s.
7s.
69s.
14s.

Od.

04.
8d.
9d.
Od.

6d.
6d.
6d.
04.
Od.

04.
3d.
9d.
6d.
Od.
Od.
Od.
Od.
Od.

8d.
6d.
9d.
Od.
Od.

6d.
3d.
04.
Od.

138s.

6d.

I Is.

Od.

Ss.

6d.

3s.
9s.
13s.

4d.
6d.
5d.

0/P
11s.
26s.
23s.

26s.
26s.
49s.
17s.
22s.
30s.
25s.
30s.
43s.

9d.
6d.
6d.
6d.
6d.
6d.
Od.

6d.
6d.
04.
Od.

6d.

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

Publications Dept., 55 Victoria St., London S.W.I
(Counter Service, 9.30-5.15, Mon. to Fri.)

(Nearest

(GIRO A/C. No. 547 6151)

01-222 5341

Station : St. James's Park)

valve

11

RECEIVER
Covering 550 Kc/s.-30 Mc/s.

high grade

communi-

Built-in speaker and
reception.
phone jack. Metal cabinet. Operation 220/240v. A.C., supplied brand
new, guaranteed with instructions.

ceiver suitfor
able

tropical

1-20

use.

613/13/-.

Mc/s. on 4

bands.
Incor-

AM CW/FM operation.
porates precision vernier drive,
Aerial trimmer, internal
B.F.O.
speaker and 12v. D.C. internal
power supply. Supplied in excellent
condition, fully tested and checked,

Carr. 20/,

615.

67/10/-.

operated
P.

Mt/s.,

1.5-30
4/-.

and

P.

OSCILLOSCOPES
high

plus 7 diode circuit. 4/8 ohm output
and phone lack. SSB-CW . ANL .
Variable BFO . S meter . Sep.
.

RF and AF gain controls
A.C. Size : 7" x 15" x

Ili

quality

A crystal controlled
hetrodynefrequeney
meter covering 1.78 Mc/s. Operation

1
Ill

I

and short wave 50 KcIs.-400 Kc/s.
and 550 Kc/s.-30 Mc/s.

F.E.T. front end. 2 Mechanical filters.
Product detector.
Huge
Dial.
Variable BFO.
Crystal calibrator.
Noise limiter, S Meter. 244." Band spread. 230v. A.C./12v. D.C. Neg.
RF
gain control.
earth operation.
Size : 15" x 91" X 8k". Wt. 18 lbs.
Exceptional value, 645. Carr. 10/,

Kc/s. and I Mc/s.
for
Operation
115/230 volts AC.
Available in ex-

TRIO JR-500SE AMATEUR RECEIVER
Covers all the amateur bands in 7
separate ranges between 3.5 and 29.7
Mc/s. 7 valves, 2 transistors and 5
diodes plus 8 crystals : output 8 and
500 ohm and 5000 ohm phone jack.

cellent condition, fully tested and
checked and complete with leads
Carr. 30/-.

.
Crystal controlled oscillator.
VFO . AVC . ANL .
Variable BFO
S meter . SSB-CW . Stand-by
special double gear dial
switch .

AR88 MAINS TRANSFORMERS
Brand new and boxed, 59/6. P.P.

drive with direct reading down to
I

ADMIRALTY B.40 RECEIVERS
Just released by
Ministry.
the

High quality 10
receiver

valve

manufactured

by Murphy. Five
bands 650 KO. I/F

Mc/s.

500 Kc/s.

In-

2
corporates
R.F. and 3 I.F.

band-

filter, noise limiter, crystal
controlled B.F.O. calibrator, I.F.
output, etc. Built-in speaker. output for phones. Operation 150/230
It A.G. Size 19+in. x 131in. x I6in.
Weight 114 lbs. Offered in good
working condition, 672/101-, Carr.
pass

With circuit diagram. Also
available B41 L.F. version of above.
617/10/-.
Kc/s.,
Kc/s.-700
15
Carr. 30/-.
30/-.

DUMMY LOAD RESISTORS
Carbon 300 35w., 5/6. P.P. 1/6.

TRANSISTORISED
FIELD STRENGTH
METERS

kHz.

Remote control socket for connection to a transmitter. Audio output I watt.
115/250v. A.C. Mains. Superb modern styling. Size 7 x 13 x 10in. with instruction manual and service data, 6681101-. Carriage 12/6.

CLEAR PLASTIC PANEL METRES
First grade quality, Moving Coil panel meters.
available ex -stock. S.A.E. for illustrated leaflet.
Discounts for quantity. Available as follows.

Type MR. 38P.
37/6
50µA

I

21 /32in. square fronts.

2mA

for

condition
used
65/19/6. Carr. 7/6.
or brand new with accessories
£711916. Carr. 7/6.

CLASS D WAVEMETERS No. 2
Crystal controlled 1-2-19 MO.
Mains or I2v. D.C. operation.
Complete with calibration charts.
Excellent condition, £121101-. Carr.

LAFAYETTE DE LUXE SELF
POWERED V.F.O._
bands

Five

80-10 metres.

volts
to
output
most
drive
transmitters.
10-20

Stabilised

H.T. supply.
Employs high

Q Clapp oscillator.

DC25 /10mA 25/- 2A DC 25 /2OmA 25 /- SA DC 25 /3v DC 7.5 /50mA 25 /I Ov DC 25 /-

20v DC 25 /-

50v DC 25 /- 500v DC n /6 150v AC 25 /AC 25/25/- 300mA 25/- 100v DC 25/- 750v DC 22/6 300v
25/- 500mA 25/- 150v DC 25 /- 15v AC 22 /6 500v AC 25 /25/- 750mA 25/- 300v DC 25/- 50c AC 22/6 '5' M eter 29 /6

HAMMARLUND SP600JX
COMMUNICATION RECEIVER
High quality professional dual conversion
receivers

available once
at a reasonable

communication
country
again in this
price. Frequency range 540 Kc/s.-54 Mc/s. in
6 bands, variable tuning or 6 channel crystal

Size:

6.1." x 5+' X 74".

Operates 220/240v. A.G. Brand new

with instructions. 613/19g-. Carr.
7/6.

TEI5 TRANSISTORISED
GRID DIP METERS
Six ranges.

Operates on
instructions,

5mA 25/- IA

35/1000A
32 /6
200µA
27/6
500µA
50-0-50µA 351- 100mA 25 /100-0-100µA32/6 150mA 25/500-0-500AA25 /- 200mA 25 /I-0-ImA
ImA

on 6 volts D.C. Ideal
amateur use.
Available in good

ii!illoli

II

Norma y
f5/19/6, our price 63 /15 /- if purchased with receiver.
SOLID
STATE
HA600
RECEIVER
LAFAYETTE
NEW
5
Band AM/CW/SSB amateur

YI and Y2 amplifiers up to 5.5
Built-in
Mc/s.
calibrators at 100

cellent condition fully tested and

I

1

,,

world

ministry

CLASS D WAVEMETERS

instruction manual, 642/10. Carr. paid.

750 Kc/s. Separate

stages,

*--

Pion]

0

115/250v.
10" with

Timebase 2 C/s.-

30

1 CldiI

.

IF frequency 455
.
Variable

Kels. . audio output 1.5w.

instrument offered
at a fraction of
cost.
original

and probe, 625.

r

4011021h6mNnka \

10, 15, 20, 40, and 80 metres. 8 valve

release of these
famous
communication
Frequency range 500
receivers.
Available in exKels.-30 Mc/s.

First

guaranteed. £150. Carr. 40/-.

TRIO COMMUNICATION TYPE HEADPHONES

TYPE I3A DOUBLE BEAM
A

Carr. 7/6.

continuous and electrical bandsp read on

bandspread dial

HAMGEAR PRESELECTORS I
Mains

TRIO 9R-59DE
4 band covering 550 Kc/s. to 30 Mc/s

RA -17

Incor-

variable BFO for CW/SSB

porates

re-

cation

RACAL

UNR-30. 4 BAND
COMMUNICATION

Mk. II COMMUNICATION RECEIVER

R209
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440 Kc/s.-280 Mc/s.
Full
9v. battery.

Ell /II /-.

3/6.

P.P.

HANSEN SWR-3
SWR BRIDGE
Impedance 52 ohms. Also operates
as field strength indicator, com-

plete with telescopic aerial, 69/6

P.P. 3/6. PL259 plugs to suit
7/6 each.
each.

EX -AM CONTROL BOX with

two Londex 7026 24v. D.C. Aerial
Change -over Relays.

Carr. 5/-.

New.

39/6.

CODAR EQUIPMENT

controlled. 2.5 watt output into 600 ohms.
Input 110/230v. A.C. 20 valve circuit inXtal filter, B.F.O., A.N.L.,
corporating
Xtal calibrator, 5 meter, etc. Size 19 x
12 x 22in. (List £520). Offered in excellent

condition fully tested and checked, 6100 each.

Range 2.53 to 57 Mc/s.
in

Large

bands.

3

200 µA indicator. Earphone monitoring jack.
Complete with telescopic

64/19/6.

antenna.

P.P.

Nearly 200 pages giving full details
of a comprehensive range of
COMPONENTS, TEST EQUIPCOMMUNICATION
MENT,
HI-FI
AND
EQUIPMENT
EQUIPMENT.
Each section greatly enlarged and
fully illustrated. Thousands of items
many at bargain prices. FREE DISCOUNT,ICOUPONS VALUE 10/ -

3/6.

No. 76 TRANSMITTER
2-12 Mc/s. Crystal controlled (not
supplied) 807PA. Operation I2v.

D.C. (Rotary Transformer) 9 watts
output, C.W. only. New condition.
72/6. Carr. 12/6.
Full

CR.45 Kit from...

T.28 Receiver
12/MS Mobile P.S.U.

Mini Clipper Kit

& Co.

(Radio) Ltd.

Alf Mail Orders to 3, Lisle Street, London, W.C.2

...

PR.30X (Built in P.S.U.)
RQ.I0 Q Multiplier ...
RQ.10X (Built in P.S.U.)
CC.40 Control Unit ...
...
AT.5 Transmitter
AT5 Mains P.S.U.

in stock.

...

Pr.30 Preselector

I2/RC Control Unit

JOYSTICK AERIALS
range of Aerials and Tuners

G. W. SMITH

CR.70 Receiver ...
CR.45 Receiver...

...

21

II

0
19

7

5

9 15
5 19
7 19
8 17
6 15

16 19
15 17

II

10

2

4

2 10
8 10

01-437 8204
3, LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2
01-437 9155
34, LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2
01-262 0387
311, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.I
Open 9-6 Mon. -Sat. (half day Thurs. at Edgware Road)
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AMATEUR ELECTRONICS G3FIK
TRIO COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT. We carry large stocks of all items in the current TRIO range and despatch to all parts of the
country. Please note that all items are air -tested for alignment and performance before packing and, as with all TRIO equipment a full twelve
TRIO
months guarantee is offered. Full demonstration facilities for the caller of course (without obligation) and literature by return on any
product with pleasure. Your existing gear may well cover the initial deposit required with the balance payable on terms at attractive interest

rates. We are always interested in the purchase of high quality second-hand gear and list below a selection of items which have come in since
our advertisement last month.
EDDYSTONE 5640. An excellent little receiver E s. d.
RCA 8516L RECEIVER. First class mechanical and E s. d.
25 0 0
...
indeed
electrical condition and complete with spare valves
165 0 0
and manual
CR-ISO RECEIVER. Complete with matching PSU.
20 0 0
EDDYSTONE 888A. Just returned from factory serThis is the model that goes up to 60 Mc/s.
75 0 0
...
vice, bill for which may be seen
IS 0 0
CR150. Less PSU but in good order ...
HAMMARLUND SP600 JX RECEIVER. Recon30 0 0
The pair
ditioned and in similar order to the one sold at the
... 90 0 0
North Midlands Mobile Rally ...
HEATHKIT V-7AU VALVE VOLTMETER.
13
0 0
."
Factory -built and brand new ...
SWAN 400 TRANSCEIVER. Complete with model

"

410 and 420 VFO's and the 22 dual VFO adaptor unit.
225
A very FB rig indeed ...

0

9

0

0

45

0

0

25

0

0

30

0

0

TS -413/U SIGNAL GENERATORS. Magnificent

excellent order and appearance. Without doubt one
... 102

10

top -grade American instruments.

0

Beautifully con -

strutted with a turret type tuner. Frequency range
75 Kc/s. to 40 Mc/s. Full details upon application,
...
limited quantity only ...

10 0
EDDYSTONE 840A. Fully air tested
EDDYSTONE 840C. Several receivers in stock, all
... 42 10 0
...
fully tested, from
58 0 0
EDDYSTONE S680X. A very good receiver
28 10 0
...
HEATHKIT RG-1 RECEIVER...
18 10 0
HEATHKIT GR-64. Unmarked and mint ...
LABGEAR LGSO TRANSMITTER. First class and

.

LABGEAR TOPBANDER. In equally good condition

...

...

£22 I Is. 6d.

KW VICEROY Mk. IIIA TRANSMITTER. Truly
of the finest SSB rigs Messrs. KW have produced

.

EAGLE TE-I88 SIGNAL GENERATOR. List price

0

MARCONI TFI44G SIGNAL GENERATORS.
With all accessories and in excellent order ...

AMERICAN MODEL OAP SIGNAL GENERA-

28 10

0

TOR /WAVEMETER. 144 to 180 Mc/s. Brand new
with all leads, etc. Identical dial to BC221 but slightly
larger unit with extra features. Limited quantity

16 10

0

only

" "

"'

...

PLEASE NOTE: WE ALWAYS HAVE GOOD STOCKS OF AR88LF and AR88D RECEIVERS, FULL DETAILS UPON APPLICATION.

ALL ITEMS LISTED ABOVE INCLUDE CARRIAGE CHARGES WHICH ARE DEDUCTABLE ON GOODS COLLECTED.
HIGH QUALITY EQUIPMENT URGENTLY REQUIRED. Please state required price when writing. Adequate S.A.E.'s gentlemen please.

Excellent parking for the caller.

518-520 ALUM ROCK ROAD, ALUM ROCK, BIRMINGHAM 8.

COME RAIN -COME SHINE

Telephone: 021-327 1497

THIS IS ANTENNA -TIME
7 -RI

SOME ANTENNA PRICES
ELAN. 2 band 3 elements ...
TA -33 Jr. 3 band 3 elements
TA -32 Jr. 3 band 2 elements

TA -3I Jr. 3 band dipole
V-3 Jr. 3 band vertical

...
...

A-310. 10 metre 3 elements
A-315. 15 metre 3 elements
V-4-6. 4 band vertical
TD -3 Jr. 3 band trap dipole
RV -4. 4 band vertical
MP -33. 3 band 3 elements ...
A -92-S. 9 elements 2 metre...
Classic -33. 3 bands 3 elements
RD -5. SWL amateur bands
SWL-7. SWL broadcast bands
RV-4RK. Roof mount for RV -4
D-4BCa. Base loading coil for V-4-6 for
80 metres

TA -33 Snr. 3 bands 3 elements
...
Lancer Mobile. 80-10 metres
TW-3X Jr. 20,40 and 80 metre vertical ...

VTD-3 Jr.

3 band vertical for difficult

locations

E23
E27

0

0

5

0

£11

11

£8 5
£18 3
E19 16
£17 0

£6 IS
£18

0
0

0
0
0
0

0

0

£33 IS

0

01
£55

0

0

0

0

£7 IS

0

£7 15

0

£10 IS

0

£9
E52
£44

5

0

0

0

E8

0

0

E9 18

0

0 0

Carriage and Insurance extra.

v.4-6

RASTER

E19 570

Send for HANDBOOK/CATALOGUE containing full details

and prices of Antennae and technical information, 35
pages 2/6 refundable on purchase of an Antenna.

ELAN
AVAILABLE JUNE/JULY
THE MOSLEY " MUSTANG "

NEW :

10, 15 and 20 metres, 3 element beam, 2 kw
Designed and manufactured in
rating.
Price E33.
Full details later.
England.

V-3 Jr.

Mgmk, egclonittaetd. 40, Valley Road, New. Costessey, Norwich, Norfolk Nor. 26K
Telephone: Costessey 2861, orders on!'
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K.W. ELECTRONICS LTD.

RECEIVERS. 8I475. 2-20 Mc/s. Large slow motion dial. etc., with
original power unit for 12 volts D.C. or 230 volts A.G. Less connecting
cables, all connections marked, ill, carriage Cl. 1340 still available 640
kc/s. to 30.5 me/s. ready to operate from 230 A.C., E22/10/-, carriage
paid. A few AR88 for callers, from E35.
METERS. 2k" round 500 ma, 3k" square Moving Iron 100 volts, 3'"
square Moving Coil 5 ma calibrated 0-400 amps., 15/- each post paid.
Oblong 6" x 41-" 250-0-250 Microamps calibrated 2.5 volts, 750rnV,
50mV : Oblong 6" x 5" 500 Microamps calibrated I volt, 3 volts, -12 co
+2 dB, 35/- each, post paid.
FIELD STRENGTH METERS 100 to 150 mcls. complete with telescopic aerial, I ma meter, etc., 35/-, post paid. COSSOR 1035 Oscillo-

SWAN 500C with 230XC P.S.U.
SOMMERKAMP FR -500 DX
DAVCO DR30 TRANSISTORISED RECEIVER
S.B.E. SB2LA Linear Amplifier
..
TRIO TS500 Transceiver with VFOS and PS500

WEATHER FORECASTING EQUIPMENT. Rainfall gauges, consisting of copper funnel, collecting bottle and measure with chart for
year, 30/-. Wet and Dry bulb Hygrometers with relative humidity

CDR HAM-" M "

scopes, 115, carriage 30/-.

charts, Centigrade, 24/-. 8 day Thermographs readily available charts,
E7/10/- . All post paid.
HIGH SPEED BRIDGES I2D /2 apart from Teleprinter uses these have
the following high quality components. 200-250 volts A.C. transformer
250 and 400 full wave H.T. two chokes and 2 5U4 rectifiers. Two 807
and eight other valves, three 2" square Ma meters. Compact 19" rack
mounting case, E3, carriage paid.
VALVES. New 807 and 5U4. 6/- each, post paid. 6 for 23/-, post
paid. 813. used, filaments tested, 15/-, post paid.
UNIRADIO 78 CO -AX fittings. Plug, socket and chassis socket,
plug and socket fit f" dia. co -ax, 3 quality items for 10/-.
WAVEMETER CLASS "D" No. 2. Mains operated. As new
E12/10/-, carriage paid.
TELESCOPIC MASTS. 34ft. complete with base, guy ropes and
pickets. 7ft. collapsed, E6/10/-, carriage paid.
FIELD TELEPHONES. Type " F," tested and working, LS, pair post

10/, AERIAL VARIOMETER TUNERS for 19 set, 15/-, post paid.
HEADSETS for 19 or 22 set with microphones, used 10/-, new IS/-,
post paid.
LIGHTWEIGHT MASTS. 10 x 3ft. screw -in sections plus 14ft.
collapsible whip insulator, which can be fitted at base or top of 30ft.
sections (i.e. 14ft. whip 30ft. high or 44fc. vertical) set of guy ropes,
pickets and ground spike, 65/-, carriage paid. Packed measures 3' 6" x
7" dia. in canvas case.

RACAL RAI7. Aerial trimmer capacitors 220pf, 5/-, post paid.

All equipment offered is complete but not tested unless otherwise
stated. Carriage charges quoted are for England and Wales only.
Telephone 34897

Terms: Cash with order.

Early closing Wednesday.

40-42 PORTLAND ROAD, WORTHING, SUSSEX

A selection of imported items now in stock :
E328
1130

.

P.S.U.

LI75
E134
E200
118
E40
E70
E25
Send for

CDR AR 100 VHF/UHF Rotators ...
CDR TR4 Senior Beam Rotators ...
CDR AR22R Junior Beam Rotators

HY-GAIN Vertical Antennas
...
HY-GAIN Tri-band and Monoband Beams

f details

SECOND-HAND IMPORTS (All AS New)
SWAN 500 with 230XC P.S.U.

E260

COLLINS 75 -S -3B Receiver

£285

NATIONAL HR0500 5 Kc/s.-30 Mc/s.

E500

.

HAMMARLUND, TRIO, SOMMERKAMP
Among our stocks of used equipment we have a nice

Hammarlund H61180 Receiver at 1110, and an H 61170A

Receiver in mint condition at E160, a superb HRO

500 professional Receiver (it tunes 5KHz to 30 MHz),

at E500, FR -100B Receiver, as new, £100 (this is as good as

you will get from Sommerkamp), and for the discerning
constructor we have a Collins mechanical filter for 455

KHz I.F.'s with a 2.1 KHz bandwidth at 6 dB and 5 3
KHz at 60 dB, complete with matching HC -6U crystals
for U /LSB, in as new condition, as gift at E18 -it costs
more than double this new. If you must buy imported
gear why not but it from us ? We will help you with
your TVI problem !

IA Heath Street, Dartford, Kent.
Dartford 25514

Fast Mail Order for the Amateur Radio Enthusiast!
AERIAL EQUIPMENT

"RAYMART" SUPER

TWIN FEEDER. 300 ohm twin ribbon

feeder similar K25, 8d. per yard. 75 ohm
twin feeder, 6d. per yard. Post on above
feeders, 2/- any length.

COPPER WIRE, I4G,

/-1/13,

140ft.,

30 /- ; 70ft., 16/-. Post and packing 3/3.

Lengths are approx. only, actually sold by
weight.
FEEDER SPREADERS. 6" Ceramic type
F.S., 10d. each. Postage 2/6 up to 12.
CERAMIC CENTRE PIECE for dipoles
Type AT, I /6 each. P. & P. 1/-.

AERIAL INSULATORS.

Ribbed

ceramic, 2/6 each. Short stick, I I- each.
Egg, 6d. all plus postage.

2 METRE BEAM, 5 ELEMENT W.S.
YAGI. Complete in box with I" to
24" masthead bracket.
Carriage 5/-.

Price : E3 7s.

SUPER AERAXIAL, 70/80 ohm coax,

2x

lising a diode and a sensitive
meter its application is considerably widened.
In addition to the familar use
of checking output frequency
the
increased
sensitivity
enables it to be used for many
other applications such as:
Checking of Multiplier
stages
in
Multi Stage
transmitters.

copper or

140ft.

E3 10s. P. & P. 4/6

TYPE RE3 comprises :
70ft. Copper Wire
solid)

Cables.

(stranded

or

1-T piece
2 -Ribbed Insulators
SOft. of 75 ohm Balanced Twin

R.F Pick up in Microphone leads, etc.
E4 .4. 0 (.3-5-35 Mc/s.) or, including
160 Metre Band E4 .10 .0. P. &LP. 3/-.

Price

Postage 1/6 on all line.

I4G

TYPEIRD2 as above, but with :
12 -FS 6" Ceramic Spreaders
140ft. Flexible Feedwire

fiers.

MLI (1001b.), 2d. per yd. or 12/6 per

70ft.

stranded (as preferred)
I -AT Centre Piece
2 --Ribbed Insulators
70ft. 300 ohm Ribbon Feeder
52/6 P. & P. 4/6

Neutralising R.F. Ampli-

R.F. Pick up in wiring.

Halyards, etc.

TYPE RDI comprises :

type wavemeter and by uti-

Standing waves on coax

100 yds. Type ML2 (220 lb.), 4d. per yd.
or 25/- per 100 yds., ML4 (400 lb.), 6d.
per yd. Ideal for Guys, L.W. Supports,

KITS

This instrument is an adaptation of the simple Absorption

300 watt very low loss, 2/3 per yard. SO
ohm 300 watt, 2/6 per yard. P. & P. 2/6.

TOUGH POLYTHENE LINE, type

AERIAL DIPOLE

BANDCHECKER

35s.

P. & P. 3/6

The Widest Range of Components in the Midlands
I

Oil

e

* HIRE PURCHASE
* PART EXCHANGE

CHAS. H. YOUNG LTD.
At your service G2AK, G3LAY, G3VFV
Please print your address.

No C.O.D. under LI.

'phone 021-236 1635

CHAS. H.

YOUNG

170-172 Corporation Street,
Birmingham 4

LTD.

FOR

THE

RADIO AMATEUR AND AMATEUR RADIO
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SHORT WAVE
EDITORIAL
Competition

With the Contest season upon us once more, it is worth
considering one of the less -obvious aspects of contest

activity. It can be argued that competition would be unnecessary and even undesirable

in that perfect state to which, but for the frailties of human nature, we might already
have succeeded. For two thousand years of recorded history, clever men have been
trying to change human nature, with no signs of success. Therefore, it is reasonable
to suppose that the competitive element will remain one of the dominant factors in nearly
all fields of human activity and endeavour, of which Amateur Radio is but one.

There are those who maintain that in Amateur Radio the competitive spirit should
be discouraged; and they can advance many good arguments to support their contention.
But as in any other sphere, in Amateur Radio it is competition that is the spur to progress.
Indeed, it can be shown that the competitive element has always been a good thing for
progress. For thus is the practice of the art improved and developed to the ultimate
benefit of all concerned including those who have no particular interest in competitive
activity for its own sake. Therefore, do not let us deride nor denigrate those who take a
serious part in contest activity on the amateur bands.

WORLD-WIDE COMMUNICATION

THE SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

/11
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DESIGN FOR AN AMATEUR -BAND RECEIVER

THE "BHIM-TAL"- SOLID-STATE,
ALL SILICON - DOUBLE
CONVERSION-TOP BAND TO TEN
METRES-FULL CONSTRUCTIONAL
DETAILS
Part I
D. A. HOLLINGSBEE (G3TDT)

THE Bhim-Tal experimental receiver was built for
use on the HF bands. It follows a fairly conventional
pattern of double conversion with a crystal controlled
front end, tunable IF of 5.0 to 5.5 mc and a final IF or
455 kc.
Each functional stage of the receiver was designed and
built as a separate unit, mostly on home-made printed
circuit of Veroboard, so that any part could be re -modelled

Extensive use
has been made of field-effect transistors, both dual -gate

without upsetting the general pattern.

and " triode " types, as well as of integrated circuits.

if not handled correctly. In the period since that article
was published there have been big strides in this sphere,
one of the more significant of which has been the introduction, by R.C.A., of a pair of dual -gate MOSFETS,
designed as an RF amplifier, (not used in the prototype)
and a mixer. They are offered at a price that is bound to

ensure their popularity-being advertised in the trade
press at 1 Is. each in lots of 100.
During the same period there have been significant
developments in the field of integrated circuits. These
devices have been described in detail in numerous articles

All semi -conductors are of the silicon variety.
Only the first 500 kc of the ten -metre band is covered.

and although by far the largest percentage have been
developed as logic (switching) elements, quite a few
linear types are available. In brief, each package con-

spectrum but from a purely economic point of view on
what is essentially an experimental project!
If must be emphasised that this receiver is experimental and that although it is offered as a complete
instrument it is by no means complete as far as the
author is concerned. In fact, it is the latest of a long

tains a complete stage of several transistors, resistors and

This is not from lack of interest in this part of the

line of receivers built over several years, all of which lasted

just as long as it took to read up or think up some new
system.

It is assumed that anyone constructing this Rx will

have had at least some experience in building, or is
able to call on the assistance of an experienced hand.
Alternatively, anyone who can use a soldering iron
should be able to make the pre -amplifier and having
gained confidence, proceed to the first mixer and crystal
oscillator for use as a converter with a general coverage
receiver tuning 5 to 5.5 mc.
After an introduction to the special components and

run down on the block diagram each section will be
described in detail, together with notes and thoughts

diodes, the whole thing being contained in a standard
medium-sized transistor can. Usually, capacities are
external.
This receiver was designed round these two elements.

Needless to say they are expensive compared with conventional transistors and, consequently, cheap silicon
bi-polar transistors have been used in non -critical parts
of the circuit, as indeed have normal FET's.
During the " sketch and think " stages of the design,
consideration was given to the possibility of building a
transceiver, but the author has always considered this a
rather awkward system except for net operation. At
least 50, for preference 100, kc deviation is needed at the
HF end of the spectrum and that is enough to merit a
separate VFO! On the other hand, filters and crystals
are expensive, so some consideration has been given to

the possibility of using them for transmitting, but
reception was always given first priority.

The choice of double conversion and a 455 kc IF

for possible future development. That is not to say that

may seem out of date to some people, but quite frankly

this receiver is incomplete; it can hold its own with
anything that has crossed the Pacific Ocean, but it is
rather like grandfather's hatchet-the same one he had

compares with the Brush ceramic filter used. A further

as a boy-just had three new heads and five new handles!
In the March 1967 edition of SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

there was a short introduction to Field Effect Transistors

in which the virtues of the device were discussed. A
brief mention was made of the MOSFET, or Metal
Oxide FET, a semi -conductor with exceptional input
impedance and, consequently, self -destroying capabilities

the author has not heard a 9 mc crystal filter that

point is that a single conversion receiver requires separate

local oscillators for each band-not a good thing when
maximum stability is being sought. Of course, a
crystal oscillator/VFO mixer arrangement could be

used, but this would introduce as many " birdie "
problems as double conversion. On this subject, a

frequency synthesiser was considered to the design
point of block diagram and sequential operation but it
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Front panel view of the completed Receiver.
figuration. This is coupled to a two -stage buffer
employing DC -coupled 2N2925 transistors, the mixer
output being taken from the emitter of the second stage.
No isolating stage is used between the two mixers
and the tunable first IF of 5 to 5.5 mc is coupled to the

was not deemed a practical proposition for more than a
small minority of readers. Perhaps one day it will be
possible to produce a do-it-yourself design and the technical press is being scoured for a lead in this direction.
One further point before discussing the block diagram: Digital read out instead of a dial is a popular
method these days with the more expensive equipment.
Technically this would not present a major problem, but
even at trade prices it would add some £30 to the cost.

second mixer, also a 3N 141, by a broad -band transformer.

This can be either a double -wound transformer with
inductive coupling between the windings, or two separate
tuned circuits with link coupling. The choice is dependent
on chassis layout. The variable oscillator for the second
mixer tunes 5455 to 5.955 mc, plus overlap, and employs

Circuit Description (Fig. I)
The signal from the ATU is fed via a 5 mc trap to a
pre -amplifier consisting of a single grounded -gate FET.

a 2N2925 in a Colpitts circuit. The buffer stage is untuned and identical to that used in the front mixer.
The mixer signal on 455 kc is passed through a Brush

This is coupled by a low impedance link to the first

Clevite filter type TL-2D5A to the first IF amplifier.
This is an integrated circuit, CA -3005, and AGC is
The output is inductively coupled to the
applied.

gate of a MOSFET 3N 141 mixer stage.

The crystal controlled oscillator input for the mixer
is obtained from two 2N38I9 FET's in a Butler con -

Squelch

_1(kMult.

2N 2925

5- 5-5mc
Pre Amp

2N3823

1st

Mixer

Mixer

3N141

3N141

Buffer

Buffer

2x

2x

2N2925

Crystal
osc
2x

Fig.1

455kc
and

2 N 3819

2N2925

Filter
TL2D5A

oNb

-

1st IF
Amp

CA3005

AGC

Meter

CA3005
2x

BFY50

2nd IF
Amp
CA

3014

Prod.

Audio

AF

Det

Filter

Amp

2N2925

2N 2925

CA3020

2x

CIO
BC108

V FO

2N 2925

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the G3TDT Solid -State Receiver.
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second IF amplifier, also an integrated circuit, type
CA -3014. This is the main amplifying stage, but no
AGC is employed, the input being held more or less
constant by the first IF.
The product detector utilises two 2N2925 transistors
in a cross -balanced circuit. One transistor is grounded
to AC for AM reception. The carrier insertion oscillator
uses a BC108 in a tuned collector circuit, fine adjustment
being by a variable capacity diode. (The choice between
tuned and crystal oscillator is discussed later.)
An AF regenerative filter, for CW reception, follows

the product detector and can be switched out if not
required. The audio amplifier employs an integrated
circuit type CA -3020 to give a little over 500 mW output.

The AGC system is a hybrid HF/AF configuration
and uses a CA -3005 integrated circuit and two BFY50
transistors.
Auxiliary circuits include a Q -multiplier, S -meter
and squelch. A noise limiter has not been included as
the AGC has considerable limiting action in conjunction
with the IF gain control. Incorporating ANL to work
with the squelch should not prove too difficult. Leaving
out a crystal calibrator was a local decision as one is
available as normal shack equipment. However, there
is a spare knob on the front panel and one will be fitted
if a crystal comes along.
It is not unusual at the beginning of a receiver article

to quote performance figures in terms of bandwidth
and signal-to-noise ratio. The bandwidth is, of course,
that of the ceramic filter and is quoted by the makers
as 2 kc at 6 dB down and 5 kc at 60 dB. This gives a

shape factor of 2-5 : 1. Noise measurements have not
been made as the only signal generator available at the

moment is not calibrated as to output and leaks RF

so badly that the only way to adjust the signal level is
to move the beast further from the receiver! However,
a more sophisticated instrument is to be available
shortly and the figures should appear in the continuation
article.

And so to the circuit in detail:
The Pre -Amplifier

The pre -amplifier is built as a separate unit for no
particular reason save convenience of construction. If
it were made in part with the first mixer stage it would
be possible to gang the switches and tuning capacitors.
If this method is adopted, then slug -tuned coils will be

needed for the second (mixer) stage and trimmer
capacitors will be required on both stages.
The grounded -gate configuration is more usual at
VHF than HF and was chosen for several reasons. In

the first place, the extra gain is only needed at the higher
frequencies. Secondly, it does not require neutralisation
providing a reasonable layout is used. The third reason
is that input tuning can be left to the aerial tuning unit.
In the writer's experience a receiver designed with a low
input impedance is embarrassingly sensitive to what the

aerial is offering and some form of tuning, or a tuned
aerial, is absolutely essential. A random length of wire
plugged straight into either the pre -amp. or main receiver

will produce disappointing, if not misleading, results.

On an academic point, a high or medium input

COIL WINDING TABLE
1

LI
L2

,,

L3

99

L4
L5
L6
L7
LS

>f

i

IT

...

23 turns, 28 swg, i dia., double spaced

i

...

FIXED I CORE
C

ins.

45 turns, 28 swg, i dia., close wound ...

Fig. 2, Fig. 3

1

LINK

LENGTH

WINDING DETAILS

USAGE

1

0.75

211'

220µ/AF I

No

0.75

1 iT

200µµFF

No

0.64

1T

7514F

No

0.75

1T

nil

No

>9

16 turns, 26 swg, i dia., double spaced

f,

12 turns, 22 swg, i dia., double spaced

,,

10 turns, 26 swg, 1 dia., double spaced

...

...

0.4

IT

nil

No

11

8 turns, 26 swg, 1 dia., double spaced ...

...

...

0.36

1T

nil

No

174 turns, 26 swg, 0.3 dia., close wound

...

...

3T

220/LIAF

Yes

171 turns, 26 swg, 0-3 dia., close wound

...

...

0-33

2i -T

150150µµF

Yes

15 turns, 26 swg, 0.3 dia., close wound

...

0.3

24T

751.4LF

Yes

Fig. 3
,,

L9

1

0.33

I

L10

,,

14 turns, 24 swg, 0.3 dia., close wound ...

...

...

0.33

2T

50µµF

Yes

LII

lf

121 turns, 22 swg, 0.3 dia., close wound

...

...

0.38

2T

33µµF

Yes

...

0-43

6T

100gILF

Yes

None

100i.riaF

Yes

T1

Fig. 3, Fig. 4

42 turns, 34 swg, 0.3 dia., close wound

Tit

Alternative

As above but two identical windings spaced 1/32in. ...
...
...
...
...
12K ohms across primary

0.43

...

0.43

Trap

Fig. 2

1

42 turns, 34 swg, 0-3 dia., close wound

...

each

each
None

100/Ay.F

Yes
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Table of Values
Fig. 2.

LI-L6

RI = 150 ohms
R2 = 100 ohms
CI -= .001
C2
C3

VC1

C2

The Pre -Amplifier

Trap = See winding table

S

3 -pole, 6 -way with

Trl

Trl = 2N3823 (Texas)

= .05 uF
= 0.1 /IF
100 + 100 uuF

Sa-Sc

---

shorting ring on

Case
:

2N3823

Sa.

0

Sa
Sb

Trap

°o

o

°o Sc

0

receiver is a lot less critical with regard to the aerial, as
is proved by the many amateurs who use HRO and AR88
receivers on the same ATU as they use for transmitting.

But there is no doubt that a low -impedance (current
fed) system gives the best results. As a simple example,

for the first tests on 80 metres a short quarter -wave
aerial was tied to a clothes post about seven feet from
the ground. Almost the first signal heard was a VE1 on
SSB coming through a good 5 and 5 (0600 hrs., early

Fig. 2

November). This without the pre -amplifier.
Back to the pre -amplifier. One disadvantage of the
simple system is that of incorporating AGC or manual

gain control without spoiling the noise figures. One
thought is to use a dual -gate FET, say a 3N140 and to
apply the control signal to the second gate, but as yet,

Table of Values
Fig. 3. Circuit of 1st Mixer and Crystal Oscillator

this is just a thought.

It is possible to adjust the padding capacitors on the
80 and 160 metre coils to permit tuning with a single
100 p4.1.F capacitor, but this will cut things a little tight

and restrict accurate tuning to the amateur part of the
available 500 kc. Note that the coax feed cable is not
earthed at the pre -amp., otherwise an earth loop exists.
With some layouts and cable lengths, this may not matter
but results are not predictable, it is even just possible
that grounding both ends will reduce noise!

In practice, the use of a pre -amplifier has proved
essential not only to raise the weaker signals on 10 and
15 metres but to help keep breakthrough on 5.0-5-5 mc
under control. Without the IF trap and pre -amp. signals
can be heard on all bands and are intolerable on Eighty.
Furthermore, second -channel breakthrough can be a
real problem although, as mentioned earlier, the aerial

toD

G2

X2 -

9

Series Resonant
(160m.)
mc
crystal,
Series Resonant

(80 and 20m.)

X3 - 12.5 mc crystal,

R4 = 1,500 ohms

R5, R7,

R9, R12 = 470 ohms

R6 = 56 ohms
R8 = 6,800 ohms
R10 - 3,300 ohms
R11, R13 - 150 ohms

X4

Series Resonant
(40m.)
mc crystal,
Series Resonant
(15m.)

16

X5 = 23 mc crystal,

RFC - 10 all

Sa-Sf - 6 -pole, 6 -way,
shorting link on
Sb

T - 5 mc wide -band

transformer
See winding table

Series Resonant
(10m.)

Trl - 3N141 R.C.A.
Tr2, Tr3 - 2N2925, 2N2926,
BC108, etc.

Tr4, R45 - 2N38I9 Texas

IF Output

G1

3 N141

See winding table

L7-L11 - Oscillator Coils
See winding table
XI = 7 mc crystal,

C8 = .01 µF
C6 = 1000 µµF
C7 = 160 prAF
VCI =
RI = 120 ohms
R2, R14 - 10,000 ohms
R3 = 100 ohms

9 volts

12 volts

(

°s

Ll-L6 - RF Coils

Cl = 0-1 AF

C2, C3,
C4, C5,

S

2N3819

2N2925

R12

CB

R6

L7- II

Aerial or pre -amp

2

R8
C6

Sd
RIO

L1-6

Fig. 3

RI4
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is the real answer. Some experiments were carried out application.
The output from the mixer is selected by a broadon 10 metres. Without the pre -amp. and using a badly
band tuned circuit. Of course, variable tuning perhaps
matched aerial strong broadcast signals were received

that were traced (with a general coverage receiver)
to the 17.5 to 18 mc band. This, of course, is the crystal
oscillator less the first IF.
Fitting either the pre -amplifier or tuning the aerial

reduced the signals below an audible level and both
together even held the signal generator at bay.

First Mixer and Crystal Oscillator
An R.C.A. 3N141 is used for the first mixer. This
is a dual -gate metal oxide field-effect transistor and is
one of the very few semi -conductors designed specifically
for mixer service. It should not be confused with other

four terminal FET'S, in which the substrate is brought
out and sometimes used as a control element. With the
3N141 the construction resembles two FET's in series
but is unique in so much as the signal on the second
gate is used to modulate the transfer characteristic of the
input gate. The makers claim this method to be superior
to conventional modes and results confirm this.

With an input impedance so high that it can be

considered infinite, high -Q coils are a natural choice
and it would be a pity to use miniature ferrite cored
types-but a word of warning. If you use a different
L and C system do not allow the input to become open
circuited to AC when switching or you may well find
that transients have destroyed your mixer. On this
subject the now familiar warning must be repeated.
(a) Never handle the device unless all four
(An
terminals are shorted together.
inch or two or 5 amp. fuse wire wrapped
round, just under the case, is a good

ganged to the local oscillator would be ideal but in
practice this is not easy to achieve and in any case the
gain only amounts to the odd dB. It would permit a
higher -Q circuit to be used and some constructors may
wish to adopt this method.
Output to the second mixer is by link coupling to a
second and similar tuned circuit and staggered tuning is
used to smooth out the passband.
There is no doubt that it is better to have the crystal
oscillator higher than the incoming RF signal. This
receiver follows the now almost universal practice of
operating above the signal for 160, 80 and 40 metres
and below for 20, 15 and 10 metres. Apart from keeping
the sidebands the right side up, there is considerably
less difference between the local oscillator frequencies

and the problems of equal drive on all bands are

simplified. One annoying disadvantage is that the RF
stages and the tunable oscillator work in reverse

directions for three of the bands! There is, however, one
advantage that is often overlooked. If the crystal is to
be above the incoming signal on 20 metres, a frequency

of 19.5 mc is required. Some of this is bound to find
its way out and the 1TA television channel, No. 9, is on
195 mc (194.75 to be exact). If anyone cares to doubt

the result, the author will demonstrate with pleasureproviding they answer the door to the irate neighbours.
Like most TVI it can be overcome and those seeking
the 'nth degree of perfection will no doubt find a way.

(To be continued)

scheme-but don't forget to remove it after
mounting).
(b) Make sure the tip of your iron is earthed.
(c)

Make sure all power is off when inserting
or removing the device.

The crystal oscillator was first described in the March
1967 SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE and is a transistorised

version of the Butler oscillator. There are plenty of
simple transistor circuits for crystal oscillators but very
few that give such a low -distortion output. This may not
sound important, but if the output of a mixer is analysed
it seems a miracle that it is possible to extract the required
frequency at all, and don't forget that a lot of unwanted

signals are going to be present at the mixer input and
can only be kept out of the passband by making sure
that there are no harmonics or spurious signals available
for them to mix with.
The oscillator is followed by a simple buffer -amplifier
and a direct coupled emitter follower. This gives a low -

impedance output that is ideal to feed the mixer and
produces about 2 volts peak -to -peak depending on the
crystal output.
Almost any n -p -n silicon transistors with a reasonable
gain and average characteristics should work as well as the

2N2925. A few ohms (decoupled) in the collector of the

output transistor might be a good idea if experiments
are envisaged-one or two BC108's found their way to
an early grave when using the same circuit for another

.. Must be that grid leak again . . ."
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EASY TWO -METRE CONVERTER
SIMPLIFIED DESIGN FOR THE
BEGINNER ON VHF
F. G. RAYER, A.I.E.R.E. (G3OGR)

(144 to 146 mc) band, and then to tune a narrow band

YOU won't work 2 -metre DX with this converter, nor
find that it has crystal -controlled frequency stability.

around this with the main receiver operating as a tunable
IF.

But assuming that a surplus or communications type

Since L3 can be changed, any feasible IF can be
chosen to suit the receiver. Generally, 10 mc will be

receiver capable of tuning around 10 mc is available (as
is most likely) this converter will offer a simple, cheap and
easy means of finding what two metres is about. Actually,
tuning coverage is about 120-165 mc, which brings in one

available. If the receiver covers up to 30 mc or so, something in the 20-30 mc range can be chosen, probably with
less chance of direct pick-up at IF. As coil values are for
10 mc, it is suggested this IF be tried first.
[over

of the " space bands " in the 136 mc region.
Referring to Fig. 1, Ll and trimmer Ti are for some

measure of impedance matching, with input to the
cathode of the grounded -grid triode VIA. RFC2 and

RFC3 reduce losses from heater -cathode capacitance.
Output from VIA is to the coil L2, broadly tuned by
the 8 iii4F beehive trimmer T2. Signal -frequency input

Table of Values

to the triode mixer V1B is through C3.

Fig. 1.

There is no crystal -controlled oscillator or lower

Circuit of Two -Metre Converter

Cl, C2 = -002 µF, disc cer.
C3, C6 = 47 µµF, silver
mica
C4 = 150 isµF,
C5 = -01 µF, 350v.
C7 = 5 µµF
TI = Trimmer, 30 µµF

frequency oscillator with multipliers. Instead, the VHF
triode V2 operates at 10 mc away from the signal frequency (for 10 mc IF output). VC1 tunes this circuit.
Coupling to the triode mixer is by Cx, a looped insulated
wire round the lead to tag 2.
L4 is tuned to the chosen IF by adjusting its core. A

air -spaced
hive

VC1 = 30 ± 30 1.4µF, or

similar butterfly
variable

RI = 330 ohms, w.
R2, R5 = 10,000 ohms, lw.
R3 = 2.2 megohms,
R4 = 33,000 ohms, 1w.
R6 = 47,000 ohms, 1,w.
VIA, B = 12AT7
V2 = 6C4

bee-

T2 = 8 bzµF, as T1

screened lead from L5 couples signals into the main

Notes: Coil and choke values and construction are given

receiver.

in the text. For building the converter, a 7in. x 3M.
universal chassis runner, 7in. x 5in. chassis, 7in. x 6in.
panel, and Sin. x Sin. brackets can be used (see photographs) as obtainable from Home Radio, Mitcham.
Additional items such as fin. insulated rod and shaft
coupler, slow-motion ball drive and knob, B9A and B7G
valveholders, tag strips, etc. can also be obtained from

It is in theory possible to leave the receiver tuned
permanently to the chosen IF of 10 mc. Tuning is then
with VC1. But in view of the sharpness of tuning with
VC1, it is better to use VC1 only to select a range of
wanted frequencies, such as a portion of the two -metre

the same source.

o490/270v
R2

Output

C5

R5

L5

gii

ki

L4

9

TC4

k"

a.

hct

VI -12AT7
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T2
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LI

r

Ti

C3

.SL1
L2
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L3
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3

4/5

C7
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/

RFC 2
RFC 3

\a7
3

RI

R3

V2

i
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a

4

V 2 -6C4

R6
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o Common
C4

o 6 3v
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Fig. I. Circuit of the SEO two -metre Converter
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5'-.
1_3

7"x 3"
LI

Aerial

VI

V2

l2AT7

6C4

0

Insulated rod

2"

7"x6"

-

Ball drive

Fig. 2

Above, Fig. 2, showing general constructional

with photograph opposite. Below (Fig. 3), placement of parts
at back of mounting panel and under chassis.

Fig.3,
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Construction of SEO two -metre Receiver.

Coils and Chokes
If no means of checking frequency are immediately
available, the coils should be made as nearly as possible
as described. A grid dip oscillator is useful for checking
resonant frequency, or for adjusting the coils, or alterna-

Constructional Points

tive windings.

photographs.
Fig. 2 shows the arrangement of the 7 x 3M. plate, and

LI, L2 and L3 are self-supporting. Anchor the wire
to some firm support, and stretch it. Make the required

number of turns by rotating some object of suitable
diameter in the hands, keeping tension on the wire. Take
the coil off its temporary former, and separate the turns
as required.
Ll has seven turns of 22g. wire, and is fin. long and

outside diameter. L2 has four turns of 16g. wire,
tapped 11 turns from the anode end, and is +kin. long
and 4in. outside diameter. L3 is five turns of 16g., l*in.
long and lin. outside diameter. It is centre -tapped for
R5.

RFC1 is 50 turns close -wound, of 24g. enamelled
wire, and 7/32in. outside diameter. RFC2 has 30 turns of

22g. enam., again close -wound, and is of *in. outside
diameter. RFC3 is the same as RFC2.

L4 and L5 are both on a 9/32in. diameter cored

former, of the Aladdin type. L4 is 114 turns of 24g. close wound, and L5 is 6 turns of 32g. wire, put on immeidately

adjacent to the HT end of L4.

L4 must be resonant at the main receiver tuning
frequency, which is of course the IF chosen-in this case,
10 mc. This is checked by adjusting the core of L4 for
maximum signal strength or noise.

The converter is built almost entirely on a 7 x 3in.
plate with lin. flanges, afterwards mounted vertically on
a 7 x 5in. chassis. Brackets about 5 x 5in. support the

7 x 3in. plate and panel. The whole must be rigid-see

Fig. 3 the construction on it. Tag strips help support
RFC1 and RFC2/3, with Cl, and R2, R5. Coils and
chokes should be kept at least lin. from the metal. Coils,
also C2, C3, C7, trimmer T2 and other elements of the
tuned circuits must have the shortest possible leads.
VC1 is mounted with its spindle through a clearance
hole, and is controlled through a length of insulated rod,
having a flexible coupling of the usual type.
C3 is soldered to L2 after fitting L2. Cx is one full
turn of insulated connecting wire round the lead to tag 2.
With IA under the chassis and a co -axial lead from L5

to the receiver, pick-up at the intermediate frequency
of 10 mc was not found to be troublesome. Any strong

signals near the 10 mc IF can be dodged by slight
adjustment on VC1.
Power Supply

The valve heaters require 6.3v. at 0.45A. If this
cannot be taken off the main receiver, a separate power
pack can be used, or a heater transformer for the converter only.

The HT supply can be about 190v. to 270v., at

10-12mA or so.

If the converter is only occasionally
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Another view of the constructional
layout of the G3OGR two -metre
converter-compare with drawings
on p.218 and photograph, p.219.
The socket on the near side of the
supporting bracket is for aerial

input-it could Just as well be the

standard -type

Belling -Lee
socket.

coax

Aerial

For a first test it is probably
as well to choose a probable high activity period, such
as a weekend.
Those readers within a range of 25 miles or so of

With a short vertical aerial (about I -wave) standing
directly from the converter aerial socket, fairly strong
signals were received up to about 25 miles.

Wrotham, Kent-and perhaps as far as 50 miles in a
north-westerly direction-will find a very useful, continuous marker signal at 144.5 mc, under the callsign

A half -wave dipole gave much improved results. It
was made with stout wire, to an overall length of 381in.
(for 145 mc). Rods or tubes would be better. Each can
be I9in. long, mounted with their inner ends 4in. apart

are GB3CTC, Redruth, Cornwall, on

used and draws heater current from the receiver, a
switch should be placed in the heater circuit.

on insulated material. A co -axial feeder or twin lead
feeder runs to the converter. This aerial is easy to make,

and can be raised on a light pole or lath, or may be
used indoors. It can be easily rotated, or its polarisation
changed, e.g. horizontal or vertical. Directors and a
reflector could be readily added. The " best DX "
reception of amateur signals with this simple dipole,
20ft. high out-of-doors, was over a distance of 200 miles.

Normally, something more like an " optical range "

(10-50 miles) is expected.

This is a reliable beacon signal, identifying
itself in Morse at short intervals. Other such beacons
GB3VHF.

144.13

mc;

GB3GW, Swansea, 144.25 mc; and GB3GM, Thurso,
1.44-995 mc. All these signals are, of course, in the two metre amateur band of 144-146 mc.
Receiver Connection

Most communications type receiver have around
75 to 300 ohm input. A short piece of co -axial cable
runs from L5 to the receiver. The outer brading is
earthed at the receiver. An unscreened receiver or lead
is not recommended.
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for best results with a particular aerial or feeder. The

Adjustments

The main receiver tuning should be set to avoid

unnecessary pick-up of signals direct. This is in fact
easier with a variable oscillator such as V2, because if
wanted signals fall on a " dirty " frequency, VC1 can be
slightly adjusted, to bring them into a clearer IF channel.
L4 may, if wished, be peaked by removing HT from
the converter, attaching a short temporary wire as aerial

to tag 1 of V1B, and tuning the core of L4 for best
reception of some 10 mc or adjacent transmission.
Subsequently, peak L4 when operating through the
converter in the usual way.

Trimmer Tl should be about half closed, and T2
nearly fully open. An insulated tool is necessary to suit
these trimmers. When rotating VC1 brings in signals in

the wanted band, Tl and T2 are adjusted for best
results.

VC1 is not normally used for continuous tuning,
but is employed to bring the converter output within the
range of frequencies it is convenient to tune with the
main receiver. L3 may be operated above or below
the signal frequency. With 10 mc IF, the 2nd channel
shows up at 20 mc separation.
Satisfactory results should be expected without

changes to the circuit, though Ll could be modified

BOOK REVIEW
AMATEUR RADIO DX HANDBOOK

(by Don Miller, W9WNV)

X ENTION of W9WNV (the author of this book)
1-Vlinevitably brings out arguments of quite remarkable

heat between DX addicts all over the world-but
is necessary to put aside any strong personal views
either way when considering this volume in terms of
its true worth to the avid, or indeed anti-, DX chaser.
While one can debate some of the points W9WNV
brings up as being more applicable to the Stateside
it

operator than the U.K. station, it is also true to say that
anyone who reads and thoroughly digests the contents
of the Amateur Radio DX Handbook cannot but become
a better operator.

Quite apart from the comments on the operating

methods which should be used (as seen from the point of
view of the chappie at the " sharp -end " of the pile-up),

there is no doubt at all that Dr. Miller has " done his
homework " before discussing the various factors that
go into the making of a successful DX -chaser in a
populous area such as the U.K. or United States; in
discussing in far more detail than is possible within the
orbit of the R.A.E. the technical and ionospheric im-

ponderables; and the ways and means by which the
intending entrant in a contest may so get organised
as to offer himself the best chance of putting up a high
score.

Apart from the matter of DX-ing from the home

station, there is also much interesting and useful material
for the keen type who proposes to make himself into a

wanted DX operator by going off on an expedition-

working frequency of L2 and L3 can be raised by

stretching the coils, or lowered by compressing them to
bring turns more closely together. This has quite a
significant effect on coverage. VC1 could also be 8 + 8
µp,F, with a pre-set across L3, or L3 modified to suit.
R4 and mixer injection can be modified. For most
signals, weak mixer injection (Cx too small) will degrade
performance more than having a little too much injection.
Increasing Cx, reducing C3, increasing R4, or raising the
voltage to V2 all increase the relative injection level.
Editorial Note: Though VHF converters having
self-excited oscillators do not find much favour
these days among serious workers, in fact, if the

oscillator can be made reasonably stable and
drift -free, they have certain advantages:
Simplicity, making it quick and easy to get
going on the band; the facility of being able to
pick a clear IF channel; and wide frequency
coverage at full sensitivity. Indeed, a transsistorised version of the converter described
here, using for its oscillator one of the modern,

highly stable VHF transistors, should give
excellent results with the minimum of complication.

and, incidentally, he points up vividly the reasoning
which makes responsible people in the world of Amateur
Radio feel that the organised DX-pedition is a help to the
cause of our hobby when the frequency allocation arguments come round every so many years.
A comprehensive list of world QSL Bureaux and their

addresses, and of the addresses of the more popular
QSL managers, is extremely useful, and saves much time

hunting up the required information from the current
issue of the Callbook. Full rules for some of the major
contests and awards are very handy, and the selection
includes only the ones which are of major international
importance and interest.
The discussion on aerials for DX is quite definitely
of interest, and includes dimensions of several good
arrays which can be pre-cut to give results, also some
comment on the Quad-vs-Yagi arguments. About
phone, his observations about speech -clippers and their
usefulness in working DX is surprising but very thought provoking.

To sum up: This book is a very worthwhile buy
indeed for anyone remotely interested in DX-and
who among us is not, to some extent ?-on any of the
bands between 1.8 and 30 mc, and its contents, if properly

digested, cannot but improve the station results and the

ability of its operator.

For the real DX enthusiast,

whether licensed or SWL, there is an enormous amount
of useful information that will make it one of the most E.P.E.
used shack aids.
EDITORIAL NOTE: The " Amateur Radio DX

Handbook," by Don Miller, W9WNV, of
DX-pedition fame, costs 42s. post free and
is available, immediately from stock, by
order on our Publications Dept., Short
Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street,
London, S.W.I.
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LINEAR AMPLIFIER FOR TWO METRES
CONTROL UNIT-CONSTRUCTION
-SETTING UP, TESTING AND
OPERATION
Part H
A. H. DORMER C.Eng., F.I.E.R.E. (G3DAH)

please note that there should be a connection to earth
from the junction of C5, R12 (top, pos. side)-also that
the elements R3, DI, C2 and C3, D2, R4 are each times

The variable bias control was incorporated in the
unit as a matter of convenience, but this requires little
adjustment in use and it could be built into the power
supply chassis alongside the valve if desired. Relay
switching supplies are also routed through the control

6, as explained on p.159, May.

unit.

carrying on with further details, and
BEFORE
reference the PSU diagram Fig. 2 on p.158, May,

Turning now to where we left off last time: For the
bias control, one could of course use a more conventional

circuit with a potentiometer across a fixed negative
supply, but this generally involves the use of high
wattage, and therefore expensive, variable resistors for
comparable results. Any low -impedance triode valve
capable of passing 5 mA or so will serve in this position.

It will be noted that the HT is on all the time that
the linear is in use. This was deemed preferable to
switching it by p -t -t to Vox operation, as the surge
current is high, and for this reason also, a sturdy relay
with high current contacts was used to connect the
primary to the supply source.
Panel meters measure bias voltage and HT, and a
small signal lamp indicates when the HT is switched on.

CONTROL UNIT
As indicated under " General Considerations," the
linear was to be operated remotely, and some indication
of performance at the operating position was therefore
required. The control unit to be described fulfils this
function. The circuit is shown in Fig. 3, opposite.

Mains switching is arranged in such a way that
potentials can be applied only in the correct time

sequence-that is to say that the blower, heaters and bias
supplies must be on before HT can be applied, and small
mains neons indicate this. Grids are individually monitored by a switched 5 mA meter so that the two valves
can be correctly balanced for grid current and/or screen

current by means of the differential capacitor in the
grid circuit.

A switched centre -zero meter is required

for the two screens since the screen currents can be
negative under some operating conditions. The type of

construction used for the anode circuit makes it impossible to indicate balance of the two valves by mitering
individual anode currents, and equality of screen current
is possibly the best indication, although with this particular design, it was found that balancing the grid currents
resulted in equal screen currents in any case. Small
thermometers placed in front of the air outlets from the

anode lines showed equal temperatures and indicated
reasonable RF and DC balance. A single 600 mA meter
measures total anode current.

After application of the correct operating potentials

to the valve electrodes, control of the linear is via a
key switch at the operating position and the p -t -t or
Vox switches in the prime mover. The sequence of
operations is as follows: In the neutral position of the
keyswitch, the receiver is operative and cut-off bias is
applied to the 4X150's by means of the open contacts
on RLY2 on the power supply chassis. Moving the
keyswitch to the next position transfers the antenna from
the receiver to the transmitter and shorts and earths the
input to the converter via coaxial relays in the transverter.
The receiver is muted. The third position of the key -

switch makes RLY2 contacts and applies operating
bias to the valves. Operation of the Vox or p -t -t circuits
in the prime mover then supplies drive to the linear from
the transverter. A reverse sequence applies when switching off.
CONSTRUCTION

General layout of the amplifier is shown in Fig. 4,
p.224. The only critical part of the construction is that

adopted for the amplifier, and if this is varied it

is

possible that changes will be required in the neutralising
and output coupling arrangements. If an open chassis is
used there will be considerable radiation loss from the
anode lines, apart from the possibility of RF circulating
around the shack with attendant feedback problems. The

tuning discs cover from 135 mc to 150 mc with the
dimensions given, so there is plenty of latitude here, but
close or greater spacing of the chassis cover will cause
this range to vary, so if some other box depth than the
44 -in. specified is used, the size of the discs may need
adjustment. The valveholders are spaced 3fin. centre to -centre and are mounted halfway up the vertical screen
separating the grid and anode compartments.
The anode lines are constructed from " Yorkshire "
I lin. diameter (internal) copper tube to the dimensions
given in Fig. 4. The short is made from two T -pieces of

the same material, cut and soldered as shown in the
diagram, and is supported on a stand-off insulator to
which connection is made by a 2 BA rod dropping down
through the tube and to which the HT supply is connected
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is soldered directly on to the ends of the lines with the
shaft coupled to bevel gears to permit operation from
the front panel. Maximum possible spacing is used

via the decoupling resistor. The lines are a tight push
fit over the anodes. They may need a little skimming
out or, alternatively, light saw cuts at right angles to
each other in the ends.
The tuning discs are made from -A- inch brass and

between the horizontal shaft and the bottom of the
anode lines, and in order to achieve a symmetrical front
panel layout, the shaft is coupled by Murano gears and
chain to an idler in an appropriate location on the side
of the chassis. Other layouts may permit screwdriver

are nin. in diameter. They are carried on 0 BA studding,
passing through locking nuts soldered on to the anode
lines in the case of the fixed plate, and through tapped
bushing for the variable plate, It is essential that there
should be good contact between the movable disc and
the associated anode line. A flexible coupler and quarter -

adjustment of this control through a hole in the top

cover of the amplifier, in which case a slot may be cut

inch polystyrene rod are used to carry the shaft and
front panel knob.
Output coupling is by Pawsey stub, dimensions

Table of Values
Fig. 3.

and construction being shown in Fig. 5, overleaf. The

shorted ends of the lines are set into a strip of polystyrene

bolted to the chassis and supported inch above the
anode lines and anchored at the far end by polystyrene
straps, the height of which is adjusted by means of the
2 BA rod on which they are mounted. This spacing is
critical, affecting as it does both the output power and
the tuning of the anodes and the stub, and it is recom-

Control and Monitor Unit

RI, R2,
R3, R4 = 100 ohms, s watt
R5 = 50,000 ohms wire -

SKT2 = 7 -pin Belling-Lee,1
female plug

SW1-6 = DPDT mains type
PI -P4 = Miniature mains

SKT4 = standard three -pin
SKT5 = standard two -pin
SKT6 = three -pin mains

wound

neon
Fl, F2 = 50 mA cartridge
fuses
F3 = 5A do.
F4 = 2A do.
F5 F6 = 5A do.

mended that the effect of varying it should be investigated

SKTI = 7 -pin Belling -Lee,
male plug

during the line-up process. The stub tuning capacitor

SKT3

F4

Sw5
F2

Skt2 P 7

R2

00

os

23g5
60

o o Skt3

6

R3

R5
M2

01

To key switch

R4

2

03 Skt 4

Swi

Ae. c/o relay

0

01

02

0

Skt 5

0Mains

Pi

Skt6

-0 H T+ out

HT+ in
M3

Mains

Blower on

Low voltage
supplies

Fig. 3

Fig. 3. Circuitry of the Control Unit-see text.

25-0-25 mA

centre zero

M2 = 5 mA FSD
M3 = 500 mA FSD

MI

'

male plug

Belling -Lee

MI =

RI

3

10 -pin Belling -Lee,

HT+ on
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+H T Output

4F
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Skt 3

Monitor 'scope
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"Airtighe grid
compartment
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21/2'.
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Solder
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101/4
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CI
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2
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C

7

Nib

0

studBdiA ng

Angle bracket

Flexible
coupler

Flg.

Fig. 4. General constructional layout of the Two -Metre
Linear Amplifier-see text pp .222-223.

in the top of the capacitor shaft and an insulated tube
slipped over it and brought up through the cover.
The grid compartment is made airtight by sealing
with Isopon, and the blower is secured to the removable

cover through a rubber gasket, the air entering the
compartment through a hole two inches in diameter
immediately above the tuning capacitor, and exhausting
through the valve sockets and the anode tubes.
The power supply is built on a 19in. x 10in. chassis

and follows normal practice. A point to watch is that

the smoothing capacitor cases must be adequately

insulated from each other and from earth, and that their
working voltage rating must exceed 1.4 times the half
secondary r.m.s. voltage rating.

The control unit construction calls for no special
comment.

The completed installation is housed in a frame

made from one -inch angle iron, the front panel, which

carries the bias and EHT meters and an indicator
lamp, being of 18 gauge tinplate, and the sides and back

of expanded metal. A shelf above the power supply
carries the amplifier with the blower projecting downwards into the power supply compartment. Panels are
finished off with Holts Car Enamel spray which gives an
attractive finish and is very easy to use.

INITIAL SETTING -UP
The first step in the setting -up process is to check
that the valves are receiving the correct heater voltage
measured at the electrodes with the blower on. This done,
the amplifier must now be neutralised. Any of the usual
methods may be employed for checking this. The writer

used a sensitive RF meter loosely coupled to the anode
lines. With the blower and heaters on and the DC leads
at anode and screen broken, the grid bias was reduced
to about ten volts and a 144 me carrier of an amplitude
sufficient to give a reading on the grid meter was fed
in.

The grid circuit was tuned to resonance and the

differential capacitor adjusted to give equal grid currents
in each valve. Main grid tuning and balance adjustments
are interdependent and correct settings a little tricky
to achieve. The anode circuit was then resonated as
indicated by maximum reading on the RF meter. Very
little neutralisation will be required if the layout is
followed. The cross -connected grid wires brought out

through the screen between the grid and anode compartments projected some one inch and were pointed towards

the valve anodes. Small, equal amounts were then
trimmed off each until neutralisation, as indicated by
the RF meter and grid current meter, was complete.
The lid was then placed in position on the anode compart-

ment of the chassis and a further check made. A slight
change in the spacing of wires, now just half an inch
long, completed the adjustment. It cannot be stressed
too strongly that a linear amplifier must be neutralised
most carefully and completely, even though tetrodes
are used. Unlike Class -C stages (in which most multi grid valves can be operated without oscillation being

apparent in the absence of neutralisation) the input

capacitance of the linear will be affected by the amplifier
gain, which varies over the RF cycle, and severe distortion is bound to result. A final check on the neutralisation
with the amplifier operating at full power into a dummy
load showed no further adjustment to be necessary.
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The same factors must be applied if the screen volts are
halved. Raising the screen volts can lead to an undesirably
high value of standing anode current which cannot be
reduced except by lowering the anode volts with subsequent reduction of output power, or raising the grid

ADJUSTMENT AND OPERATION

Before proceeding with a description of this next
step, it might be helpful to say just a few words about the
choice of operating potentials. As already mentioned,
these are not critical and can be anything between 1000
and 1600 volts on the anode and 250 to 350 volts on the
screens, with grid bias around 50 volts depending on the
mode and the valve characteristics. Screen voltage must

volts with the possible introduction of bottom -bend
distortion. Final choice of values may be dictated by
the availability of components for the power supplies,
but should not differ significantly from the limits quoted
here, which represent an acceptable compromise, unless

be stabilised and the anode supply should be stiff to
avoid flat -topping at modulation peaks. Raising the
screen volts will decrease the amount of drive voltage
required, the limit being the rated screen dissipation.

due consideration is given to these factors and close
attention paid to the manufacturer's recommendations.
Since operation as an AM linear calls for the most
critical adjustment, the amplifier was first lined up in this
mode. A change to another mode then calls for nothing

Lowering the screen volts will require more drive voltage,

the limit then being the rated grid dissipation. Change
of grid and screen potentials will have a considerable
effect on the anode current of the valves, but changing
the anode potential virtually none, since the tetrode is
essentially a constant current device. For this reason
tuning a linear by anode dip is not feasible. If changes
are to be made in the applied potentials, then currents
will change in accordance with the three halves law.
For example, if the screen volts are doubled, then to

more than alteration in bias and drive potentials.

Efficiency in this mode is around 35 %. Not very high,
but all that can be expected without distortion.
A dummy load and power meter were now connected

to the output and the oscilloscope to the designated
socket. The loading control was set with the plates
half meshed and the grid bias high, at about -65 volts.
The screen and anode volts may now be applied. The
writer, who is a firm believer in Murphy's well-known law,

retain the shape of the dynamic characteristic, anode and
grid volts should also be doubled and the anode current
will then become 23/2 or 2.8 times the previous value.

applied reduced voltage by using a Variac in the transformer primary in the first instance. This is quite:safe

ElOutput socket

Stub spaced 3W from anode lines
and centred over them.

coax

solder coax braid

4BA
fixing

Tube soldered to stub

Polystyrene support

r
1/B soft copper
tube

'NI -solder
24/2'

Copper strap

Picentres

I

I

Tuning discs
6
I

Bevel gears under

solder

solder

3,,

n
Flexible coupler

I/2'sguare Polystyrene block
Edge of chassis
gn

Fig. 5

Fig. 5. The Pawsey stub output coupling for the Linear
Amplifier.
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as the screen potential rises from zero in step with the
anode voltage until the stabilisers operate, at which time
the anode volts are about 800 and the screen current
More confident, and competent,
slightly negative.
operators may prefer to apply full potentials immediately.
A word of warning here. Never operate the linear without

a load and never apply the screen volts without the
anode volts. The bias may now be reduced until a
standing current of 50 mA is shown on the anode meter.
Sine -wave modulated drive is now fed in until there is a
small rise in anode current. Tune the grid circuit for
maximum, adjust balance with the differential capacitor
and then resonate the anode circuit to obtain maximum
reading on the output meter. Observing the oscilloscope,
adjust drive, tuning and loading controls for maximum
undistorted output. It should be noted that a linear
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made with the oscilloscope to see that the output is
distortionless. Take care not to exceed the valve ratings
while this test is in progress. Apply drive to the linear

and run the anode current up to 200 mA. Retune all
circuits, including the loading control, for maximum
undistorted output on the 'scope. Replace the two-tone
oscillator input with speech. Adjust the input by means
of the drive control in the transverter until grid current
just begins to show on the grid meter on speech peaks
and then back it off slightly. Modulation should now
kick the anode meter up to about 250 mA and the screen
meter to about 4 mA. At this input level the oscilloscope should still be showing a good clean signal with
no flat -topping. A very small amount of grid current
will quickly ruin this state of affairs. Obviously, rather
more output will be obtained from 4CX250B's, and it

stages. Light loading will result in reduced undistorted

should be possible to reach the full power output of
400 watts p.e.p. as permitted by the Licence. It is not

output and dangerously high positive screen current,
which should be slightly negative if adjustments are
correct. It will be observed that the plate current is
controlled mainly by the amount of excitation applied

Finally-

amplifier requires heavier loading than do Class -C

and that the dip at resonance is very small, too small in
fact to be a reliable indicator of resonance, and that the
tuning and loading controls are interdependent. These

adjustments made, full voltages may now be applied
to the anodes and screens, the grid bias set to -55 volts
and the drive, tuning and loading controls adjusted to

possible to do so with the 4X150A's operated under the
conditions described for this amplifier.

The design, operation and adjustment of linear
RF amplifiers is not always as easy as it sounds and they

are very intolerant of maladjustment. To those who
would like to know more about the subject, the writer
recommends that they consult SSB Principles and

give 100 mA of anode current with no grid current and
maximum undistorted output. The screen current will
be about 2 mA negative under these conditions. With
light loading the modulated envelope will show peak
flattening long before the rated output is reached. If the
loading is too heavy, an increase in input power will not
be accompanied by an increase in output power and there
is a danger that the anode and screen dissipations may
be exceeded. The screen current, in conjunction with the
oscilloscope, is the most sensitive indicator of correct
operation conditions, and the aim should be to so set
up the linear that maximum undistorted output as shown
on the 'scope coincides with the rated screen current for
the other operating parameters. Maximum current in the
anode and maximum output shown on the power meter

Circuits, by Pappenfuss, Bruene and Schoenike published
by McGraw-Hill, and Amateur Single Sideband published
by Collins Radio Company and available in this country

do not necessarily represent maximum undistorted output.

Radio Society of Great Britain is good value for money.
Subjects covered by various authors include propagation
mechanisms, circuitry, antennae and test gear.
Although much of the material included has already
been published, there is much that is new and which can
add substantially to the state of the art. Notable omissions
are references to modern methods of generating SSB at
four metres and 70 centimetres, and details of suitable

For 150 watts of input, the output should be just under
50 watts. It is just possible to get 100 watts of carrier
out, at the potentials specified, by careful adjustment,
but is not recommended for continuous operation.
The sine wave modulation should now be replaced
with speech. If all is well, the anode and screen currents,

and the output as indicated on the power meter, will
remain constant, or at most will show very slight upward
kicks on modulation peaks. Under no circumstances
should there be any indication of grid current flow, and

any downward deflection of the meters will usually
indicate incorrect drive or incorrect loading, or both.
So far, so good. SSB operation can now be considered.

To this end, the grid bias voltage should be reduced to
-50 volts to give a standing no signal current for the
two valves of 56 mA. If both these conditions cannot be
met simultaneously, the bias should be adjusted to the
value required to give the correct anode current. A two-

tone source should now be connected to the mic.
input socket on the prime mover and a quick check

from SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE.

NOOK REVIEW
VHF -UHF MANUAL
THE new VHF -UHF Manual prepared by G. R. Jessop,

C.Eng., M.I.E.R.E. (G6JP), and published by the

transmitters and receivers for frequencies above 23
centimetres.

The text and diagrams are commendably free from

errors and present a well-balanced whole which compares
very favourably with similar American publications.
A.H.D.

Nom: The cost of the new VHF UHF Manual is 22s. 6d. post free, and is
obtainable ex -stock from the Publications
EDITORIAL

Dept., Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria
Street, London, S.W.1.
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EASTER JAUNT ON
TWO METRES
WITH CAR AND CARAVAN IN THE
WEST COUNTRY
G. MEACHEN (G8APO)

A S mentioned in " VHF Bands," G8BPY and the
r-Vwriter undertook this little expedition in order to
work some of the West Country stations-and perhaps
a little GDX-not normally within reach of the home
QTH's in London.
At the outset we found that a Minivan will tow the
half -ton of a loaded Sprite 400 caravan a lot easier than
was feared! The ball was set rolling from Emborough, on
the north-west slopes of the Mendip Hills in Somerset,
on Good Friday night. Conditions at the time seemed to

be quite good, and after a few local contacts G8AUE
was heard booming in from Derbyshire at 5 and 9 as
usual, and shortly after Surrey appeared in the shape of
Buckingham (G8BQH) and Leicestershire
G8BEJ.
(G3SML) were very strong, though G3WFZ in Shropshire was down to 5 and 7. By the end of our second
night at Emborough we had raised fifteen counties, the
longest haul being up to Lancashire (G3UQK).
Sunday, April 6, saw the stakes pulled and a course
set for Sticklepath in Devon-the first mistake. Down
in a bowl of hills, we would have needed a beam on a
skyhook to get out. So, on Monday morning, on to a
caravan site near Dartmouth, and to a great improvement
in take -off. The Channel Islands were heard for the
first time ever, and an old acquaintance was renewed in
the form of G38AAZ/P, with GC8BMO, on Guernsey,

G8BPY operating the two -metre
gear inside the caravan-see picture
overleaf.

borough,

Site here was at Em in

the Mendip
Somerset.

Hills,
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leaping in with a call as soon as we signed with Lawrence.

Tuesday saw the mobile shack arrive at Falmouth in

Cornwall-Wednesday saw it depart again rather
unhappily-radio conditions from the available caravan
sites were very poor. Back to Devon, to Teignmouth,
breathing down the neck of G8ADP, who kindly came
up to pay us a visit on our cliff -top site. Our thanks are
due to him for very thoughtfully going QRT when we
found that we couldn't work to the East when beaming
straight through his 30 watts. GC's are really a classic
case of armchair copy from this site, and the occasional
GW can be heard round Dartmoor.
From Devon we moved on to Dorset, and also the
end of the good weather. They say that Lulworth Cove
is a beauty spot worth seeing-but we couldn't say! The

cloud base was down to fifty feet, visibility down to

fifty yards, and we really did not know whether we were
in the clear or beaming into a hill. Still, we did manage

to work into the opposite corner of London, a rather
weak but solid contact with G8APJ. We paid a visit in
the afternoon to G2CAT, one of the strongest Dorset
signals to reach London, and were welcomed very
kindly, appearing as we did out of the blue.

The last day of our travels was spent in Wootton
Bassett in Wiltshire, with the van parked in the back
yard of a local hostelry-very convenient. Wales comes
in very well in Wiltshire, though with the Marlborough
Downs on the line, London was rather a write-off. The
caravan was returned to the Midlands, and a course set
for London down the A5. Just after a mobile -to -mobile
QSO of about 40 miles into Warwickshire, a very strong

signal came in that completely blocked the receiver.
We stopped and backed into a gateway to try and resolve

it-another mistake. Peter informed me that fifty yards
behind us up the drive was a hundred -foot tower with a
two -metre beam on it . . . On sorting out the signal it
was of course G8BBY. " Would you rotate your beam a
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The G8APO/P caravan set-up at

Dartmouth. They had good gear
and an interesting two -metre
schedule, resulting in 105 contacts
made in 26 counties, and (to them)

73 new callsigns worked. Who
could ask for more on an Easter
Jaunt-but these boys, G8APO and
G8BPY, plan to do better.

little, Cyril? " we asked and thus found out that FET's
will take an awful lot at very close range and still survive.
Of all the gateways to pick. . . .

The Log
Back in London we held a post-mortem on the trip,
and decided that we had not done too badly -26 counties,
73 new callsigns worked, and 105 contacts made-when
we took into consideration the two factors that we had
only operated in the evenings after tea, and from caravan
sites which rarely command the best radio vantage points.

Yes, we could do better. In August G8APO/P will again
be heard from the West, and this time the car will be the

mobile QTH unless a very good caravan site presents itself.

The beam goes up to 11 feet on the car when static and
the car goes up on the best hill available.

QSL's are going out 100%, mostly through the
Bureau, so if anyone wants one in a hurry, send a card
to G8APO, QTHR, and the return post will carry the
appropriate QSL. Our thanks are due to all those folks
who called us and thus helped to make this holiday a
very enjoyable one.

To ensure a regular copy, become a Direct Subscriber -45s. post free (48s. first class posting), year
of twelve issues, starting any month.
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SPECIALLY ON THE AIR
This looks like being one of the busiest seasons yet

cards are being overprinted to cover the event. -A. R.
Seabrook, 6 Harebeating Gardens, Hailsham, Sussex.

connection with -local events of special interest to the
general public. And, of course, it provides some opportunity to show what our particular sort of radio is all
about. The operators of the stations concerned naturally
look for the sort of contacts that can be put on speaker,
so that visitors can follow what is going on. Usually, a
special QSL card is minted for the occasion.
Following is the list to date. Any further notices to
appear under this heading should be sent in good time,

GB3RCS, June 28-29: Operated by the Royal Signals
Amateur Radio Society, to coincide with the annual
Signals Reunion weekend. Two stations are being
put on the air, to cover all bands 10 -160m. -R. A.
Webb, G3EKL, QTHR.

with all relevant details in the style given here, to: Editor,

K9VWJ/9, at Mooseheart, Illinois, U.S.A. Licensed
brothers interested and able to help with equipment

for Amateur Radio activity covering -or laid on in

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, BUCKINGHAM.

GB3YMC/A, June 1: At the " Y " Sports Centre,
Melrose Close, Loose, Maidstone, in connection
with their Mobile Rally on that day, and as part
of the YMCA Anniversary Celebration.

QSL's via

W. E. Kent, G3YCN, 72 Bower Mount Road,
Maidstone, Kent.

GB3FC, June 5-7: Station to be provided by staff
members in connection with the Forestry Commission exhibition in Bush Estate, Edinburgh, for
the 15-20-80-160m. bands. A special QSL card will
be issued for all contacts and reports. Organiser:
W. A. Lindsay -Smith, G3WNI, 22 Kingswood
Crescent, Copthorne, Shrewsbury.
G3VGQ, June 6-8: For the Steam Engine Fair, in Gayton

Road, Kings Lynn, the station of the local YMCA
Radio Club will be operating AM on 160m. and two
metres, also SSB on all bands 10-80m., from the
Friday evening until late on Sunday. -N. Rodgers,
G8CLC, 26 Seabank Way, North Lynn, Kings Lynn,
Norfolk.
GB3TSS, June 7: Operated by the Southend & District

Radio Society on the occasion of a gala day and
opening of a new swimming pool locally, running SSB

on all HF bands and AM on 2 -4 -160m. -A. C.

Wadsworth, G3NPF, 130 Ashingdon Road, Rochford,
Essex.

GB2SMT, June 20-22: Organised by the Cray Valley
Radio Society in connection with the Military Tattoo
and Trade Fair, Sidcup Place, Sidcup, Kent, operating
on all bands 10-160m., also 4 metres. Contacts will
be confirmed on receipt of QSL cards, which should
be sent to: D. Buckley, G3VLX, 234 Halfway Street,
Sidcup, Kent.

GW3YBN/A, June 21: At Ynysygharad Park, Ponty-

pridd, for a large Scout gathering at which the
Chief Scout is to be present. Operation will be
on 80m. AM and 20m. SSB, and contacts with
Scouts or other Scout stations will be specially
welcome. -C. M. Parry, GW3PHH, 34 Cae'rGwerlas, Tonyrefail, Porth, Glam., South Wales.

G3WQK, June 27-29: For the Polegate Steam Engine
Rally, a station is to be put on by the Southdown
Amateur Radio Society. It is hoped to operate
AM/CW/SSB on all bands 10 to 160 metres, 11 a.m.
to 9 p.m. daily. It is expected that there will be a
high local noise level, electrical and otherwise. QSL

GB2MHW, June 29: Operated for the British branch
of the Loyal Order of Moose, from Winscombe,
Somerset, to work the Moose Convention station

or operating are asked to get in touch with: Bro.
R. F. Vowles, G3PFD, 14 Railway Terrace, Fishponds, Bristol (659515), BS16-4LP.

GB2HRH, June 28 -July 6. For the occasion of the
Investiture of the Prince of Wales, at Caernarvon
Castle on July 1, station will offer SSB contacts
on all bands 10 to 160m. Schedules are invited
in all parts of the Commonwealth, and particularly
with Welsh -speaking operators. Details (include s.a.e.,
pse) from: J. G. Evans, G3WET, 22 Sheerifoot Lane,
Four Oaks, Sutton Coldfield, Warwickshire, England.

GB3SFW, July 6-13: Operating from the Cathedral City
of Southwell (Nottinghamshire) during the Festival
on all bands
10 to 80 metres. -P. A. Scragg, G3YCT, 38 Norwood
Gardens, Southwell, Notts.
G3SFG, July 10-12: Put on by the Southgate Radio Club

for the annual Finchley Carnival, in Victoria Park,
London, N.3. Activity will be on all bands 10 to
160m., also on 2m. -4m. -A. G. Edwards, G3MBL,
244 Ballards Lane, London, N.12.
GB3SUA, July 11-13: For the 700th anniversary celebra-

tions of the Guild of the Holy Cross in Stratfordupon-Avon; this Guild was the forerunner of the
present Borough, which was granted a charter in 1553.

The station is being staged at the invitation of, and
with assistance from, the Borough Council. Operation
will be AM/CW/SSB on 10-15-20-80m. Organisation
is by the Stratford-upon-Avon & District Radio Club,
and special QSL cards will be issued. -M. J. W. Webb,

G300Q, 14 Townsend Road, Tiddington, Stratfordupon-Avon, Warwickshire.

GB3RGD, July 13: For the annual gala day of Redifon,

Ltd., at the Redifon Sports & Social Club, near
Crawley, Sussex. Operation is to be on 10-80m., SSB
only, and all operators will be employees of the firm. -

M. Bath, G3YAB, 54 Barrington Road, Crawley,
Sussex.

GB3WRA, September 6: Operating from the annual

Wycombe Show on The Rye, High Wycombe,
Bucks., running all bands 4m. to 160m., AM/CW/SSB.

Visiting amateurs will be specially welcome. -A. C.

Butcher, G3FSN, 70 Hughenden Avenue, High
Wycombe, Bucks.
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Conditions during the May two -

metre contest were only average,
and most DX paths were subject
to severe and prolonged fading.

Ill
BANDS
A. H. DORMER (G3DAH)

From the point of view of Continental working, the best direction appeared to be towards
France, the Dutch and Belgian

activity being low and spasmodic.

In the U.K., there was little to
choose between N/S and E/W,
although there might have been a
marginal bias in favour of E/W,
since five of the GW portables

and G3GZJ in
worked

within

Cornwall were
the hour at

G3DAH (Kent.) A few PAO were

audible at low levels in the Midlands. G3MAX/P (Buxton) worked
two F's and four PAO, and G6CW
(Notts) reports hearing an OZ. By
and large, though, there seems to

have been little to shout about,
A LTHOUGH the four and two
I- metre bands have been fairly
quiet during the period under review, the same cannot, fortunately,

be said of 70 cm. The night of
April 8 saw excellent propagation

to the Continent, with PAO and
ON coming through at such
strength that several stations were
able

to

exchange

good -quality

video with them. The North/South
path in this country was also open,
the reception from stations in the
Norfolk area being particularly

strong on the South Coast. On
May 12 there was another good
Continental

opening

on

both

70 cm and two metres, although
reception was difficult at times in
some areas due to persistent and
violent thunderstorms. By 8 p.m.
the two -metre band was so full of

PAO in the South and Midlands

that it was difficult to get a QRMfree contact. The interesting point

about this second opening is that

it could have been, and indeed

was, forecast with some accuracy
by a study of the pressure situa-

tion. The high was coming up
from the ESE and there was,

therefore, a possibility that this
would be of the T4 type, which
occurs only rarely, but which pro-

duces excellent VHF/UHF propagation conditions when it does
appear.

front lying
across the Midlands and extending
With

the

well into the Low Countries, the
result was predictable.

unless it be the inevitable (?) spate
of grossly overmodulated port-

ables on the South Coast and the
Pennine Ridge. The Continental
stations did not take very kindly
to the fact that, although the Con-

test was timed to coincide with
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reception during the present solar
cycle.

There should be more activity
from Gibraltar this year as, in addition

to

ZB2VHF,

ZB2BC,

ZB2BO, ZB2BL and ZB2BS will

all be QRV on 70 mc. With the
June

Sporadic -E

season

almost

here, some useful frequencies to
note are the following: ZB2VHF
(Beacon) 50.009 mc, 70.37 mc,
145.13 mc; ZB2BC, 50.042 mc,
70.26 mc, 70.48 mc; ZB2BL,
70.28 mc; ZB2BO, 50.038 mc,
70-198, 70.258, 70.47 mc and
144.053 mc (manual); TF3EA,

70.25 mc.
ZB2BO and ZB2BC will be able

to operate on 50 mc and 70 mc
and

will

welcome

crossband

QSO's, so dust off the RF-26's.

ZB2BL will be a new station on
70 mc this season, and will have
a Pye Reporter at a QTH with a
fair take -off for the U.K. ZB2BC
will have a new 70 mc JXK con-

verter which should give better re-

sults than were possible with the
gear used last year.
All the ZB2 stations will moni-

the Region I event, it only lasted
half the time. One wonders what
the portable stations thought of
this, too, since having reached

once the path is established, they
ask that stations spread out over

their sometimes almost inacces-

70-26 clear for mobiles.

sible locations with much blood,
sweat, toil and tears, they were
only operating for a few hours on
the Sunday.

Four -Metre Results
G3JHM, secretary of the South

Coast VHF Group, reports two
more "Firsts." On March 20, between 1925z and 2025z, ZE1AZC

was heard by G3JVL peaking to
559 in 100 c.p.s. bandwidth. This
was an example of transequatorial
propagation and is the first re-

corded case of reception in the
U.K. at this frequency (50 mc) in
this mode.

On April 4 at 1350z, G3JVL

was checking 50 mc and to his
amazement heard ZS3B in Windhoek calling CQ at 599+! Further
signals were heard at 1407z and
1425z, when ZS3B was working
ZB2BC on six metres, and his SSB

was audible shortly afterwards at

just above the noise level. This

was the first recorded reception of
ZS3 on 50 mc in this country, and
certainly the first 50 mc F2/TE

tor 70.26 mc for openings, but

the whole of the band, leaving

9HIBL (ex-G3M0J), is await-

ing a converter from the U.K.,
and will then also monitor four
metres, probably from the begin-

ning of June for crossband contacts with U.K. stations on 28.260

mc. The antenna there is a two element Quad at 60ft. a.s.l.

TF3EA in Reyjkavik will be
active again this season, so it

will be worth while looking North

for an Es contact there. The link
station in the Faroes on 70.49 mc

may well be a good pointer to
conditions on this path.

G3JHM will be particularly
grateful for reports of Es contacts, and especially reports of
"double -hop" reception, as part
of the current research programme. Stations at "double -hop"
distance from the U.K. are in

Cyprus on 70.00 mc, 70.2 mc,
7041 mc and 70.6 mc, and the
Canaries on 70.1 mc.

VHFCC Awards
Awards

this

month

go

to

G8BQX, G8APZ, G8BQH and
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G8APJ-all for operation on two
metres, and to G8ARM for his
work on 70 cm. Congratulations!
John Ridd, G8BQX, St. Leonards-on-Sea, Sussex, has a Pye
Base station running 25 watts to
a QQV06-40A. The antenna is
a J -Beam Parabeam at 30ft. On
the receiving side, the converter
is a JXK feeding a B.40. Although
the QTH is reasonably high, some
200ft. or so a.s.l., it is badly
screened to the North by hills
rising to 450 feet within a mile.

However, the ground slopes away
towards the Channel, and this accounts for the excellent results
achieved in that direction. The

writer has had a QSO with John
from F2XO in Boulogne, and although the QRK is not quite up
to G2JF standard, it is pretty
potent, as witness also the fact

that some 90 French stations have

now been worked with the best
DX as F9NL in the Pyrenees. The
QSL rate on the band follows the
normal pattern,

able converter is in use, and pro-

R.1155 receiver. Mike seems to go
in for lengthy QSO's, the latest
with G8CAI lasting for seven

operations comes to Brian Pickrell
of Blackheath, London, who runs

and

ement Parabeams, the top section
being 37ft. up. The site at 150ft.
a.s.l. has a fine take -off across the
Thames Valley to the NW. The

Award
for
from
operations
Hounslow in Middlesex. The

transmitter runs 35 watts input to

a QQV03-25, an improved ver-

sion of the QQV03-30A, and this
feeds into an 8-ele Yagi at 34 feet.
The QTH is 70 feet a.s.1., and so

not all that good for VHF. The
converter

home -built

has

an

built himself an

modulator.
London,
From Leyton in
G8APJ runs 18 watts to a
QQV03-10, also with an 8-ele

also interested in 70 cm operation,
and has a QQV02-6 tripler driven
by the two -metre transmitter, and
uses the same modulator. The receiver is either a JXK converter

tuning 12-14 mc, or a wide -band
tuner feeding

the TV set. The

beam, which

is

at 45ft., is a
8/8 slot -fed Yagi. He will be con-

Station

G3DAH
G3COJ

award

for

is

at 34ft. and

10

G8APZ

G3EHM
El6AS

G8AUN
G3AHB

GC8AAZ/P

G8BJC

8

16

70 CENTIMETRES

Countries

TOTAL
pts.

44

12

10

1

2

36

7

17

4

76

39

6

21

3

69

39

2

21

4

-

66

36

-

4

32

5

4

1

59

29

5

12

2

48

35

7

5

1

48

32

3

6

5

46

22

12

27

6

12

-

15

G2AXI

TWO METRES

1

2

G3TDH

8 -element Yagi

9

20

200 stations on two metres, and
although every contact had been

lated by a pair of EL84's. The

from a 72 mc xtal operating in

Counties

G3LAS

G8ARM*

about 50%. The transmitter runs
a QQV03-10, in the final, modu-

output

Countries

1

G8BQH. He has now worked over
QSL'd, the return rate is only

the

Counties

Countries

G8AUE*

G3EKP

an

FOUR METRES

Counties

-

G8BMD

off the DX from his Stoke Poges
gain

network,

January to December, 1969

G8APZ

to

6 kc by means of a

feedback

THREE -BAND ANNUAL VHF TABLE

was homeward plodding his weary
way, Mike Marsden was knocking
QTH,

roll -off at

stage being a pair of 0C28's. The
converter has two BF180's in the
preamp and a FET mixer; IF strip
is a Mohican Rx. Brian has paid
much attention to the antenna
feeder and now uses Aerilite 363
which is *in. in diameter and has
a loss of only 1-75dB/100ft. The
new Tx uses transistors up to the
216 mc stage (BSX19's) and runs

is by an EL84. Ken Punshon is

G8AYN*

confirmations,

bass and treble cut/boost and a

includes a 6CW4 converter and an
R.107 tuning 4-6 mc. Modulation

worked

107

modulator is transistorised with

Yagi, at 35ft. The receiving gear

G3ADP/A

and

inverter,

'CAI sorted out the trouble on a

AF239 pre -amp into a 2N3819
and tunes 3-5 mc into an R.107.
The QSL return rate seems to be
above average, with 240 stations

getting on for the 50% mark.
Possibly while the ploughman

a DET-24 in a co -axial cavity
with 18 watts to the 2 x 18 el-

hours, during which time 'BQH

confirmations - about a 30%
return rate! One thing of which

G8APZ, Robin Lucas, gains his

Finally, the Award for 70 cm

duces an IF of 10.25 mc into an

342 stations worked and only 102

one can be pretty sure is that
John is not having any TVI problems-he works in the Radio Investigation Branch of the GPO!

centrating on the higher frequency
band from now on.

the QTH at 260ft. a.s.l. A tun-

seems, with

it
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4

1

77

61

-

-

1

15

4

32

20

4

3

1

28

19

3

5

1

28

22

4

7

3

11

1

14

4

*NOTE On 23 cms, G8AUE has 4+1, G8ARM 2+1 and G8AYN 1+1.
This Three -Band Annual Table shows total claims to date from the
year commencing January 1st, 1969. Claims should be sent as here -to fore to: " VHF Bands," SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, BUCKINGHAM.
Summaries by bands will be published at suitable intervals.

34
33

26

22
18

17

12

ninth overtone. He is also active
on 23 cm.

Conventions and
Exhibitions
Fifteenth

the Winning Post Hotel, Twickenham, on Saturday, April 26,
1969, and was attended by approximately the same numbers as
last year. Some 140 people were
at the Dinner.
The Convention this year was
characterised

by

lecture

two

10 kc, and 5 kc, and these up to
a frequency of 600 mc. The inclusion of a diode mixer and an
audio amplifier enables the gear
to be used as a heterodyne wave -

International
VHF Convention took place at
The

streams, one for the comparative
newcomer to the bands, the other
for the more advanced worker.
Readers may recall that this idea

has been tried before and sub-

sequently discarded in deference

meter, and as a monitor for an
AM transmitter. An absorption

mc
wavemeter covering from
to 470 mc was another item which
must have considerable amateur
1

this occasion, the system appeared

to work well, and a good attendance was noted at both sections.
An outstanding presentation was
that given by SWL Ron Ham,

who chose as his subject "Listening on VHF," and illustrated his
talk with recordings made over

a period of years at his Storrington, Sussex home. In recognition
of his work in this field, he was
awarded the GSRV Trophy. The
1962 VHF Committee Trophy
went to Dietrich Da11, G5AHK,
for his home -constructed
metre SSB equipment.

two -

A point emphasised by after -

dinner speakers was slogan -like in

brief pungency-"Use or lose
the VHF Bands." This was not
just an exhortation by another
its

amateur, but a clear warning from
those
dorses

in high places, which enthe

previously expressed

opinion in this Column, that while
the new impetus given to activity

on two metres by the advent of
the G8/3's is very welcome, the
wide open spaces of 70 cm are
all the more vulnerable to attack

G2HIF, Cliff Sharp,

assist G3NNG during the

will

lecture period, and will be exhibi-

his solid-state transmitter.
Tickets may still be obtained from

ting

Hartley, 3a Salop Street,

R.

J.

Bridgnorth, Shropshire.

Group Activity

and Burns Electronics, a newcomer
1

the 2,000ft. contour was reached,
they came to the snow -line and
the cloud base, reaching the summit at just before noon. The wind

was then Force 6 and the cloud
was

where the four -element beam was

anchored down with rocks, and
the first CQ call made at 12.20
p.m. Contact was quickly estab-

lished with stations in Lancashire,

but nothing further South than

The Leicestershire VHF/UHF

Wolverhampton was heard. The

they have organised a (temporary) visit to the County Police
Control Room for June 19. For

and Swansea were not audible at
all, and since by this time some

Group continues to flourish, and

their Summer Supper on July 17,
they have selected the Blakeshay
Farm Tearoom near Newton Lin ford, and all interested should
G5UM,
contact Jack Hum,

beacons

at

Wrotham,

Redruth

half an inch of ice had formed
on the aerial, it was decided to

call it a day at 1340z. The transmitter was also misbehaving, due
to the cold, the temperature was
10° below, and the batteries were

QTHR, as soon as possible. The
Group Friday night net operates
between 145.05 mc and 145.3 mc

not giving full output, presumably
for the same reason. Operation at
3,560 feet under those conditions

from 8 p.m. and QSY to 433.1 mc
to 433.3 mc at about 9 p.m.

it is

The

South

East UHF/VHF

Group May Meeting at Wye College, University of London, saw
an

attentive audience

of some

fifty souls listening to Peter Blair,

cannot have been much fun, and

to be hoped that the next

trip, which is planned for July,
will meet with more success. A
great effort, though, to give the
county chasers Caernarvon.
Still

on expeditions, and the

G3LTF, who expounded on the

trials and tribulations of the ex-

mysteries of MS and EME work,
and brought along his paramp. to

have his fair share of them. As

Kent, Canterbury, at 7.30 p.m.

to the site at Slieve Galleon for
the two -metre contest on Saturday, May 3, reckoning that with

show how it is done. The next
meeting is scheduled for June 20
at Keynes College, University of

Next meetings of the South

QTHR.

to the field, had a good-looking
crystal calibrator, the CC10, on
mc xtal, a
display. From a
series of dividers produces outputs at 500 kc, 100 kc, 50 kc,

kin Path. There had been some
snow during the night and when

hampton :

Exhibitors at the Convention
Engineering,
included 1 -Beam
showing examples of multi -ele-

ment antennae for the amateur,

the Saturday

ed to about ten yards, and so the
gear was set up in the shelter of
the railway station and then transferred in a rucksack to the trig.
point at the top of the mountain,

Late flash from the organisers
of the Midlands UHF/VHF Convention on June 14 at Wolver-

ties, civilian and military alike.

authori-

climb on

morning, April 12, using the Wat-

freezing on anything it
touched, including hair and beard!
Visibility from the top was limit-

Bucks VHF Club are on June 2,
July 2 and August 5, at Bassets bury Manor, Bassetsbury Lane,

frequency -rapacious

ed the

appeal.

to popular request. However, on

by

June, 1969
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High Wycombe, Bucks. Hon. secG3PQH,
R.
Barton,
retary,

DX-Peditions
The G8APZ/G8AZU expedition
to Snowdon took place under very
unfavourable conditions. Propaga-

tion was poor at the time and the
weather appalling. The team start-

peditioners,

GI8AYZ

seems

to

noted in April "VHF Bands," he,
GI3RXV and GI8BDR, went up

35 watts at 1,600 feet, they should

be able to knock off some DX.
In the event, the only contact they

had was with GISAJ, although
they did hear G3EKP off the back

of his beam. By 2330z they had
had enough and called it a day.

However, conscience pricked, and
'AYZ decided to return to the
fray the following day. The Sunday dawned wet and muggy, with
visibility down to a matter of

yards only at the foot of Slieve
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Galleon. However, after a fairly
hairy ascent, he reached the summit and checked with the anchor
man,

GI3RNY,

before

getting

down to serious contest business.
But, alas, the sum total was only

three G and one G M for

his

pains. No wonder Ian asks how
many operators announcing that
they are tuning from the top end
down, really start at 146 mc. He
was on 145.98 mc, and it seemed

him that 145.8 mc was the
starting point for many. Had he
worked all he heard, he would
have been a happy man indeed.
Best DX was G8ARQ/P at 320
to

km. Very strong signals were received from G3MAX/P near Buxton, and from G6NB, Aylesbury,

who can usually work anything
that

can

hear

him

and

who

was blocking the 'AYZ Rx at

metres and 70 cm were prepared
originally to show only those contacts made by tropospheric or extended tropospheric propagation,
and specifically excluded QSO's

where satellite, ARTOB, Oscar or
other artificial propagation media
were involved. However, it has
now been decided to broaden the
scope by including contacts made
via Sporadic -E and Aurora, since

these do not involve any special
equipment or techniques. To the
list of Two -Metre "Firsts," published last month, may be added,
therefore, a claim by G3EJA for
the first G/HG contact; this was
with HGIKZC on July 4, 1965,
enal Sporadic -E opening on that
day. Can anyone better this? The
G5NF / IlKDB contact took place

resulted.

Apologies are offered to those who
may have called GI8AYZ between

list are: GC2FZC/LX1XI on October 11, 1963; GC2FZC/OK2AEI,

no contact

144.6 mc and 144.9 mc without
getting any reply, but a TV set
about 1+ miles down the valley
was re -radiating like fury and blotting out signals in that area. How-

ever, now that the gear has been
tested,

it is

likely

that

June 27,

4m. SW of Tyrone) twice a month.

There is also a site at 1,100ft. in
Antrim, with a clear take -off towards G, and Ian is willing to
oblige with a sked for anyone
who wants those counties. Incidentally, he now has an 8/8 slot
at the home QTH, and so is looking for G from there also.
G3VRW and G3XAC will both

be operating portable from GD
over the period July 5 to 13, on
Four, Two and 70 cm. Some 25
watts of CW and AM will be
available on all bands, and possibly SSB on Four and Two if

1965;

and GC2FZC/

GM3FYB on September 26, 1966.

There are undoubtedly other records, so may we have your claims

in order that a complete list may

News Items
Peter

Blair,

G3LTF, Galley -

wood, Essex, has been at it again.
He arrived back from the Twickenham Convention on the Saturday night, and on spec. switched

on the EME gear, and there was
W1FZJ/KP4 at 7+ dB over noise
in 100 c.p.s. bandwidth via the
2+ dB NF preamp, the paramp.
being out of commission at the
time. On the following evening,
between 2300z and 0130z, a QSO
was completed with WB6IOM,
whose signal was 12+ dB over

noise, and who gave Peter 5 dB
"Over audible threshold," what-

ever that may mean precisely.
WB6IOM has organised a series of

suitable power supplies are ready
in time. Exact sites have yet to be
selected, but further details will
be given when they become avail-

world-wide EME tests, to have
taken place on May 24, and it is
hoped to have an analysis of the
results in time for the next issue

able.

Of

One also hears that Clive Penna

and Co. will be operating from
GD with the call GB2GD during
the September Contest.

Firsts
The lists of "Firsts" on two

G2WJ-DL3FM

GSYV-EI2W
G3DIV/A-F8GH
G5ZT-GC2FZC

G2JT-GD3DA/P

10/8/53
14/7/55
6/9/51
23/9/64
26/8/51
30/8/62
3/9/50

G5YV-GM3FYB
G4LU-GW2ADZ
G3LQR-HB9RG Date unknown
G3LQR-LA9T
4/12/62
G3LTF-LX1SI
11/10/63
G3LTF-OK1DE
Date unknown
G3DIV/A-ON4UV
15/10/51
G3JMA-OZ9AC
3/12/62
G3DIV/A-PAOPN
15/10/51
G2XV-SM6ANR
17/5/59

GC/GW GB2GC-GW3FMY

28/8/66

GD/EI
GD8AGY/P-EI2W
GD/GI
GD3DA/P-GI3GQB
GD/GM GD8AGY/P-GM3FYB
GD/GW GD3DA/P-GW5MQ

7/66
17/6/53
7/66
29/7/51

GI/GM
GI/EI

GI3GQB-GM6WL/P
GI3KYP/P-EI2W

GM/EI GM3FYB-EI2W
GM/GW GM2JT/P-GW6DP/P

GM/OZ GM3FYB-OZ7SP
GM/SM GM3EGW-SM6ANR
GW/DL
GW/EI
GW/ON
GW/PA

GW2ADZ-DL3FM
GW2ADZ-EI2W
GW2ADZ-ON4UV
GW2ADZ-PAOPN

EI/F

EI2W-F8MX

7/9/53
24/10/64
16/10/62
8/10/49
10/11/64
1/9/64

1/3/53
10/7/54
1/3/53
1/7/53

9/8/56

be produced?

either

GI8AYZ or GI3RXV will be out
portable from the Slieve Galleon
site (or from Fir Mountain, some

70-CENTIMETRE FIRSTS
G/DL
G/EI
G/F
G/GC
G/GD
G/GM
G/GW
G/HB
G/LA
G/LX
G/OK
G/ON
G/OZ
G/PA
G/SM

and was made during the phenom-

on the same day. Other "Firsts"
to be included in the two -metre

times, but
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designing a new dish

for 23 cm EME work, and this
will be a 15ft. model with an
F/D ratio of 0.5 which should

vice.

Bill Jarvis, G8APX, is back on

the two -metre air from Bushey,

having now acquired an XYL, a
TW Communicator and a halo. He
is moving to Rannoch School,
Perthshire,

in

September

and

would like to hear from any local
GM's with whom he might manage a contact. He plans to be out
mobile and/or portable in the
mountains for some of the time,
so may be able to make it with G
from there. Roger Taylor, G8BBB,

also newly-wed, is back on from
the new QTH just north of Cambridge. Operations are confined to
70 cm at present, but will be extended to 23 cm shortly.
G3BNL and G3MCS have completed a successful contact on

13 cm between Cleeve Hill and
High Wycombe, a distance of

some 55 miles. His friends will be
pleased to know that Vic Hartopp
of 1 -Beams has now been allotted
the call G8COB. Wonder what

over the present antenna, which

worthwhile improvement

antenna he is using? G8CKO is
now active on two metres from
the Norwich area and would like
to arrange afternoon skeds. The

has now seen some five years ser-

address is 74 Earlham Road, Nor-

give a
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Gerald

Lander,

HB9AJU /

G300H, takes this Column to
task for a statement in the April
"VHF Bands" to the effect that
of the first hundred stations
worked by G3BNR on two metres,
eightly were Europeans, and asks

what the remaining twenty were.

Fair enough, and goes to show
how careful one must be with
phraseology. So, to the hon. sec.

of the International Radio Club
and member of the staff of the
ITU, our regrets, and thanks for
drawing attention to this unfortunate error in terminology!
G8ASR (London) is off the air
for a short time during extensive
rebuilding of all his gear. He has
completed the two -metre installation,

which

now

comprises

a

4CX250B in the transmitter final,
a fully transistorised receiver and
an eight -element beam. The 70 cm
gear has yet to be tackled, but will

probably have a QQV06-40A in
the final, with a 24 -element beam.
The 23 cm tripler using a 2C39A,
is complete but the receiver is not
yet ready. The beam for the latter

band is a 3ft. dish. The QTH is
150ft. a.s.l., so some fairly potent

RF should be heard from there

before too long. Plans are in hand
for portable operation from a site

in Oxfordshire, and will include
transmissions on four metres with
the help of G3NJV. More details
later.
G3PQR is now active on 23 cm.

He has been receiving signals for
the past two years and has finally
got the varactor going. First QSO
was with G3LQR at 35 miles, al-

though power output was only
one watt. The antenna is a five
ft. dish, and the QTH is 25ft.
a.s.l. 'PQR is a firm believer in
transistors, and receivers on all

bands from 70 cm to 13 cm are

fully transistorised, and all transmitters except those for 70 cm
and 13 cm are also solid state. He
would welcome reports and skeds.
G3COJ (High Wycombe) makes

a habit of monitoring the WWV
transmissions

every

night

for

Aurora warnings and this seems a
very good idea. The full Table of
Geo-alert symbols appeared in the
March 1968 issue of QST, and is

rather too complex to reproduce
here, but the thing to look for is

the broadcast every five minutes
which takes the form of the letter

"U" followed by a number be-

tween 1 and 9. This indicates Unusual conditions, and the lower the
following number, the greater the

disturbance, and the higher the
possibility of an Auroral opening.
The letter "N" followed by a
figure, indicates Normal conditions.

G8ATK seems to be doing very

well from his new QTH in Farnham, Surrey. During the March

June, 1969

ish authorities who on this occasion were adjudicating the event.
Although the full results are not
yet to hand, it is pleasing to record that the overall winner of the
two -metre section was G2JF with
a score of 89,043 points, which

gave him a clear lead of about
over

34,000

the

runner-up,

PAOHVA, and some 21,000 over
the leading portable station,
SM7BZX. Although Jim Foster has
led the fixed -stations on previous

occasions, and so won the PZK

opening on two metres, he worked
44 F, 11 PAO, five ON, three DL

Cup, this is the first time that the

and two GC. Nice going indeed.
G8BAX (Bradford, Yorks.) is
now G3YKD, thanks largely, he
says, to the efforts of G3NVE,
who has been sending him slow

overall top score on two metres
has been brought to this country,
an achievement which should not

Morse on two metres. These
transmissions are continuing on

Tuesday and Thursday evenings
from 8.30 p.m. onwards, so, for
G8/3's and SWL's in the area, the
example is there for you.
G6ADZ/T (Rainham, Kent) has
now completed a rebuild of the

video gear and has already exchanged

good

pictures

with

G2WJ/T near Great Dunmow,
Essex, G6ADB/T in Hockley,
Essex and with a neighbour,

G6ADK /T. He is

"

.

.

in des-

perate need" of scan coils for a
Plumbicon camera, and wonders if

any reader can assist. He can be
contacted QTHR or on 144.57
mc most evenings from about
8 p.m. onwards.

For those who would like to

have a go at a cross -channel video

QSO, PAOHCJ in Delft is now
fully equipped with the 4X150A
on 70 cm and would welcome
skeds.

G8BMI (Keighley, Yorks.) has
been occupied of late on matters
unconnected with Amateur Radio,
but hopes to be operating shortly

from Ilkley Moor, with or without headgear!

G8KQF, G3XIY, G8BAV and
G8AUE are all QRV on 23 cm
from Derbyshire, and G8GGX is
building for the band. All operators are also preparing for 13 cm.

IARU Region 1
Contest

The results of the IARU Region
1 Contest in September, 1968, have

now been announced-by the Pol-

Region

1 VHF Trophy for the

be overlooked, and which will take
a lot of effort to equal.

British stations were also very
successful in the 70 cm and 23 cm
portable sections. On 1296 mc,

G3LTF and G3NNG shared the
first place, followed by G2RD and
G3OBD, while on 70 cm, British
stations took the first seven places,

led by G3LTF and followed by
G3NNG once more. Congratulations to all concerned.

Other Contests
An RTTY contest is being arranged by the British Amateur
Radio

Teleprinter

Group

for

Saturday and Sunday, September
13/14. Bands to be used are Four,
Two and 70 cm, and details may
be

obtained from Ted Double,

G8CDW, QTHR, on receipt of an
s.a.e.

The Pennine VHF Group are
organising a four -metre contest on

July 26/27. Details are available
from G3RIK, QTHR. It may be
noted that the Group are offering
prizes of Scotch whiskey to the
leading stations (!).
During the May two -metre con-

test, G2JF worked 80 F, 40 G,
25 PAO, 10 ON, two DL, and two
GW. Conditions were only ordinary, he says!!
The two -metre foxhunt organ-

ised by G3EMU and G3TDP in
Kent on May 11 resulted in a win

by the G3DAH/M team after a
good

run

in

clear conditions.

These events are becoming quite
popular in the South and offer a
pleasant change from normal Club

routine. Further hunts are being
arranged, and details can be ob-
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tained on request (with s.a.e.) from
either
G3EMU
or
G3TDP,
QTHR.
Forthcoming Contests are the

Third 70 mc Portable on June 22,
and the Fifth 144 mc (Open) during July 5/6, the latter coinciding
with the IARU Region I event.

They say

.

.

.

This appears to be the season
for the wild rumour, so it will be
appropriate to scotch one of them

straight away. The suggestion that

G8/3's are to be permitted to use
only one megacycle of the two metre band is just too silly for
words. It seems to have started at
the Manchester Convention in
April, and to be derived from

comments by one speaker to the
effect that, if our amateur bands
are not used to the full we may
lose part of them. This is most

certainly true, and the warning has
been given loud and clear on many
occasions, but a minimum of
thought will show how ridiculous
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any other interpretation is.

Deadline
Deadline for the next issue is
June 7, and the address for news,
claims and comment is: "VHF
Bands," SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
BUCKINGHAM. Cheers for now and

73 de G3DAH.
Stop Press :

There

was

an

Aurora on the afternoon of May
15, and although two metres was
to some degree affected, the phenomenon was not particularly widespread nor intense.

FARADAY MEDAL, LE.E.
tinctions in the fields of communications and electri-

At their January meeting, the Council of the
Institution of Electrical Engineers made the 47th
award of the Faraday Medal, to Dr. Philip Sporn,

C.Eng., F.I.E.E., for his " outstanding pioneering

work in the development of the generation, transmission and distribution of electrical power." The
Faraday Medal-one of the most sought-after dis-

cal engineering-is only awarded once a year, for

outstanding achievement, without restriction as to
nationality, country of residence or even membership
of the Institution. The new holder is of Austrian
birth, now aged 73, who became an American

citizen, and has spent his working life in the U.S.

John Osborne, G3HMO, on the roof of Westminster School, London, S.W.1, with their
satellite tracking antenna-a J -Beam crossed Yagi-covering the 137 mc band, in which
most of the " working " satellites operate. The transit times and other bearing data
have been calculated by computer, and Wx pictures from the American satellites making
these regular transmissions are being successfully received. Other apparatus in view
includes a large S -meter (bottom right), the inclinometer (central disc), for elevationand a reliable BST indicator in the background ! It will be remembered that when at
Stowe School, G3HMO did a lot of original work on amateur radio astronomy, reported
in " Short Wave Magazine " at the time.
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COMMUNICATION and DX NEWS
E. P. Essery, G3KFE
IN the years since your conductor
has been writing this piece, the
accusation has often been thrown
at him that he is biased in favour
either of phone, or CW-depending
on just how the particular correspondent read the words used. This
is a cross all columnists have to
bear. However, without any question

of bias, but dealing purely in hard
fact, it is possibly instructive to

consider just what the relative relationships are as between AM, SSB,

and CW, assuming in each case a
normally competent operator who is

as capable as can reasonably be
expected at reading the stuff.
It is a proven fact that the human

ear can detect the presence of a
single tone at a level of 20 dB below
noise.

Under the same sort of

conditions, slow CW of the order

of 5-10 w.p.m. can be copied to
around 90% accuracy with a signal

as low as 10 dB under the noise.
A phone signal usually requires to
be at a level at least 4-6 dB above
noise for the same degree of readability. If we assume the phone signal

to have a 2 kc bandwidth-which is
cutting it a bit fine, even for SSBthen it is equally true that our slow
CW signal has plenty of room within
a 100 -cycle bandwidth.
If the
receiver bandwidth is made as narrow

as the circumstances will standand there is no need to do otherwise with modern techniques-then
there is clearly an advantage of a

further 13 dB on the basis of the

reduced bandwidth alone. Further-

more, if we make the assumption
that the advantage of SSB over AM

is the oft -quoted 9 dB-which in
practice, as any AM operator of
savvy who has changed over to
SSB can substantiate, is extremely
conservative-then we end up with a
situation where, in relative terms, if
we assume the weakest CW signal
that can be read with our receiver

is 7 S -points down on the CW man,

and nine on the AM operator,
always assuming a clear channel.
What is all this getting at in terms
of practical DX working? Just
this: That for the average SSB
operator with a good aerial system,
or the AM chap with a beam, work-

ing the VK's and ZL's is really no
trick at all provided he comes on

at the right time and the band is

open. However, for the fellow who

has not got a gainy or directive
aerial system, but

is

prepared to

work on his receiver and transmitter

to obtain the best out of them,

then a poor aerial and relatively low
power need not debar him from the
DX. The criterion is then the ability
of that bit between the headphones.
Many people never make any serious
attempt at working DX, simply

because they think they have no
chance, even when the TV is not
laying

down

its

enormous

wet

blanket on organised pleasure-but
those who do try it, and are ready
to spend time on perfecting their
techniques of operating, will soon

length in a previous piece, and we

can now add KV4FZ at VP2KK
(St. Kitts), and VP2VI (Tortola);
plans are afoot for Dominica, St.
Lucia, Haiti, and others. Add to that

VP2GBR (Grenada), TA2E, and
VP8KF.
W1BB had the most
appalling luck with his aerials,
but as a consolation prize the

" impossible was achieved " when

he was heard by JA2CLI-a path
which has always been considered
out of the Top Band question.
On the question of aerials, a

demonstration of the
truth of the claims for the DDRR
convincing

design, a form of which is mentioned

the recent ARRL Handbooks:
W2RAA constructed one, 80 feet
in diameter and only four feet
above ground and made both CW
in

and SSB contacts on it with G3CFV
at 589, CW and SSB.
On the European Trans -Continental Tests with JA, which were
not, frankly, very hopeful, it does
seem as though at least one European

hearing occurred, of JA3BDQ, on

discussion note the overwhelming
advantage of CW!

January 18 at 2140 local time, when
the JA was calling CQ.
WI BB's Alice, W1DQF, is at last
on the mend after her serious heart

Top Band

attack last autumn, almost normal
but still very weak.
Our best

find differently. And in the foregoing

So much news here that some

compression is necessary. On the
international front, we have W1BB's
admirable DX Bulletin. After the
January 25 CQ WW affair the
bottom dropped out as regards con-

ditions, and things were nothing
like as good as they could have been.
However, the DX-peditions certainly
gave value for money, though
PYODX, St. Peter and St. Paul
Rocks, was unsuccessful in terms of
160m. because of equipment damage,
landing difficulties and other snags.

PJOCC was a lot more successful,
and gave out quite a few contacts.

DL9KRA came up again from

is 0 dB, then we need a signal of
+27 dB for similar readability on
SSB, and +36 dB in the AM
phone case. At a rate of 4 dB per

CE3CZ, and Gus, of course, tried
Top Band from 6W8, ZD3A and

S -point this means the Sidebander

has already been covered at some

VP8CPR, the first -named giving
a little success. Malpelo, HKOTU,

wishes to her for a full and complete
recovery of health.

On a more local note, G3SED
(Portchester) has been using a loaded

vertical of forty feet with a goodly
supply of radials, and reports that
although next to useless for inter -G

working, with S7 about the best
report, it rather surprised him by
producing contacts with K2ANK,
WA4LDM, KV4FZ, ZB2AY and
TA2E, all with 589 reports. As far
as the DX is concerned this is saying

that the forty -foot vertical was as
good as the previous inverted-Vee
at 65 feet-even though pretty
for U.K. working over
GDX distances.
Various people have written TA2E
useless

off as a phoney, but the cards are
coming through; however a lot of
confusion has arisen due to an
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incorrect QTH for his QSL manager,

Bureau to lift his enthusiasm and his

VE3ABG. Cards for TA2E should

score in the Tables. The result was

therefore be sent to VE3ABG, J.

a new country, by way of DL9KRA,
and a new county-Somerset,
G3CQE.
G3XDY (Cleethorpes) has made
an improvement by adding a G2DAF

Caberlin, Box 35, STN " S," Toronto
20, Ontario, Canada.
In view of the wails of people who

found Oxford and Hereford to be
rare ones, it is interesting to notice
that G3VUE/P and G3SVK chose
it for their " dummy run " for the
more interesting activities to come.
The first Saturday evening, some
horrible noises were appearing on
the signal and G3VUE mentioned
generator trouble; then he dis-

appeared just as your scribe was
ready to call him, and in seconds
GM3NKO/P popped up on the
frequency dispensing Arran to all
and sundry. The following weekend
there was no mistake, the gear was
working perfectly, and when G3KFE
called them, G3VUE/P came back
first call. On the Hereford front,

and GM. For the GW outing, the
dates are firm, as follows; June 17/18,
Pembrokeshire; June 19/20, Cardiganshire; June 21/22, Radnorshire.

QSL's this time either direct with
s.a.e.-QTHR-or via Bureau. If
no request for a direct return card
is requested then cards will automatically go through the Bureau.
And the old maestro reminds that
no multiple QSO's, no butting -in,
no long overs, no rag -chews, and
no tuning -up on the frequency-

or into the black book you go!-

EI9BG, all around 2100z. Phone
yielded GB2GM on Wigtownshire,
Bute and Inverness, and PAOPN.
Cyril of GI3WSS (Holywood, Co.
Down) had a pretty fair month, with
Oxford filled in well and truly thanks
to G3VUE and G3SVK, also
OL2AKS, OL6AKP, GM3JIJ (Ross

up in the tables accordingly; on

and Cromarty), GM3NKO/P on
Arran for Buteshire, GB2GM for

rang the bell with
Oxford; GW3SVY,
Carmarthen; GB2GM in Wigtown,
Bute and Inverness; GM3PIP,
Aberdeen; GM3BQA, East Lothian;
Lothian;
GM3YCB,
West
phone, he
G3VUE/P,

Inverness, and a couple of GW's in
GW3XGP/A and GW3YGH in the
same QSO for Carmarthen and
Merioneth. Cyril now wants some
activity from the rare GM counties
and the Scillies to fill in his blanksyour scribe, too!

GM3JVC/M, Stirling; GM3WIG,
Roxburgh and several others, while

CW yielded GM3VJ in Ayr, and
G3SVK/P for Oxford. Outside U.K.
the most notable was ZB2AY.

Here and There
A prize miscellany of this -and -

Sheppey shelters G2HKU, who
had quite a good time on the band,
giving

ZB2AY,

G3RJB says the lads at the Club
will be there on Friday evenings,
signing with their own call G3YDD
from June 6 onwards.
Reverting to the G3VUE/G3SVK
set-up, the intent is to do GW, GD,

GM3NKO/P on Arran, G3XRZ

transmitter to the shack, and goes

CW
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that to comment on this month.
First, a note from an SWL-Peter

GI3JEX,

SIX -BAND DX TABLE

(All -Time Post War)
3.5 mc

Countries

28 mc

21 mc

14 mc

7 me

G3DO

336

199

234

329

90

G3NOF

312

173

210

296

34

39

2

G2DC

336

169

308

328

165

112

20

G3LZQ

254

138

155

201

72

38

8

w6Am

348

131

140

347

116

54

7

631GW

204

127

152

168

122

89

42

G3IAR

221

126

161

193

91

73

12

57

12

Station

83

1.8 me

9

G3PQF

159

103

46

96

84

G3EJA

106

100

23

51

22

12

2
5

(what me too??).

G3XBY

154

86

105

88

55

50

Just as encouragement to the flea power types, G3YDX recounts how

9H1BL

126

83

60

99

40

41

G3IDG

122

74

89

55

27

19

G3RJB

163

63

45

149

59

37

8

G3VDL

145

59

105

101

53

31

--

G3MDW

116

47

66

83

20

15

7

G3KOR

163

40

57

135

52

39

23

G3NYQ

147

35

70

107

40

30

21

G3SED

136

31

26

66

43

40

39

who used to be a follower of our

G3VPS

123

27

42

104

50

36

14

regular " SWL " feature, has spent
a lot of time at University and has
not only neglected the transmitter

G3WPO

72

II

13

43

45

21

21

G3WJS

61

8

47

35

40

14

he put a quarter -wave wire up in
Somerset with the useful bit in a
six-foot gap between houses. The
result in a week of evening operating

was summed up as 19 counties and
five countries.
Nice to hear from G3XGD
(Sheffield) with whom your scribe
had a near-QSO once which came

to an abrupt end when the output
of the /M receiver packed up. Glyn,

but even this Magazine-until a
batch of cards came in from the

Note: Placings this month are based on the " 28 me " Column.
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Webb (Tiverton)-who

is

at 319

countries confirmed, but is finding it

more difficult to hear the rare ones

due to the increasing number of
rat -race operators failing to

use

correct callsigns, sitting on the DX
frequency calling him, and generally
making themselves a nuisance. This
used to be the prerogative of certain
countries of Mittel -Europa but

more and more G's are branding
themselves as lids-and not just new
boys at that. Hear, Hear!
Secondly, an award for working
Afghanistan. Contacts since January
1, 1966 count, Europeans and

Confirmed

Worked

Phone and CW
GM3OXX

98

98

G2NJ

98

98

GM3UVL

98

98

G3APA

97

97

G2HKU

96

96

G3SED

93

96

GI3WSS

81

88

G3WPO

80

86

G3WQQ

74

87

G8HX

72

81

G3VLX

7()

91

G3WJS

56

83

G3RFB

55

78

G31DG

55

61

G3XTL

53

67

G3XDY

50

80

G3XGD

42

55

G3XTJ

39

69

G3KFE

31

49

27

53

G3VPS

in the flat below a few days ago.
'Twould seem the lady had heard

world two. Any bands can be used
but the QSO's must be made on at
least two bands-a couple on Twenty
and one on Forty, for instance, for
G's. Send the cards, and 10 IRC's
to Wolfgang Renner, PO Box 279,
Kabul, Afghanistan; the award and

Alan in her record player, and

Should registered airmail be desired,

time to time, and is rather interested
in the idea of getting in touch with
them all. Drop him a card if you
are fully licensed and still at school,

Asians four, and the rest of the

the cards will be mailed by air.
another couple of IRC's.
Next, a Convention is announced,
to be held in Santa Cruz de Tenerife,
Canary Islands, September 12 to 17.
Details from Union de Radio aficionados Espanoles, PO Box 215,

gramme looks quite interesting.

LADDER
Station

Africans have to work three YA's,

Santa Cruz de Tenerife, together
with a booking -form. The pro-

TOP BAND COUNTIES

Phone only
G2NJ

98

98

G3SED

91

92

G3VGB

82

93

G3WPO

69

76

G3MDW

67

82

G3PQF

64

82

G3RFB

36

47

(Failure to report for three months entails
removal from this Table. Claims may

be made at any time. Six months of
" Nil " reports will also result in deletion.)

une, 1969

Royal Navy A.R.S. announce
their new Hampshire County Award,
and remind us of the Mercury Award.

In addition there are of course the
invaluable Code Practice runs, which
are at 1800z on 1875 kc, and 1900z
on 3520 kc, Wednesdays only,

incidentally, and the transmissions
from G3BZU go from 20, 25, 30,
35, and 40 w.p.m., with stickers on
the basic award for the higher
speeds. All details from G3RFH,
QTHR.

RAIBC are to benefit from the

thought that this meant she must be

pumping her " Theme from Lawrence of Arabia " record into the
9H1BL receiver!

G3XZB has been noticing the

number of schoolboy amateurs who

have appeared in this piece from

and say whether there is a school
Address: Nicholas
radio -club.
Edwards, G3XZB, 99a Wilton

Crescent, Southampton S01-2QF.

G3ING says he will be on as

GW3ING/P from Montgomery in
the first three days of June, and
Radnor during June 5-7, along with
a KW -200A, SWL Janet and SWL

Derrick, the latter being a mighty
man, like the smith of the story,
when it comes to the important
matter of putting up the masts!
Operating will be Top Band, from
about 8.0 p.m. each evening.
The Club group from the R.M.A.,
Sandhurst will be mounting a fortnight's expedition to Sicily during the
latter part of August, using the

appropriate local c/s.

Full details

Worked All Britain Award for which
the custodian will be G3ABG.

later are promised.

into 10 km. squares all -same Ordnance Survey, and work 400 of the
3960 areas in at least 40 counties.

Dropped back, quite unjustifiably,
into their previous state of neglect.

The scheme is to divide the U.K.

For all details on this one (which

Eighty and Forty
Forty, in particular, is capable of
giving world-wide DX if you have a

are quite complex) contact G3ABG,
QTHR.
A note from VS9MB (Maldives)
indicates that they are now back in

good stable receiver with adequate
stability and freedom from cross modulation, aided and abetted by

business though under some considerable difficulties. The climate
has " done wonders " to the equipment, and it is hoped soon to be
able to replace most of it-the air conditioner arrived too late to stop

which accepts and does not fritter
away the RF. Not very stringent
requirements really, and then you
can go on and chase DX at times

the humidity doing its fell work. The

something suitable in the RF
generating line and an aerial system

when the rest of the world is
blinkered down to the Idiots Lantern.

beam is aimed permanently on the

Disregard the QRM and do a bit

U.K. and is at 65 feet; the reason
for the permanent aim is simply
that the rotator is u/s.(!) G3XGY
who is now the operator, is most
upset by the characters who have

of digging-and sometimes you will
find the digging surprisingly simple!

busted up his QSO's-sitting on him

Table.

stuff he has had to put up with!
A humorous note is again struck

G3XBY (Wombourne) comes in
with a bang and a first table entry
for the Six -Band, with, hopefully,
a Zones and Prefixes one next time
round. His 3.5 me SSB produced

calling CQ is mild to some of the

by 9H1BL (Paola, Malta, G.C.)
who had an apology from the lady

As witness what can be done just
take a look at some of the scores
which have been entered into the
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John Hey, G3TDZ, 8 Armley Grange Crescent, Leeds 12, combines business with pleasure
by tucking in an FL -200B and RA -1 amongst the instruments in his audio development
workshop. Operation is mainly SSB on 10-15-20m. Out of the picture, behind G3TDZ,

Is a stereo multiplex generator and transistor tester, and strewn around the shack are
several prototype speaker enclosures. The bench lamp doubles as microphone boom.
In the past, G3TDZ has worked AM/CW on the LF bands, and also on 4 metres using
portable equipment as described in " Short Wave Magazine." Professionally, G3TDZ
is engaged in the development of hi -fl and other audio equipment for a well-known
firm in Leeds. And as a second hobby, he is actively interested in the world under the
microscope.

laws of propagation-it just gets
Humber Radio (GPO
stronger!
Coast Station) has now obtained
allocations at 3525 and 3528 kc,
says G2DC (Ringwood), who is
quietly praying that they are not

UO5BS,

is at the moment
dredging radials into the back
garden, and will in due course

VOIFG, VOIFX (at well over S9),
YV, ZB and ZL, plus LG5LG, who

think up some sort of vertical aerial
to go above them.

Contest; on CW, W's were raised.
Turning to Forty, we find CO2DC,

K1UHY, who is with the National
Radio Company-the folk who
virtually invented the communications receiver as we know it with

taken up! Jack made it with CR6AI
and OD5LZ for new ones on Eighty;
others worked included UD6AW,

UJ8AQ, ZD8Z and assorted 4X4's.
If you really love staying in bed,
and work Eighty, then these lighter
mornings are a bit of a bind, since
all the best stuff tends to show up
at the times of change from light to
dark, or vice versa. G2AYQ (St.
Agnes, Cornwall) felt that an earlier

those who contend that New Hampshire is hard to find, Carl mentions
various stations that are on and
active. As far as Eighty is concerned,
K1UHY himself has a CE -100V

to

and so he only worked VEIAFY,
ZL2BCG and EA4LH, and turned

band; he has four phased verticals

CNHAW, CR1's; CT2's AK, AT,
AS, AP; EP2BQ, OA8V, OD5BA,
PY2DGB,

PY7ASQ,

was SK9WL during the WPX

HK3AES, HPIJC, YV5BPG, ZB2BS
and 9Y4KR, all Sideband, with CW
being used to produce JX2BH,
UH8KBC,
UO5AW,
PY4BJL,

start was not worth the trouble

more to 14 me as we shall see later.
Not much actual activity is
reported from G3PQF (Farn-

borough) who

A most interesting letter from

their HRO-detailing some of the
local activities. For the benefit of

with

NCL-2000 linear driving a

sloping dipole. WISWX is somewhat of an 80 -metre CW specialist,
with a score of 160 countries on the
plus sloping dipoles.
One of the marvellous things about

UL7GW, 9E3USA, W's in all but
the fifth, sixth and seventh call
areas. Forty is less and less useful

the CW man because of the
SSB QRM which is gradually
creeping lower and lower, being

heard quite often as low as 7020 kc.
Nonetheless, mornings around 0700
have given the VK and ZL contacts
as always, and indeed the mornings

are always of interest.
An interesting oddity reported by

G2NJ (Peterborough) was a CW
contact with YO4AJE/MM on Forty,

the LF bands is the way that the

who reported his position as being
near Liverpool. G3IGW (Hipper-

QRM seems not to obey the seasonal

holme)

reports CW contacts on
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Eighty including UD6BD, UG6AD,

UL7PA and VP2MK. On the SSB
Mike booked in
OHONC and U05BS.
side

EP2BQ,

G2HKU found GC3UML in
OHONC,

Guernsey,

Reporting Me WE Bands

EP2BQ,

VO1FX, OY6NRA, all of which

were new ones for the band, to
CW gave another
new one in the form of UNIKAL.
Forty SSB connected with 4UIITU,
Ted's pleasure.

early -morning
CW
and
GD3HQR and CO3DB.

with

As we have already commented
G3XDY (Cleethorpes) has recently

he heard G3SYC and G3UPY both
calling VQ8CP. Now, if Gus was

QSX " U-5 " then it was a bit
pointless calling him on his own

frequency -but both these calls
were quite strong with Mike desite

at least one of them being a QRP
merchant.

QSL Cards -

obtained a new rig to give him, as our

on 14 mc to contact a fair old string
of VK's, including VK2EK, VK3BW,
VK2AHV,
VK2BPN,
VK2SG,
VK3ZE,
VK3TG,
VK3AIA,
VK3AQI, VK3AKP, VK3ARR,

VK4SD, VK5MO and VK7RX;
also WOCKC, W4GD, K5TGA,
W5RER, WA4QBX, K4JC, K6ILG,

K2RBT/P/6, WA6AHF, W7HQC,
LU5DNT,

KZ5KN,

ZL3UY,

W friends would have it, " multi band capability "-a facility which
has received a tentative airing on
Eighty and approval from various

or Where Have They Gone?

G and European stations. CW is
the only mode used by G3VDL

stantially that still is the case today,
albeit with the widespread use of the
bureaux for QSL'ing run-of-the-

says G2DC, with quite a few good
openings in the period 0700 to
0800z, and some quite decent

mill QSO's one can hardly expect

spells in the early afternoon and early
evening periods. One all-time new

(Chalfont St. Giles), with 60 watts
to dipoles, which were used to raise

UC2, UP2 and UR2 on Eighty,
plus 7 mc QSO's with UL7, UA9,
9H1BV and GD3FBS.

Over at 9H1BL, Alan has found
all the LF bands as flat as can be,

It used to be a point of honour to
reply to a card, knowing the station

one worked wanted it; and sub-

the card back in much under a year after all is said and done, when one
only sends out a few cards each year
the envelope may sit on the operating

have listened much on Twenty, but

it! -but that is far from
explaining a wholesale absence of

was writing from the Persian Gulf.
Various points from his log will be

becomes
posting

full

enough

posed to be sent

via " Yasme."

discussed as they come, but one is of
sufficient importance to be mentioned
here. That was the 21 mc operations

For the latter, G3VDL has about

of W4BPD from VQ8CP. Once a
DX station is established on the

Twenty

band, it is a good idea to have some
idea where he is listening. However,

at 1814z, when Mike was in the
general area of Cocos Is. on April 3

FIRST YEAR OPERATOR'S
LADDER
TOP BAND ONLY
Counties Counties
CW

Call

G3XTL

Phone

67

14

G3XTJ

59

52

G3XVC

37

24

1

57

GM3YCB

Countries

13
11

9

Note: A first entry for this Table must
be accompanied by a statement of the
date of first licensing. The same county
may be claimed for both Phone and CW.
Placings will be by taking a different

column each month; this time it is based

on the " Countries" column.

one was worked, by way of VICOWR,
plus AP5HR, CR6AI, FO8BY,
HP1IE,
KG6AAY,
MP4TAF,

QSL cards in reply to those sent
either direct or to QSL managers.
G3VDL has a whole list of nonQSL'ers, including the cards sup-

namely EP2BQ and OHOAA.
Only one actual letter to comment
on this time, from G3UOF/MM who

" As brash and noisy as ever,"

MP4TCQ, TG9GF, VK1-5, VK6AI,
VQ8CPR,
YA2HWI,
VK7AZ,
9M2DQ, 9V1NV and 9Y4KK.

table for months before

Among the /MM Chaps

morning sessions of operating.

it even
to justify

with only a couple of contacts worth

mentioning on 3.5 mc Sideband,

HK3VA, HC2GU and JA4BVH
/MM were brought to book in the

fifteen cards in, and nary a one
has ever come out again.

put together, particularly if you are
one of the lucky ones who are not
afflicted by TVI.
A relatively short list from
G3X BY, Dale obviously being
CW
keener on other bands.
accounted for CT2BO, HB4FD,
off
Guatemala,
JA3API/MM
KH6SP, UNIKAI and 5Z4KL,
while Phone produced CE6CA,

CR6IV, HK3RQ, HS3RT, KV4FZ,
OHONI,

does comment on the

net with

G3RSP/MM, G3RSF, and G3VDO
/MM which comes up on 14150 kc
around 1830z. 9H1BL has also

little or nothing to say about the
band, other than a few affectionate
digs at its unpredictability, and a
cry of anguish over his gotaway of the
month, JTI AG, who was calling CQ

This band still produces more
good solid DX than all the others

MP4BHQ,

G3UOF/MM does not seem to

TAI MGP,

TG9GF, UG6AU, VK's, VP7NA,
ZB2AY, ZL's, 7Z3AB and 9V1NV.
Incidentally, talking of TAI MGP,

K1UHY mentions in his letter that
he is quite legit., and in fact Carl is

on SSB for quite a while but not
responding -Alan reckons the RF
generated by his own calls was
just dropping straight into the sea.
On to G3VDL, who worked
CW

with

3V8AD

(QSL's

via

DL1DA) and KP4. A short list
indeed but G3RJB (Hereford) has
a

longer one despite

the TVI.

Brian took a chance on the latter
problem and hooked XW8AX,
HS3RT and TAIKT with successive
QSO's. Other ones on SSB were out
of TVI times, and included CT3AW,
ONONI,
F9UC/FC,
ZB2AY,
SK9WL, 4Z4HF, 3A0CU (for whom

cards go to DL7FT), UG6SG and
UA9KAA. Keying the transmitter
resulted in contacts with VK2PBN,

his QSL manager.

VK3NR, CE8CF, UI8IZ, UISBI,

at G2AYQ was used to good effect

DL4QQ/PX,
YSIAG.

The " NCX-3 and 5RV " set up

UF6CR,

5Z4KL,
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That transmitter at G3XDY was
also sampled on 14 mc, and so far
has resulted in the odd W and
HK3RQ, raised with 40 watts p.e.p.

input -seems strange to think that
this was about the level we could
expect to get from a full -power rig

in terms of talk -power in the old
AM days -and the darn thing was
probably a full-sized rack -and -panel

job at that!
Only-SSB-on-14

mc

was

the

formula for G2HKU, which is a
little unusual, but it gave ZL2KP,
ZL3JQ and ZL3SE on the sked;
W2DH0/7 in Arizona; VK2ARZ,
KH6GPM and WB2IQ/MM on the

survey ship Eltanin at 50°S, near
MacQuarie Island.

Interestingly

enough, when he gets to 60°S he
changes his callsign to KC4AAA.

Pressing on to G3VPS, we find
Peter has not been quite so active
as of late on any band -though on
14 mc CW OY4OV, UI8LK, UJ8AR,

UA9's, and 4S7EC were accounted
for, plus sideband-mode workings
with CT3AW, EA6BG, OHOAA,

UA9's, 3A2EE/M, and the sked
contacts with 9H1BL.
Anyone in Kirkcudbrightshire
interested in Twenty or Fifteen?
W2QHH has been looking for British
Counties for some time now, and in
fact has completed the whole lot with
this one as the only exception.

During a weekend of Amateur Radio at St. Dunstan's, Ovingdean, Brighton, on March 15, GB3STD was on the air with

Naturally enough, he is now dead
keen to exchange CW reports with
someone

in

two stations, running a Swan -350 and KW -2000. Many contacts

were made with stations in the U.K. and overseas, among
them other war -blinded amateurs. Here, G3MTX of Bexhill
(on microphone) is assisted by G3SEJ of Wallasey, who is
logging on a typewriter specially adapted for the use of the

Kirkcudbrightshire.

Incidentally, W2QHH, it may not
be realised, is himself an Ex -G
Club member; skeds on 14 or 21 mc
may be arranged by writing to him
at 66 Lebanon Street, Hamilton,
New York State. Talking of Ex -G's,

blind. (Another picture on p.245.)

the starlings,

who perch on

the

elements waiting for the " handouts "

from

David's

mother.

G2FUX passes on the information

Originally, all that was needed to

that they now have another net going,

EP2BQ, KV4FZ, SUIJW, V K9XI,
VP2MF,
YBOAAB,

VS9M B,

ZF1OW,

XW8AX,
3V8AC,

4S7PB, 5R8AX, 5U7AK, 5Z4LS,
9Q5IA, and 9X5LM, all on SSB.
Although the 15 -metre band has

WA6GLF

or

shift the blighters was a touch on the
rotator, but now they seem to enjoy
the ride! As if that were not enough,

WAOUJO as Net Control,

all

a couple of large crows are adding

welcome, especially from the Pacific
area.

insult to injury by sitting, one on

to some extent illusory; as G3NOF

each end of an element an 1 bouncing

says,

Sunday mornings 0600 GMT on
14290

kc,

with

G3NOF (Yeovil) comes into the

up and down, although these birds
are still not keen on being rotated.

SSB with AP5HQ, IOARI, KH6SP,
KP4CL, KV4FZ, KZ5KN, UF6CR,

One of the more interesting facets of

story now, with his mention of
VK/ZL, 9E3USA and 9V1NV, although Don is rather of the opinion

that the band is down on what it

living in the country and studying
Nature?

Fifteen Metres

often been pretty poor during the
day, one wonders whether this is
there have been occasions

when it still was holding up after
midnight! SSB QSO's were made
with KR6JT, KV4FZ, OD5BZ,
VK2AVT,

VK2FA,

VKSBB,

VP2LX, VP7NA and VU2DK.
As for G3XBY, he seems to have
had quite a good month, though he

did not seem to get out too well
during the WPX affair, for some

was at this time last year.

Overhauling the beam at G3XYP
had the result of bringing the VSWR

a lot at G3XYP (Navenby) but, like
your scribe and 9H1BL he has

of the system, on this band, down

reason. Sideband produced DUIHR,

from 3:1 to 1.3:1, with a consequent
DUI FH,
general improvement.

D U I ZAG,

That beam overhaul has helped

trouble with the birds -in his case

EA6AS,

EP2BQ,

HS3DR, loads of JA's, KR6NT,
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KR6BX, PZ1DB, SVOWN, VK9XI,
VP2MF, VS6AL, VU2VZ, XW8AX,
YA1AB, ZB2BS, ZP5HZ, 6W8AL,

9K2CF and 9V1OG. On the CW
side, another lot of JA's, KR8BY,
UAOCA and UAOLL (both in

as APO, San Francisco, 96536. It

understood this one will soon
appear on 80 and 40 metres with
is

good inverted-Vees for each band.

For G3VDL there were CW

contacts to report

with TJIAJ,

87 JA's were accounted for; some
days not a sign, and the next a CQ
would bring forth 20 of them in a
row, at lunch-time. Compressing
Don's list down a little, we find

JA4VX/MM near DUI; G3RSP

ZS3AW, UAOKAR (on Dickson
Island in Zone 18), 4L3A in UF6-

/MM near CT1; JA4HAX/MM near
near 9V1;
4S7; JA4GCV/M

G2DC reckons that 21 mc is the
best band of them all for working

land, UAOOM and KS6CX, who is
QSL'd via K4ADU and is looking

VQ8CP,
VP2MQ,

DX, particularly on SSB, although it
has been pretty late opening up and

mornings.

Zone 19) and 5Z4KL were booked
in.

the best period has been the early
afternoon and evening. One new one
for the band was VK9XI, and others
worked were A2CAU, CR7BO,

EP2BQ, HSICB, HS3AL, KR6JT,
UD6CW,
MP4BGX,
UM8AP,
UH8KBC, VQ8CPR, VQ9A, VS6AJ,
VU2OLK,
VU2DK,
VS6AL,
XE1RV, XW8AX, YAISG, ZS3YK,

5N2AAU, 9E3USA, 9VIPA and
9U5DS.

March 31 saw G3UOF/MM off
Cocos, and from this spot, he heard

YBOAAB working the world at
1330z, and giving his QSL address

for CW contacts with EU most
Oddly enough, 21 mc is the only

band on which G3RJB is free of
TVI, albeit it has to be admitted the
dipole is only six feet off the ground.
Nevertheless, it gave him contacts
with VP8HJ, VE4ZX, 9J2MX,

WA7KUW, W6NJU and K6ERT

-which must go to prove something
or other!
Our I5 -metre specialist, GM3JDR
things rather
(Golspie) found

variable this month with nothing
much to report other than an assort-

ment of new PX in the contest
emanating from PY-and some

VQ8CPR,
OA4ED,

VS6AA,
OA4DX,

9V1PD, ZS3AW, VK's, MP4MBJ,
UL7GJ, ZEIDC, KZ5NG, CR6AI,
a couple of HL9's, CE8AA, KR8's,
PY and YV, SVOWN, HPIXHG,
VQ9A/A, 5Z4LS, all W call areas,

ditto all JA areas, and VE1-7, as
the CW crop, while as far as SSB
went,

the field of battle made

prisoners of VQ8CP, UV9PP, PY,

ET3REL, UA9, ZL, ZB2BC and
ZB2BS, KV4FZ, XW8AX, 9V1PA,
9E3USA, DUIZAG, VP2MF, CR6,
PU2ERS,
LAOAD,
VK9XI,
PU2DTV,
PR I MB,
PQ2DFR,
PT ICAD, EP2BQ, ZD8AR, HS3AL,
HS3MB, CT2AT, LU8BKA, 4X4RQ
/AM (over the Mediterranean),

Radio room of the " Queen Elizabeth II," GBTT, when fully manned.
The officer at centre rear is operating one of the remote -controlled high power transmitters for long distance working, the control panel for these
Tx's being to his left. The ship -shore VHF telephone position is to the
right. The teleprinters can be switched to transmitters giving direct
connection into shore circuits, to provide Telex service. The satellite
navigation system used by the QE2 enables the ship's position to be
determined to within one -tenth of a mile.
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VQ8CPR, OD5FV, HI3AGS, all W
and all JA call areas.
G3DO (Sutton Coldfield) added to
his 21 mc band score with VP2MF,
and VK9XI, as the table shows.

Ten Metres
As well as the new ones on Fifteen,

Doug of G3DO rustled up 9N1MM,
VQ9EP and UQ8BQI for new ones

on Ten, which practically means a
very good month for one with such
an elevated total score as Doug has.
All those weird PQ, PR, PS, PT
and other P variations that appeared

in the GM3JDR log seem also to
have been

worked

on Ten

by

G3XBY; they were on only for the
Contest as far as we can make out.

He includes AP2MR, CE, CR6,
CR7, EP2BQ, FG7XX, HS3DR,
JA's,

KA2RM,

KZSEK,

LU,

assorted MP4's, DDS's, PY's both
normal and with the odd prefixes
aforementioned, SVOWM,
UH8BO,
UI8MN,
UAOAEM,
UL7AJG, U05, VK's, VK9XI,
VP8KD, WB2NCS/VP9, VQ9L,
VS6FZ, VU2OLK, ZD8AR, ZEIBP,
ZS's, 4S7PB, 5AIITN, 5L2AK,

5N2ABG, 9E3USA, 9K2CF and
9M2DQ. To add a little to the

haul, CW was used to angle, successfully, for LU7FAG and TA2E.
Patchiness is always the keynote of

Ten, particularly at the CW end,
but just let a DX-pedition open up
there and the illusion is soon shattered, as G2DC remarks in his letter.

He worked UM8AP, VQ8CPR,

Station of JA2AMD, Akira Kobayashi, whose QTH is Fujimi,
Imiyamam, Aichi, Japan. He has a fine modern station and
is a keen DX operator, working CW and Sideband phone.

G3UGK a moment later. At 1755z
G3DCV and G3OHP were in QSO,
with G3KMO trying unsuccessfully

to break in.

Quite a lot of new countries have

been raised on CW by G3RJB, to
the benefit of his band score, among
the best being 5H3LV, VS6AA,
MP4BFO, 5Z4SS, ZS3AW, UA9VK
and 9J2VB.
Ten metres is quietening down for
the summer, according to G3XYP,
but it still pays to keep an ear
lifting for an opening.
HI8XJP, DL4QQ/PX,

EP2BQ,
VP2AA,

ZS3AW, W1-5 and W8-0.

VP7NA, VQ9C, YA1AR, ZD8AR,

G3UOF/MM spent quite a lot of
his off -watch time recording the
events on Ten. For instance, on
March 31, at 1000z he heard G2XK

ZS3LU,

in QSO with YA1YB. 9M2RH
called in but was not replied to by
G2XK, although the latter was
53/42 according to the information

passed on to YA1YB later.
9M2RH, the club station of the
he

Infantry
28th
Commonwealth
Brigade, is on and looking for

U.K. contacts. G3KS was on 28.55
mc working SVOWM, and a little
later G2KO failed to raise the SV
although he was 59 near the Cocos.
On April 1, G3MXQ managed
VK6CT and on the 3rd, G2CCD was
57 calling CQ and finding no takers.

On the same afternoon, within a
few minutes, G3YAG was heard in

QSO with KP4DEY, then G5RP,
and GW3AQV calling CQ, as was

5H3MA, 9M2RH and
9Q5CP were snapped up in this
manner.

The comment is echoed, but in
rather different words, by G3NOF,
who nevertheless managed to find
and work AP2MR, CE6CA, CR6BX,
HK3RQ,
EP2BQ,
CR6GA,
KZ5MB,
JA3IVC,
HS3RT,
OD5BA,
M P4TAF,
M P4 BG X,
UW9CR,
UF6CW,
UA9KOI,
VK's (including VK9WD) VP8KO,
VQ9C, VS6AJ, VU2OLK, VU2VZ,
XE3LK, YA1YB, ZC4IM, ZD8AR,
ZD9BE, ZS's, W's, ZA I AA(?),

debit side failed to connect with
YBOAAB.

Gus Browning Story
It has been a little difficult to piece

together just what has happened,
other than to say it has been quite an
exercise.

Starting from April

13,

when he was signing VQ8CPR from
Rodrigues, the next stop appears to

have been as VQ9A from Mahe in
the Seychelles Is., trying to fix up
transport to the next one. A week
later it was reported that the boat
he had hoped to charter to Agalega
had been wrecked and two people
killed. May 6-8 saw him signing
VQ9/A/D

from

Desroches,

but

generator troubles put a spanner in
the works and forced an early return
(but not till after 1300 contacts had
been made). By the time this is in
print he hopes to be either back there,

or to have arranged transport to
Agalega, where VQ8CPA will be the
call. Among the stops planned are

Chagos, Blenheim Reef, Farqhar,
Aldabra and, it is hoped, Geyser
Reef.

Deadline

4X4HF, 5Z4JH, 8RIG, 9E3USA,

And there it is. Quite a lot of
letters, quite a lot of news, and so

9J2DT, 9M3RH and 9X5AA.
For G2HKU, it was a case of one
VK-VK3OG who gave him a new
country on this band. Quite a thin
report too comes from 9HIBL, who
raised ZS3AW, 4S7PB and ZS2 for

inevitably, quite a lot of compression.
For next time, closing date is
first post Monday, June 9, addressed
as usual to: CDXN, SHORT WAVE
and
BUCKINGHAM,
MAGAZINE,
please note that this is the only

new ones on the band, but on the

address to use for this feature.
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THE MONTH WITH THE CLUBS
By "Club Secretary"
(Deadline for July Issue: June 6)
(Please address all reports for this feature to 44 Club Secretary," Editorial Dept., SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE,
Buckingham.)

TLY,
RECENRECENTLY,
in this space we mentioned the need for

of equipment owned by the Club; and this

time it is possibly worth while to talk about another
aspect, the Club premises-that is, their appearance. A
thing you can do little or nothing about if you are in a
room used by all sorts of groups and which you hire
by the evening. However, it is surprising how many,
particularly in the smaller towns, have their own place,
with Club station installed, workshop, and what -have you. Your scribe has, in his time, been to many clubs
around the country, and he knows how important first
impressions are. One of those is the state of the placeeven if it has been recently given a lick of paint, it will not

look very attractive to a potential new member if it has
obviously not been " mucked -out" for weeks on end.
A clean and tidy club -room and a good welcome to any
Visitors are the key to the recruitment of new members.
It is not the slightest good spending time and money on a
special effort at some local event, if all those so attracted
are to be repelled the first time they enter the Hq.

The Reports-by Regions
This being the way we propose to do things this month,

let us bring to the top of the pile those organisations
whose terms of reference are wider than the purely local
context. Civil Service come within this definition; they
have a delightful London Hq. in the Civil Service Sports
Centre, Monck Street, with a place for their lectures and

similar meetings, and a fine shack, plus facilities for
all sorts of other things-for instance, eating and
drinking!-all available at very reasonable rates in the
Centre. By the time this reaches print, the lads will just
be through the work of putting on a show at the inaugura-

tion of the Civil Service Sports Club pavilion on the
ground at Chiswick, which was to be formally opened
on May 28 by the Duchess of Gloucester. Main meetings,

at Monck Street Hq., are on the first and third Tuesday

of each month.

British Rail next; as its name implies, a group whose

members are employed in British Railways and their
subsidiaries. For all the details, subscription rates, and
so on, contact the Hon. Sec. at the address we show in
the Panel on p.246.
Also fairly evident is the function of the ex -G Cluball members are qualified for their membership by being
British by birth but resident overseas, plus, of course, the
interest in the hobby of Amateur Radio. Contact is

maintained by way of the Er -G Bulletin, and various
nets. For all the details, contact the U.K. hon. sec.,
G2FUX.

What we have been saying-and sincerely meantabout the good work being done by the RAIBC committee

and supporters resulted in a very nice letter from
G3LWY, who points out the things that others do to
help the group along. If you know of anyone who is
either blind or disabled and has an interest in Amateur
Radio, you should get them to join as members. In
addition, if you can possibly spare a little time, either to
visit, or to provide transport, or to service equipment,
or whatever, you should join as a supporter; and show
that support at your local group meeting by getting the
lads to make a donation either by way of the proceeds
of a raffle, a whip-round, or a more formal effort at the

AGM. The honorary secretary of the RAIBC also

mentions that they can always do with old Call Books,
of the DX Listings and U.S.-only variety, that are not
too out-of-date.
Royal Navy is the name of the society which looks

after the serving and ex -Navy types, and they have
recently broadened their base quite considerably to let
in members of overseas navies. On June 14 they are
running a Bring -and -Buy Sale at H.M.S. Mercury,
Leydene, with talk -in from 1100 BST, the sale being
timed to start at 1430 BST. Members please to let the

Hon. Sec. know of their intention to be there-see
Panel.

Wales, the West Country-and Further West
The latter can only mean GD or Ireland, and on the
top of the clip is Bangor (N.I.) and District, who normally

have the first Friday in every month, albeit the June
affair has been pulled forward somewhat due to NFD
preparations, which at the moment are taking precedence
over the other matters. In July, there is the intention to
run a DX-pedition to Fermanagh or Tyrone one weekend, details to be notified next time round. For latest
gen. on this active and lively group, contact the Secretary,
address as in Panel.

Cornish covers a large county, and hence there is
not only the parent Club, but also separate VHF and
SSB groups, and a section at Newquay. The main meeting
Hq. is at the SWEB clubroom, Poole, Camborne, on the

first Thursday in each month; June sees G3OCB giving

a talk about frequency counters; the " Potted talk "
which rounds off the programme is practical, when
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GB3STD

set-up for the St. Dunstan's radio
amateur weekend on March 15another picture, p.291. One of the
DX stations worked was ZS2PY,
Iris de Reuck, of Port Elizabeth,
herself a St. Dunstaner, who was
blinded during the last War while
serving with the South African

Women's Auxiliary Army Service.

G3OFN proposes to check coax cable, and defies anyone

change, due to the imminent prospect of a move overseas,

to bring a known length with a fault in it he cannot

one to El, and the other Saudi Arabia.

find! Over at Newquay, the venue is Treviglas School,

assemble

alternate Tuesdays, and they have 23 members. For all
these, the contact is G3UCQ-see Panel.
At Hereford June 6 is down for a portable trip, to
Dinedor Hill, while at the weekend they will be out on
Field Day. June 20 is a film Show, and on the 29th they
have an organised trip to Longleat for the Rally. Hq.
is at County Control, Civil Defence Hq., Gaol Street,
Hereford.

Recently, the Plymouth crowd had their AGM, and
several changes were made in the " top table " due to
illness and other things. Thus, the new hon. sec. appears

for the first time in the panel-and we hope to see it
there often! As for the important question of finding
them, look on the first and third Tuesday in eacy month,
at Virginia House, Bretonside, Plymouth, the start being

made at 7.30 p.m.
Every Wednesday at Yeovil Youth Centre, Park
Lodge, the Park, Yeovil, is the form for the Yeovil
crowd; once in each month one of the members is
" conned " into giving a talk on his pet subject.
At Saltash, Burraton Toc H Hall is still the venue,
and on June 13, the talk is of DX/TV, and will be given
by Reg Roper. June 25 sees them setting off for a trip to

Goonhilly-there is a reserve list for this one just in
case one of the places, which are all at the moment
booked, becomes free. On to June 30, when there is
to be a talk, but the details are not yet finalised.
For the date of the Exeter get-together, you will have

to talk to G3HMY-see Panel-but we can say it will
be at St. Sidwells Methodist School Hall, Sidwell Street,

Exeter. A most important subject-Electrical Safetywill be dealt with by Mr. L. G. Bolton.
A new Secretary takes over at Chippenham, where the
recent AGM saw both the old hon. sec. and the chairman

The lads

at Chippenham High School for Boys,
Hardenhuish Lane, Chippenham, each Tuesday evening,

and a warm welcome is assured.
At Salop, there is a markedly outdoor slant to the
activities, with June 14 and June 21 both out in the sun.
On the former day, meet at 1000 BST at the " Grapes "
(complete with wife and family, if desired) for a forest
walk with 144 me intercom. as a sideline; on the latter,
the excursion is to the Long Mountain, about 4 miles to
the east of Welshpool. On June 5 and 26, they are at
home and operating the Club station.
Wirral have Hq. in the old Civil Defence place in
Upton Road, Birkenhead, where they have dates on
June 4, 18, and July 2. The first will be the last-minute
NFD preparations, the second the inquest on what, in
the event, went wrong, and on July 2 G3KEN gives a
talk on the Inoue equipment.
Now to Wessex, where the lads meet at the Cricketers

Arms, Windham Road, Bournemouth, on the first
Friday and the Monday seventeen days later, in each
month. The members generally are not too keen on a
formal programme as such, and so for the next few
evenings nothing definite has been arranged. However,
they are intending to run a couple of stations for Field
Day, for the first time for several years. Full details from
the hon. secretary-see Panel.

At Torbay, the QTH is in Bath Lane, rear of 94

Belgrave Road, Torquay. Here they get together for the
formal meeting on the last Saturday in each month. In
addition there is an R.A.E. session running on Tuesday
and Friday evenings at IN., and various other activities.
We were sorry to note that the PRO, G3LKJ, who has
given the group several years of hard work, has had to
pack up due to ill -health, and we add our own to the
club members' good wishes to him.
[over
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for ease we identify as having London telephone numbers.
Loughton first, where on the day we publish, May 30,

If you live anywhere near Ashford, you are in the
" catchment area " of the Echelford crowd. They meet
at the Hall, St. Martins Court, Kingston Crescent,
Ashford, Middlesex, the next date to reserve being June

they will be hard at work in preparation for the show

26.

stand they are putting on at Loughton Hall on the

A change of Hq. is notified by the Verulam crowd,
who have even grown out of the Cavalier Hall -so now
the place to look for them is the Council Chamber in the
Town Hall, St. Peters Street, St. Albans, no less. As
far as June is concerned, there is an informal get-ready-

This, of course, excludes the London area, which

following day. The object of the exercise is the opening
of the new Sports Hall by the Lord Lieutenant of Essex.
Incidentally, Loughton Hall, which is in Rectory Lane,
is the place where these chaps foregather each week.
Not so very far away is the North East Essex Technical
College and School of Art, Colchester, who appear to be
going overboard, as a group, for D/F Hunts. In addition,
they have a firm date on July 6, when the Mobile Rally
comes off at Colchester Zoo.
At Bishops Stortford, G5AAN is booked to talk about
Impedance Matching and the VSWR Problem -June 16

for-NFD affair at Salisbury Hall on June 3, with the
Council Chamber venue used for June 18, when G3LXP
takes as his theme " Making that Wire Work."
West Kent have a change of president, where G2UJ
has stepped down after no less than 21 years in office.

June 13 is booked for a talk on Transistors and their
Uses, while on the 27th the lecture will be " Audio."

is the date to put by for this one, at the British Legion
Club, Windhill, Bishops Stortford.
The second Thursday in each month is booked at the
Civic Centre, Prospect Place, Old Welwyn, by the MidHerts group for their meeting. This means June 12, and
the lecture will be given by Leslie Currington, who will

All the dates are to be filled at the West Kent Hq. at the

discuss Colour Television; he has built, and will demonstrate at the talk, his own colour receiver.

receiver," and on the 19th G3OLY talks about the
Systems approach to VHF. As for June 26, it will be

Adult Education Centre, Monson Road, Tunbridge

Wells, Kent.
Weekly it is at Shefford, with the last-minute work for
NFD being dealt with on June 5. June 12, naturally,
is devoted to the question of " who forgot to bring the
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SOUTH BIRMINGHAM: R. Brice, 60 Coralin Close,
Chelmsley Wood, Birmingham, 37. (021-770 4265.)
SOUTHDOWN: L. E. Tagliaferro, 9 Tugwell Road, Hampden
Park, Eastbourne (54244), Sussex.

SOUTHGATE: A. F. Hydes, G3XSV, 6 Glenbrook North,
Enfield.

MID-HERTS: H. Thornton, G3PKV, 43 Fordwich Road,

TORBAY: Mrs. G. Western, G3NQD, 110 Truro Avenue, Hele,
Torquay.
VERULAM: W. C. Dennis, G3NCK, 129 Colney Heath Lane,
St. Albans, Herts.
WAKEFIELD: M. E. Garner, G3XVU, 13 Kingsdale Avenue,
Drighlington, Bradford.
WEST KENT: R. Trevitt, G3SSE, 28 Delves Avenue, Tunbridge
Wells, Kent.
WESSEX: A. G. Emery, G8AVE, 7 Brunel Drive, Preston (3177),
Weymouth, Dorset.

Coldfield, Warwickshire. (021-354 5921.)
MID -SUSSEX: E. J. Letts, G3RXJ, 87 Meadow Lane, Burgess
Hill, Sussex.

YEOVIL: D. L. McLean, G3NOF, 9 Cedar Grove, Yeovil,

GRAFTON: T. Coleman, 14 Norman Court, London, N.4.
HARTLEPOOLS: J. W. Thompson, G3NWU, 42 Furness Street,
West Hartlepool, Co. Durham.
HEREFORD: S. Jesson, 181 Kings Acre Road, Hereford.

HULL: Mrs. Mary Longson, 4 Chester Road, Wold Road,
Hull.

LOUGHTON: J. Atkinson, G3OPA, 6 Rochford Drive, Lough ton, Essex.
Welwyn Garden City (23163), Herts.
MIDLAND: R. Partridge, G3SGC, 42 Maxstoke Road, Sutton

WIRRAL: A. Seed, G3FOO, 31 Withert Avenue, Bebington,
Wirral, Cheshire L63-5NE.
WORCESTER: R. L. Avery, G3TQD, 24 Alexander Avenue,
Droitwich (3943), Worcs.
Somerset.
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filled by a short series of talks by various junior members.
Mid -Sussex covers the area around Burgess Hill, and
in fact the Hq. is at Marie Place, Leylands Road, Burgess
Hill. June 5 is still " to be arranged " although it will

almost surely have been finalised at the time you read
this. On June 19, they have a Mobile Evening at " Jack
and Jill Windmills," Clayton, near Hassocks.
Oddly enough, G3SYS, who figured largely in the
Mid -Sussex newsletter, is the compiler of the next one,
from Oxford University; he is glad to be able to say that
the lads have been able to find a home for their own

station, G3OUR, at the Outdoor Activities Club in
Keble Road.
On to Southdown, who have the AGM on June 2,
at the usual venue, the Victoria Hotel, Latimer Road,
Eastbourne.
At Dorking, the chaps get together at the Wheatsheaf
on June 10 for an informal. On June 24, there is an
informal and some activity on the VHF bands while on
the way to the Plough at Coldharbour.

London Area
Crystal Palace first in this group, and here we find
that the meeting is given as June 21, with a Field Day
evening. For the details, it is suggested you contact the

Secretary, G3FZL, either by letter or 'phone, at the

F5PD/GSAMB (left) with F2XO, at the Thanet Radio Society
dinner, held at Ramsgate on March 28, for which members
and their guests totalled 89.

address given in the Panel, opposite.

At Acton, Brentford and Chiswick there is to be a

debate on June 17, at Chiswick Trades and Social Club,
66 High Road, Chiswick, the subject of the battle being

a thorny one-" Why go VHF? "

At Edgware stocktaking is regarded as a better term
than " post mortem" for the session which comes after
NFD, on June 9. A D/F is fixed for June 22, for details
of which the club net or the meeting should be consulted.
June 23 is down for the Veroboard talk. The main net is
on Thursdays, after the Slow Morse transmission from
G3ASR/A between 2030 and 2130 clock, the frequency
being as near as may be to 1875 kc. In addition, on those
Mondays when there is no Club meeting there is another
net, this time about 2200 clock, a little higher in the band,

around 1915 kc. Venue for meetings is St. George's
Hall, 51 Flower Lane, Mill Hill.
Cray Valley have two evenings in June; on the 5th

Mr. C. Jones of Mullard will be talking about some
aspects of transistors, and on the 19th there is a surplus
sale. The meetings are held at the Congregational Church
Hall, Court Road, Eltham, London, S.E.9.
At Grafton, the date of their field day has been put
back to 28/29 June. The reason for this change is simply
the arising of a problem over the loan of tents for the
exercise. They are going to Tumulus Hill, Hampstead
Heath, and will have G3VUE on 144 mc, the club call
G3AFT on the HF bands, and Top Band SSB provided

by the president, G2CJN.
Southgate have changed their venue since the days,
many moons ago, when your scribe was a member, and

so we have to hang our head in shame and admit we

don't know either the date or the place-but we do

at least have a clue as to what is on! G3SVK of DXpedition fame is going to talk-and no doubt play some
of his collection of tapes of interesting DX signals. For
the rest, a line to the hon. sec. is indicated-see Panel.
At Silverthorn, the lads have obtained permission to
put up a VHF beam for the club station; the Hq. for this
gang is at Friday Hill House, Simmons Lane, Chingford.

A Natter Nite for Purley on June 6 will be given
over-naturally-to sorting out the last-minute details
for NFD, in the light of the couple of dummy runs they
have already had this year. As for June 20, they have the
large hall for the AGM. Both meetings, of course, at the
Railwaymen's Hall, 58 Whytecliffe Road, Purley.

Midlands and the North
And, appropriately enough, it is Midland who head
the clip. They have the third Tuesday in each month

booked at the Midland Institute in Margaret Street,
Birmingham 3. What is planned is not, at the time of
writing, known, but if the programme arranged for the
spring period is anything to judge by, it should be of
considerable interest.

TO GET INTO THE NEWS
Club Scribes and Secretaries should note these
dates: June 6, for the July issue; July 4, for August;
and August 8, for September. Pse note also that reports

must include the name/QTH of the Club secretary.
Address for " Month with The Clubs " is simply:
Club Secretary, Short Wave Magazine, Buckingham.

Successful clubs, like Midland and Derby (with no
less than 204 members) do not necessarily seem to be in
areas where electronics as a business is very prominent,

and the getting of lecturers easy-but there are many
clubs who excuse failure by saying " Oh, but we are
too small to ask anyone to come and give us a talk."
What they really mean is that the responsible official
in the Club is to often afraid to try! There are far too
many things going on at Derby to cover all of them
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adequately, but they are at home on June 4, for a Surplus

Sale, away on a visit on June 11, out playing D/F on
June 18-but with an event laid on at Hq. for those not
taking part-and in the clubroom discussing various
matters on June 25. Hq. is Room 4, 119 Green Lane,
Derby, starting at 7.30.
After a couple of old clubs-indeed Derby were one
of the first, as any BBC -2 watcher of the " Yesterday's
Witness " series will know-Solihull are very much in
the " bouncing babe " stage by comparison, but growing
fast. They get together at the Old Manor House, 126
High Street, Solihull, and the regular booking is for the
third Tuesday in each month. For June that means the
17th, and the evening is to be devoted to a Junk Sale.
Every Wednesday and Saturday evening the Worcester

clubroom is " open for business " at 35 Perdiswell
Park, Droitwich Road, Worcester, albeit at this moment
it is not known just what they will be doing. Perhaps the

best way to find out would be to go along and see for
yourself!

At Peterborough, the locals are busy trying to work
their secretary, G3KPO, from various parts of the States
where he is on a business trip. Their notes however, do

not mention any details of other doings for the next
month or so.

East Worcs. group have Hq. at the Old People's
Centre, Park Road, Redditch, where they are to gather
on June 10 for the final arranging of their forthcoming
trip to the Birmingham Post Office Tower. Incidentally,
we gave their hon. secretary's phone number wrongly
last time out.
After all the time your scribe has been compiling this

piece, he would have thought his file of addresses was
near -complete. But, to prove this assumption wrong,
we have a note in from Hartlepools. They get together
at the rear of 42 Murray Street, every Monday evening,
under the chairmanship of Gladys, G3XWE, and for
the near future there are at least three lectures arranged,
with dates to be firmed up. May 19 is a definite one, with
a talk on Panoramic Reception.
Quite a full programme at Coventry. June 6 is down
for a trip to BBC Radio Leicester, with Field Day over
June 7/8. On June 13, the lads are out playing D/F,
and on June 20 they are at home again. June 27 will

see them having an evening on the air with the Club
Station.

On to Pudsey, which continues to thrive, with their
weekly meetings given over to lectures, R.A.E.
instruction, constructional evenings, and what -have -you.

At the moment, though, it is fair to say that all sights
are set in the direction of making their first Mobile Rally
on July 17 a real success.
Back to Derby where there is a group at the Nunsfield
House Community Association, Nunsfield House,
Boulton Lane, Alvaston. This outfit is recently re-formed

after a period of non -activity, and appears to be going
like the proverbial bomb. A D/F run on June 1 starts the
month, and on June 6 there is to be a technical film show.
June 13 is for on the air with the Club call and KW -2000.

June, 1969

For a change, and it should be a very interesting change,

one of the members of a party which went on a safari
to India and the surrounding countries is coming over
to talk about the trip, and will be showing quite a lot
of film of the various interesting things which were seen.
At Mid -Warwickshire things seem to be going well
again after a period a little time back when the luck did

not run their way. For June, G3HCM is down to talk
about test gear (on the 2nd), and on the 9th there is to
be a tape talk on Transmitter Design and TVI. June 16 is
for remote control of Radio and TV receivers. Hq. is

at 28 Hamilton Terrace, Leamington Spa, where they

are to be found every Monday evening, whether a
lecture is mentioned or not.

Eddystone Radio are visiting the Bury and Rossendale

crew on June 10, and the lads feel this is going to be of
so much general interest that they are throwing the doors
open to any of the local groups or individuals who care
to come along; 8 p.m. is the starting time, and the George
Hotel, Bury, the place.
Nottingham have recently had an AGM and a change
in the slate of officers, which, of course reflects itself in

the Address Panel. However, the new secretary must
really have something up his sleeve, because he says that
if your scribe cares to write he will then send a copy of
the programme for the future! (With so many clubs
reporting each month .
!) However, you can find out
all about it on Thursday evenings, at Woodthorpe House,
Mansfield Road, Nottingham.
.

.

For Hull, June 6 is down for NFD preparations;
June 13 for a talk on Transistor Power Supplies by
G3PQY; the 20th for the ritual investigation of the corpse
of NFD hopes, and on June 20 G3SSA takes as his subject

the whole question of Mobile Equipment. All are at
Hq., 592 Hessle Road, Hull.

South Birmingham have their sessions on the first
Wednesday in each month, and for June it looks rather
like the old favourite, a Surplus Equipment Sale. They
get together at the Scout Hut in Pershore Road, Birmingham 29.
A change of secretary is reported from Wakefield,
the address of the new inhabitant of the hot seat being
as shown in the Panel. The gang still get together at the
Wakefield Youth Centre, Zetland Street, on alternate
Tuesdays. June 3 is slated for a Junk Sale; June 17 for

a talk on " Basic Electronic Circuits " by G3MGB;

and on Basic Transistors by G3WWF on July 1. This
sort of programme planning, such that each talk complements others on the programme, is a thing greatly to be
desired, particularly from the point of the younger-or
rather, newer-members.

Sign -Off
So that's it for another month. Please let us have
your reports for next time, with dates and plans for July,

as soon as possible-but in any case not later than

Friday, June 6, first post, addressed as usual to: " Club
Secretary," SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE, BUCKINGHAM.

73.

More than 80% of licensed U.K. amateurs are regular readers of " Short Wave Magazine " which is
independent and unsubsidised and has been under the same Editorial direction since 1938.
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interesting report from G3OZN (Worksop, Notts.),

THE MOBILE SCENE

FIRST RALLY REPORTSNEWS AND PICTURES
n NE of the biggest and most important of the Mobile
\--/ Rallies is that which takes place earliest in the season

-the North Midlands, at Drayton Manor Park, near
Tamworth, Staffs., this year on April 20 last. Drayton
Manor is, of course, a show place, attracting thousands
of visitors over a sunny weekend; it has all the amenities
for a family outing. On the strictly radio side, the Rally

was organised by the Midland and Stoke-on-Trent
Amateur Radio Societies, under the chairmanship of
G8ADV, with G3JDJ (president of M.A.R.S.) as the
By mid -afternoon, the two exhibition rooms
were packed with visitors, milling round the 40 or so
stands, all doing good business. At the close, the large

opener.

signing -in board carried no less than 684 callsigns, with
another 100 or so SWL names-some 80 of the visitors
were found to have travelled over 100 miles to be present.
This Rally has undoubtedly established a success -pattern,
and next year's event has already been booked for April
19, 1970.

On quite a different scale, we have a report on a
meeting, proposed over the air by two or three people
who wanted to meet, which unexpectedly turned into a

miniature rally-on May 4,

at Trinity
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Hill, near

Axminster, Devon, when 20 cars turned up, many of

who finds that one way of avoiding TVI while keeping
in touch with the DX is to work it mobile! He runs a
KW -2000A in a mini -van, with a Tavasu whip aerial,

and within the last couple of months or so has been
raising some real DX on 10-15-20m., including ZL,
VK6, TF, ZC4, W's in most districts, PY and KG6all during afternoon and early evening sessions, as
appropriate to band conditions. Indeed, in six weeks
G3OZN worked no less than 47 different countries and
made his WAC/M. Nice going!

The number of U.K. amateurs licensed for mobile
now stands at 2700+, representing nearly 19 % of the
total of British licences in issue. The additional
charge made by the G.P.O. for a /M licence is 30s.
It is much to be regretted that we did not receive
earlier notification of details for the annual Amateur

Radio Mobile Society Rally, to be held this year at The
Airfield, Old Warden, near Biggleswade, Beds., off the
Al.. This is the home of the famous and unique Shuttle worth Collection of vintage aircraft (most of which are
in flying condition, incidentally) together with original
cars and other transport of an earlier epoch. This Rally
takes place on Sunday, June 1-which will be about the
day after you see this! There is an entrance charge of

4s. (made by the Shuttleworth Trust, not A.R.M.S.),
half-price for juniors.

them /M, from Weymouth, Torquay and Exeter. According to the report from G3HMY, the spirit and feeling of

THE MOBILE CALENDAR

the occasion could not have been bettered-possibly

June 1: Amateur Radio Mobile Society's annual Rally-

because it was just a get-together, with no pre -publicity
nor high-powered organisation behind it.
*

*

*

Touching on the general topic of /M operating, an

A section of the car park for the

big Mobile Rally at Drayton Park on
April 20, with somebody's two -metre

halo in the foreground.

see above.

June 1: For the YMCA 125th anniversary celebrations,
at the Sports Centre, Melrose Close, Loose, Maid-

stone, Kent, signing GB3YMC/A on Top Band
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and two metres, AM/SSB. A big effort is being made
to ensure that this Rally will be specially interesting
and successful.-W. E. B. Kent, G3YCN, 72 Bower
Mount Road, Maidstone (57634), Kent.

July 13: Wessex Amateur Radio Group's mobile picnic
at Stoney Cross Airfield, near Cadnam in the New

June 22: Annual D/F Hunt to be held by University
College of Swansea, over the National Park in the

to attend.-A. G. Emery, G8AVE, Windrush, 7

beautiful Gower Peninsula of South Wales.D. West, GW3TYI, Neuadd Gilbertson, Clyne,
Abertawe, Morgannwg.

June 29: South-West of England Mobile Rally at Longleat Park, near Warminster, Wilts., the home of the
Marquis of Bath, off the A.362, Frome-Warminster.
Picnic beside the lovely lake, in the grounds of this
magnificent house, with all its well-known attractions
-lions, apes and the rest. Rally is to include a Trade
Show, surplus equipment sale and other side-shows.
Talk -in will be given on Top Band and two metres.
Actual Rally site, which will be sign -posted, is beside

Forest.

Talk -in by G3FVU/P on 1880 kc and

G8AVE/P, 144.20 mc. It is hoped to make this a
pleasant and informal get-together for anyone caring
Brunel Drive, Preston, Weymouth, Dorset.

July 13: At the Hill County Secondary School, Upon on -Severn, Worcestershire, Rally organised by the
Worcester & District Amateur Radio Club, venue
one -mile west of River Severn, on the A.4104. Talk in will be on 2-4-160m. There will be an amateur

RTTY demonstration and a display of model aircraft. Refreshments will be on sale.-R. L. Avery,
G3TQD, 24 Alexander Road, Droitwich, Warks.

the exit from the Lion Reserve, by the lake.-J.

July 27: Pudsey & District Radio Club Mobile Rally,
at Allerton High School, Leeds 17. Talk -in on all
regular bands.-M. S. Gaunt, G3WGW, QTHR.

Thorn, G3PQE, Jessamine House, Chapel Allerton,
Axbridge, Somerset.

August 17: Annual Derby Mobile Rally, details later.

July 6: South Shields & District Amateur Radio Club's

annual Mobile Rally, at Bents Park, Coast Road,
South Shields, Co. Durham, opening at 2.0 p.m.
Talk -in stations will be operating on 160m. and 2m.
from 11.0 a.m. There will be a trade exhibition, with
light refreshments available on site. Free car parking
tickets can be obtained by application to: D. Forster,
G3KZZ, 41 Marlborough Street, South Shields, Co.
Durham.

July 6: North-East Technical College Radio Club's
Mobile Rally at Colchester Zoo, signing GB3ZOO
for the talk-in.-R. C. Greenleaf, G3VAG, 27 Ernest
Road, Wivenhoe, Essex.

The stand of Amateur Electronics,
Birmingham, with G3WQR demonstrating the new Trio TS -510
Transceiver, at the North Midlands
Rally.

August 24: Royal Signals and Amateur Radio Mobile
Societies' Rally (open to members only) at the Royal

Signals Camp, Blandford Forum, Dorset.-N. A. S.
Fitch, G3FPK, Hon. Secretary, A.R.M.S.,
Eskdale Gardens, Purley, CR2-I EZ, Surrey.
August 31:

40

The G3VGG, Bromsgrove & District

Amateur Radio Club, Mobile Picnic.

August 31: Preston Amateur Radio Society Mobile
Rally, at Kimberley Barracks, Deepdale Road,
Preston, Lancs.-G. Wright, 56 Queensway, Bamber
Bridge, near Preston.
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At the North Midlands Mobile Rally,

one of the trade stands was that of
Chas. H. Young, Ltd., the wellknown firm of Amateur Radio
suppliers, in the business for more
Charlie Young,
than 20 years.
G2AK, himself is on the left.

341K

.
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The signing -in board for the North
Midlands Mobile Rally. By the
middle of the afternoon some 800
registrations had been made-/M's,
transmitters and SWL's.

Some of the crowd in the main ball -room at Drayton Manor,
where the trade exhibition was held for the Rally on April 20.
There was a very large attendance, with no less than 90 stands
of various kinds.
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NEW QTH's
G3XBY, D. F. Harvey, Green Leys,

Stourbridge Road, Wombourne,
Wolverhampton, Staffs.
G3XSX, J. Harrison, 15 Antonio
Street, Bootle, Liverpool, 20.
G3YCV, J. Hibbert, 21 Durban
Road, Cliftonville, Margate, Kent.

G3YCY, R. E. Barrett, 4 Parr Fold
Avenue, Worsley, Manchester,
Lanes. M28 4EJ. (Tel. 061-790
2392.)

G3YEU, B. J. Short, 19 Tewkesbury
Road, Mossley Estate, Walsall,
Staffs.

G3YFC, R. Goddard,

35

Great

Leylands, Harlow, Essex.

(Tel.

Harlow 24593.)

G3YFV, P. W. I'Anson, 103 Radcliffe Road, Bury, Lancs.
GI3YFY, S. B. Caldwell, Woodside
Road, Ballymena, Co. Antrim.
(Tel. Ballymena 2569.)

G3YGB, C. Coleman, 6 Lynchetts
Road, Amesbury, Salisbury, Wilts.
G3YGG, J. E. Kelly, 54 Brandon
Avenue, Heald Green, Cheadle,
Cheshire.

G3YGM, M. A. Osborne, 16 Forest
Avenue, Cowplain, Hants.

G3YGW, G. E. Whitehead, B.Sc.,
61 Parkway Grange, Leeds, LS14
6UR.
G3YGY, P. 0. Ridgley, 21 White thorn Avenue, Yiewsley, Middlesex.

G3YHA, T. Cooper, 25 Danum
Road, Fulford, York.
G3YHF, C. Skelcher, 52 Victoria
Road, Wilton, Salisbury, Wilts.
G3YHG, D. Harding, 12 Assisi
Road, Pauls Dene, Salisbury,
Wilts.

G3YHJ, P.

J.

Simmons, Lorien,

Weedon Lane, Norton, Daventry,

Northants. NN11 5NQ.
G3YHN, C. J. Pedley, 57 Temple
Road, Willenhall, Staffs. (Tel.
Willenhall 67928.)
G3YHO, R. A. Yaxley (ex -G813.11),
Ashness, Swaffham Road, Wend ling, Dereham, Norfolk.

G3YHU, D. Robinson, 3 Lightfoot
Road, Larkhill, Salisbury, Wilts.

G3YIF, J. Weiner, 37 Knoll Drive,
Coventry, Warks. CV3 5BU.
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This space is available for the publication of the addresses of all holders
of new U.K. callsigns, as issued, or changes of address of transmitters
already licensed. All addresses published here are reprinted in the U.K.

section of the " RADIO AMATEUR CALL BOOK " in preparation.
QTH's are inserted as they are received, up to the limit of the space
allowance each month. Please write clearly and address on a separate slip
to QTH Section.

G3YIU, K. R. Bassett, 65 Farm

G3KAF, J. F. France, 54 Friars

Woodingdean, Brighton,
Sussex. BN2 6BG. (Tel. Brighton

Avenue, Shenfield, Brentwood,
Essex. (Tel. Brentwood 6498.)

Hill,

62727.)

G3YJA, B. Porter, 39 Knoll Drive,
Coventry, Warks. CV3 5BU.

GM3LNI, H. J. Towns, 78 Kirkton
Place, Whitemoss, East Kilbride,
Glasgow.

GW3YJB, H. Pritchard, Tyisaf,
Rhydyclafdy, Pwllheli, Caerns.
G3YJH, D. Wickett, 317 Old Walsall

G3LXD, J. L. Hawkins, 44 Award
Road, Church Crookham, Aldershot, Hants.

Road, Great Barr, Birmingham,

G3NXV, R. H. Jennings, Grendon
Hall, Atherstone, Warks.
G3OXO, P. E. Morrison, Halcyon,
Station Road, Rawcliffe, Goole,

22-A.

G8BTK, C. W. Harlow, Thorn
Cottage,

Old

Henham, Essex.

Mead

Lane,

(Tel. Henham

219.)

G8CED, L. C. Maunder, 47 Langdale Gardens, Elm Park, Horn church, Essex.
G8CGZ, D. R. Moore, 57 Rother
Avenue, Brimington, Chesterfield,
Derbyshire.

G8CHZ, Dr. D. M. H. Cogman,
Downage, London,
(Tel. 01-203 2118.)
30

N.W.4.

G8CKF, R. C. Taylor, 6 Trevelyan
Crescent, Preston Road, Harrow,
Middlesex.
G8CLP, R. B. Ludwell, 50 Clarendon
Road, Cheshunt, Herts. (Tel.
Waltham Cross 24869.)
GW8CMA, P. A. Jones, 9 Warwick

Road, Derwen Fawr, Swansea,
Glam. SA2 8DZ.
G8CMV, J. J. Creedy, 13 Wood
Lane, Ramsey, Huntingdon.
GW8CNY, A. Bartlett, 14 Highfield
Avenue,
Litchard,
Bridgend,
Glam.
G8COG, R. A. Eva, 107 Perrywood

Road, Great Barr, Birmingham,
22-A.

CHANGE OF ADDRESS
GW3CBA, H. S. C. Kellaway, 50
Winston Road, Barry, Glam.
G3EDW, P. R. Golledge (ex -932W
IVQ2WID2DW), Glen Tor, Torrington, Devon.
G3EHG, R. V. Jordan, 38 Southern -

down Road, Sedgley, Dudley,
Worcs. (Tel. Sedgley 3827.)

G3EPO, K. I. Procter, Brae -Mar,
Ash Road, Hartley, Dartford,
Kent. (Tel. Longfield 3743.)
GD3HQR, A. W. Anderson,

Howstrate Drive, Onchan.

7

Yorkshire.

GW3PEX, L. France, 4 The Copse,
Trefechan (Breconshire), Merthyr
Tydfil.

G3PPP, A. A. George, 32 Tithe
Way, Churchcroft Estate, Roade,
Northampton. NN7 2PJ.

G3PST, P. J. Finch, B.Sc., 3-A
Coward Road, Gosport, Hants.
P012 2LP.

GM3SHB, W. R. Blanchard, 27
Stenhouse Road, Saughton, Edinburgh, 11.
G3SHL, J. Harlow, 10 Barbara
Avenue, Scraptoft Lane, Leicester.
(Tel. Leicester 67646.)

G3TRR, A. M. Mills, 231 Newlands
Avenue, Hull, Yorkshire.

G3UJU, M. Haslam, Four Forks
House, Spaxton,
Bridgwater,
Somerset.
G3VDO/MM, I. Hacking R/O,
m.t. London Independence (GHSR),
c/o London & Overseas Freighters

Ltd., 8 Balfour Place, Park Lane,
London, W.I.
G3VIT, R. Stancliffe, c/o Sgts' Mess,
R.M.B. Eastney, Southsea, Hants.
G3WOV, G. MacNaught, 169
Clotherholme Park, Ripon, Yorkshire.

G3XLG, R. J. Spreadbury, The
Nook, Wetherden, Stowmarket,
Suffolk.

G5IC, L. F. Ivin, Oakville, Longden
Common, Shrewsbury, Shropshire.
G8AAE, D. G. Phillips, Silhill, Back
Lane, Stock, Ingatestone, Essex.
G8BHL, D. Sugden, 9 Lodge Drive,
Palmers Green, London, N.13.
CANCELLATION
G8CFB, K. R. Cates, 267 Upping ham Road, Leicester. (February
issue.)
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THE OTHER MAN'S STATION G3WDA
time, the feature should more properly be

THIS
called " An XYL's Station "-for we are happy to
show here Mrs. L. H. Lewis, G3WDA, (known on the
air as " Lulu ") and the rig she and her husband (G3MYI)
operate at 60 Gorse Lane, Oadby, Leicester.
She first became seriously interested in Amateur Radio
while in the WRAF, on a posting to Cyprus. On return-

ing to the U.K., she worked hard for her R.A.E. and
obtained her own ticket in February 1967-incidentally,
the Morse Test presented no problem at all, because as
a trained R.A.F. operator she can still do 25's. That key
you see in the picture is not just a gimmick-G3WDA

can hold her own with the hottest of the CW boys.

Indeed, Lulu has the distinction of being the only YL
operator in the U.K. who is a member of the exclusive
First-class Operators' Club.
The G3MYI/G3WDA rig consists of a home -built
Transceiver, covering all bands 10 to 160 metres, running

220 watts p.e.p. on Sideband and 200w. on CWappropriate power reduction being arranged for Top

Band-with full electronic break-in. The key is a genuine
American Vibroplex (the original speed key), and the
crystal microphone is of Japanese origin.
Until recent storm damage wrote it all off, their
antenna system was pretty elaborate, as well as being
very effective-it consisted of separate dipoles for 1.8 mc

(at a height of 80ft.), 3.5 mc (70ft. high), for 7 mc at 65ft.,

and a three -band Cubical Quad for 10-15-20m. This is
being restored, to be better and even higher than before.
Since becoming licensed, G3WDA has worked all
bands 10 to 160 metres, also two metres, and one of her

favourite hunting grounds for early -morning DX is
Forty, which Lulu considers " a vastly under -rated band."

Much good DX has been worked, on CW and SSB,
and G3WDA remarks that when on phone a feminine
voice seems to bring them back a little more easily! She
says she cannot bear rubber-stamp QSO's, unless there

is a contest on or the other end is in a real hurry.
G3WDA is a member of that group-founded some
40 years ago-known as the Rag -Chewers' Club, the
title of which explains the reason for its existence.

Another interest is /M operating-G3MYI/G3WDA

hold the French call FOJB and have toured France
visiting friends made over the air on the 7 mc band. They
also get round to as many Mobile Rallies as they can.

Finally, we are sure that G3WDA will not mind us

just mentioning that, by the time this is in print, she
should have presented G3MYI with their first-bornso perhaps there is another radio amateur in the making!

Good luck to this delightful little family, who have
found Amateur Radio to be a real interest and activity
they can share and enjoy together.
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The Amateur Radio Shop, G4MH

13 CHAPEL HILL, HUDDERSFIELD.
Telephone 20774.
New
range Trio, Codar, Equipment, etc. Tavasu Mobile
Whip Section, 52/6; Coils, 160, 80, 50/-; 40, 20, 15, 10, 45/-

PUDSEY & DISTRICT RADIO CLUB

WHITE ROSE

Tavasu 2 mtr. 5 el beam, 52/6 ; 70 ern. 8 el. beam, 39/6.
New The 4 M H range of Dipoles made to measure or in Kit form.
Details, s.a.e.

The 4MH 2 mtr. Converter, AF239, AFZI2, HCLU xtal
gain 30 dB. Size 4" x
x Ir. 9 volt operation. Choice of

New

MOBILE RALLY

I.F.'s. 10 gns.
Scarce Items :-6, 7, 8 me /s. xtals, 8007 to 8100, 10 /-each. Morganite
Loads 50 , /6. 14ft. Whips, 12/6. BYIOO Eqv., 2/6 each. ECC81,

new boxed, 2/6.

8/6 each.

6CH6, new boxed, 5/- each.

QC2V03 /10,

Second Hand :-Always good selection of Rx's, Tx's in stock.
On the Stocks:-The 4MH 2 mtr. Tx. RF Unit. ECC8I, 6CH6.
QC1V03 /10 15 watts input xtal included, no mod. or p.s.u.
Size
x 4" x 24". Price EICI. (Mod. and p.su to follow).

Sunday, 27th July, at 2 p.m.

Allerton High School,
King Lane, Leeds 17

Wanted : All types of gear, let us give you a price for your unused
S.S.B. gear, etc.

G4MH

(Off Ring Road, Moortown)
An occasion for the whole family

AWELESS

re.rvT

HANAGOOK
swag EQII/PAIENT

* Trade Stands
* Entertainment for the children
* Refreshments

This useful handbook gives detailed information and circuit diagrams
for British and American Government Surplus receivers, transmitters
and test equipment, etc.; also contained are some suggested modification details and improvements for the equipment. Incorporated in this
revised edition is a surplus/commercial cross referenced valve and
transistor guide. This book is invaluable to radio enthusiasts, radio
clubs, universities and laboratories. The latest edition (Vol. 111) priced at
45/- per volume, plus 51- P. & P. Only obtainable from us at Dept. S.W.

Individual Circuits and information now available for most surplus
equipment on request.

WESTERN
ELECTRONICS
"Towers above all else"
Price

42'
C57 12

Galvanised and telescope down to 25'.
0

57'
E75 18

0

79'
C93 13

101'
0

E121

10

0

HILL'S TELOMASTS. Galvanised. Rotate and telescope down to 10'.
Mast Height
20'
30'
40'
50'
Price

L12

0

0

E15

0

0

E19

0

0

GB3PRC
Talk in on 160m, H.F. Bands and 2m

*

24, STANFIELD CHAMBERS
Great George Street. Leeds I

Tower Height

* Raffle

40m Demonstration Station

GILTEXTMEos) LTD

HILL'S TELETOWERS.

June, 1969

E23

0

0

*

WELL SIGN POSTED

7" x 3" NEW PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD. I /-a sheet + 6d. post.
10 boards post free. Quantities available at discount.
NEW SPECIAL P.C. BOARD RESISTORS WITH SHOULDER
ENDS TO FIT " VEROBOARD," etc. Minimum of 30 types,
Good selection, 5/- per bag of 100 + 1 /- post.

AMERICAN ELECTRONIC TRACE DOUBLER UNITS FOR

OSCILLOSCOPES. 230 volt mains operated, E7 /10 /- + 10 /carr.

Complete with guys, cable clamps, coax stand-off arms, base plate, etc.

TEKTRONIC WIDE BAND OSCILLOSCOPE AMPLIFIER,

SELF-SUPPORTING TOWERS. The" Hamtower "; a 30' tower for

240 VOLT MAINS SYNCHRONOUS TIMER MOTORS. Ex
Equipment. I Rev./Hr. Quite powerful. Ideal for clocks, etc.,

the heaviest beams at E40 (Carr. pd. England). Additional 10' sections
available up to 160'.
The " VERSATOWER "; tilt -over telescopic towers 20'-120'. 40' model
E109 ; 60' model at 1E132 5s.
Please state which model you require further details and send a foolscap
S.A.E. to G3NMH at

24 HOOK STREET, HOOK, SWINDON, WILTS.
Telephone Wootton Bassett 2792

CRYSTAL CALIBRATOR CC -I0

TYPE 121. 230 volt. Mains operated. As new, L25 /- - 10/- carr.

6/- +

1 /6 post.

REMOTE CONTROLLED A.T.U. INDUCTANCE/CAPACITY.
Both variable. 24DC, 30/- + 5 /- each.

ELEY ELECTRONICS

112 Groby Road, Glenfield, Leicester, LE3-8GL.

YUKAII\

SO PROFESS/OVAL THE
re/A-44, AEROSOL WAY -

Get these 01Pdri/41,9 GREY HAMMER
NOW/ OR BLACK WR/NKLE
(CRACKLE) I/ills/10S

Designed to meet amateur licence requirements the CC -I0 generates
marker pips of I MHz-500-100-50-10-5KHz spacing uo to 600MHz.
Stabilised precision 1MHz oscillator ± 10 ppm. Internal mixer and AF
amplifier enables use as heterodyne waverneter and Mod monitor,

Battery operated solid state P.C. construction for reliability. Price
[22 /10 /- plus 9/- P. and P. Delivery 6-13 weeks due to popular demand.
CWO or SAE enquiries to:-

BURNS ELECTRONICS

THE COTTAGE, 35 BEULAH HILL, LONDON, S.M.!,

Cuban Aerosol spravet contains 16 on. flee quality. durable eny instant
spray. No stove baking required. Hammers available In grey. blue. gold.
bronze. modern Eggshell Black Wrinkle (Crackle) all at 15/I I at our
counter or 16/11. carriage paid. per push-button self -spray on. Also
Durable.heet and water resistant Black Hatt anise (12 oz. self -spray
cara onl)) 13/U carriage paid.
SPECIAL OFFER: I can plus optional tramferabla snap -on trigger handle
(value 5/-) for IBA carriage pea. Choke of 13 sell -spray plain =noun
and primer (Motor or quality) also available.

Other Woo 08
Drying nemesis.

ms.

adwk:

glee Otreionne

glew lacaear
Abnetbits: One. ahm

emus en/ Cat

Please nodose cheque or craned P.O. for teal mount direct to:

DEPT: P/4

ajd

elm pod

Y U KAN, 307a, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, WI -

We suppl y manyGovernment Departments. M Mei pal Authorial.. IMainnes
and Leading Industrial Organisations-We on supply you too.
Open all day Saturday. Closed Thursday afters000s
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"CALLBOOK"

52 GT. ANCOATS STREET

SPRING EDITION

MANCHESTER 4

Limited Quantity Only

061-235 6276

G3MAX
EDDYSTONE RECEIVERS AND COMPONENTS, DENCO, REPANCO, etc.
Control Unit, Type 384. Contains desyn indicator
with illumination, 5m.A. right hand zero meter.
11" dia. 6 variable resistors with gear drive for
2.

2,

I -pole 12 -way f' dia. I, 2 -bank 8 -pole 5 -way

Ir dia. 2 -toggle DP. 2 push-button DP. switches.
3, 62 ohm. 2, 42 ohm. 5W Res. Really excellent

Known the world over as the CALLBOOK, this comprehensive reference lists about 300,000 licensed radio

amateurs in the United States Directory and 145,000
or more in the rest of the world (contained in the " DX
Section"). The listings grow with every issue ! In the
U.S. Section, licence classifications are shown. Each
issue is an entirely new book with revised listings of
new licences, names and addresses. The CALLBOOK
also includes much incidental DX information. Every
amateur operator and SWL needs the latest CALLBOOK

to get the most out of Amateur Radio.

DX Listings 43/US Listings 64/6
The two together, covering the World, 0/2/6
Post free

value, 17/6. P.P. 4/6.

Modulator Ex. TRI986 VHF Transmitter. EF92-EL9I-P.P.6C4. Circuit supplied,

R.A.F.

Available only from

15/-, post 4/6.

' S' Meter. 200 u.A. Scaled 0-200 marked in S'
points +20+60 dB's. 2r dia. 2 3/32" mounting

Publications Dept.,

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
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hole, 30/-, plus 1/6 postage.

Victoria Street, London, S.W.)
01-222 5341

Coaxial Relays.

Londex ' 24v. D.C. 70 watts.
RF at 200 Mc/s. Supplied with 3 plugs (ex -cable),
22/6, plus 2/6 postage.

PL259 Brand New.

post 1/-. Plug, 5/6. Socket, 3/6.
RF24.

A. J. H. ELECTRONICS
(G8A Q N)

Plug and socket, 8/- pair,

Bandswitched Converter. 20 to 30 Mc/s.

Pre-set frequency.
Excellent component value.
Contains: IS, 30pf Philips trimmers, ceramic switch,
I -pole 5 -way, 3 -bank, 3f x I" ceramic formers,
3 SP6I valves, 2f" Aladdin formers, standoffs, etc.

The complete unit for 17/6, post paid.

High Voltage Transformer. 340/340 Twice 2.5 kV at
500 mA DC when used with Doubler, or 1.25 kV
with bridge. Size : 8" x 7" x 51", carriage 10/-. This
also has 2.5 kV at 6 mA for CRT.

CRT. Monitor Tube. 3" E3G I with base and screen,
25/-, P.P. 4/6.
BY100 Rectifiers, 5/- each, P.P. 1/- ; 10 for 45/-,
post 2/6. Electrolytic Capacitors. 10 for 37/6,
post 4/6. Minimum capacity 50 mfd. 3 kV working
when used in series.

2 METRE IOXJ TYPE CRYSTALS

8-007-27
8.007-69
8.008-24
Prices
off 10/-,

Business hours : 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Tuesday -Saturday

CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY

8-015-45
8-035.38

8-040

8080
8082

2 off 19/6, 3 off 27/6, 4 off and above 8/6 each
P.C. Receiver Boards ideal for conversion to cop band or tunable
I.F. strip, size 8" x 3". Six transistors, 0C44, 0C45 (2 off), 0081D,
0031 (2 off),
watt output, contains all resistors, capacitors, I.F.
transformers, osc. coil and transistors but will require ferrite aerial,
tuning capacitor, wavechange switch and volume control, supplied
with connecting data, as brand new, made by famous British manufacturer. ONLY 32/6, post paid.
Tuning Capacitors (Brand new and boxed). 345 pf, + 165 pf with two
20 pf sections for F.M. tuner, size 21" x x Ir. Only 4 /6, two for 8 /-.
32.5 pf + 375 pf with two 20 pf sections for P.M. tuner, size 2e x
Ir. ONLY 4/6 each, 8/- for two.
Volume Controls. 5k log. with S.P. switch g" dia. spindle, 2/- each
(new).
Disc Ceramic Capacitors. 02 mf 500 vw wire ended, 1800 pf 1000
1

vw wire ended, 047 mf 30 vw P.C. type, all 3 /- doz.
Thyristors. 400 p.i.v. at 5 amp, ideal for drill speed controls, 12/6 each.
Transistors. GT45B equiv. to 0C45, 007 I, etc. (Brand new marked)
I /3 each, 12 /- doz.
Transformers. 250v. A.C. input, 22 volts at I amp output, I /-,
post paid.
Tag Strips. 41" long with 9 insulated tags and 2 earth tags, 4d. each,
3 /- doz.
Mixed Bag. Silver mica and ceramic capacitors, approx. 150 items,
1

10 /-

bag.

SX633 Silicon Diodes. Unmarked 300 p.i.v. at I amp. tested 9d. each,

5/- doz.
Electrolytics. 32 + 32 mfd 250 vw, 2/- each. 50 + 4 mfd 275 vw, 2 /-.

Transistor. Single tuned 470 Kc/s. I.F. transformers. 1/6 each, 4 for 5/-.
Valve. .465 Kc/s. I.F. transformers 13/16 sq. If" high. some 2" high, 2/ach.

Hunts. 45 mfd 350 vw,

We welcome all enquiries however small

8-010
8.013-75
8-015

x }". Brand new wire ended, 6d. each, 4/ -

Television mains dropper resistors .-send for list.
3 Gang Tuning Capacitors. 208 + 208 + 208 pf. 2f" x 1+" x
Brand new ONLY 8/6.

3 Gang Tuning Capacitors. 545 + 545 + 545 pf.

3" x If" x If".

Brand new ONLY 8/6. Both types with std.*" spindles and ceramic
insulation.

Stamped addressed envelope please, for list and
any inquiries.

2 Gang Tuning Capacitors. 500 + 500 pf. 21" x If" x 15". Brand
new, Si-.
Set of 3 Transistors. 470 Kc/s. I.F. transformers 2 double tuned
single tuned for detector, size r n 7/16" x f" high, 10 /- per set with

G3SMI

59 Waverley Road, The Kent, Rugby, Warks.

I

circuit.
Postage on items not marked + I/6.

Mail Order only.

Tel. Rugby 71066

S.A.E. for lists.
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SOLID STATE MODULES
METRE CONVERTERS. Dual Gate MOS FET cascade circuits for RF
amplifier and mixer. Silicon planar transistor crystal oscillator and
multiplier. I.F.'s 28-30mHz, 4-6mHz, 23-25mHz. Supply 12-I8v. Silver
plated input coil-all tuned circuits are capacity tuned and inductively
coupled. Built on a printed circuit board 2+" square. Printed circuit module
completely aligned [10 15 0. Encased in a 21" x 3+" x 11" aluminium

RADIO COMMUNICATION
HANDBOOK

0

0

New Fourth Edition of the
Original RSGB "Amateur Radio Handbook"

1.22 10

0

(includes 6s. post and packing)
(Counter Price: 63s.)

E12

9mHz FILTER TYPE SSB GENERATOR in an enamelled and printed
aluminium box 4" x 2" x 4+" deep. This provides a SOUND fully aligned
basis for a complete SSB transmitter, tailored to suit your needs. The
price is comparable with a filter alone at

...

June, 1969

Price 69s.

A VOICE CONTROL AND ANTI TRIP UNIT incorporating a silent
reed relay.

Available from stock

Ideal for those transmitters and transceivers which do not
include this facility, also 4" x 2" x 4+" deep for

a00

Also available:

Both the above in one box for

...

E28

9mHz Cathodeon Filters with solid state circuit for E11 0 0.
crystals for filter Sub. min. HC-I8U for

...

El

0

0

10

0

14 Dalton Green Lane, Huddersfield, HD5 9YE.

PUBLICATIONS DEPT.

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE LTD.,
55 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1

SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS

READERS ADVERTISEMENTS

(" SITUATIONS " AND " TRADE ")

3d. per word, minimum charge 5/-, payable with order. Add 25
for Bold Face (Heavy Type). Please write clearly, using full punctuation and recognised abbreviations. No responsibility accepted for

9d. per word, minimum charge 12/-. No series discount. All charges
payable with order. Insertions of radio interest only accepted. Add
25 %, for Bold Face (Heavy Type). No responsibility accepted for
errors. Replies to Box Numbers should be addressed to The Short

Wave Magazine, 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.

TRADE

QSL Cards for Tx and SWL. Send s.a.e. for samples, stating which type required. Prices from

Beaumont, G5YV, 8 Ashfield Avenue, Morley, Leeds.
12s.

Order From:

Carrier

6d. per 100, purchase tax and post paid.

UFO Detector Circuits, with data, price 10s.,
refundable.-Paraphysical Laboratory (UFO Ob-

servatory), Downton, Wiltshire.
QSL Cards: Two-colour, attractive design, variable
features, from £3 3s. per 1,000 (inclusive). Send
foolscap s.a.e. for samples.-ARA Press, 46 Moat
Avenue, Green Lane, Coventry.
QSL Cards and Log Books, GPO approved, cheapest

and best.

Prompt delivery. - Samples from

Atkinson Bros., Printers, Looe, Cornwall.
JULY Issue: Appears June 27. Single -copy orders,
4s. (4s. 3d. "first-class" mail) to reach us by

Wednesday 25th, for posting on the 26th.-Circu-

lation Dept., Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria
Street, London, S.W.1.

SWOP Your camera or hi-fi equipment for Trio
9R-59DE, h.p. or cash. - Holdings Photo -Audio
Centre, 39/41 Mincing Lane, Blackburn (59595/6),

BB2-2AF, Lancs.

MINI -Mobile: Send s.a.e. for component catalogue.
Resistors, 4 -watt, 10% film, 13s. per 100.-SRY
Electronics, 11 Rosedene Avenue, Croydon, Surrey,
CRO.3DN.

LEICESTER G3ACQ: For Joysticks V.F.A.; surplus
transistor panels, components and test meters.
Short Wave Equipment by Trio-TS500, JR500, 9R59DE: Eddystone EC -10; Codar CR70A, CR45, Mini
Clippers, A.T.5 transmitters with mobile and mains
PSU's, preselectors. Aircraft Band Receivers: Aiwa,

Ross, Juliette and Interceptor (this Rx covers twometre band). All items in stock at time of going
to press.-Mays, Churchgate, City Centre, Leicester.
(Tel. Leicester 58662.)
TRIO TS -510 Transceiver: Features of this Unit and

A its tested performance are likely to outdo anything the U.K. Amateur Market has yet seen-and
at a price which will follow the Trio trend for
outstanding value for money. Don't be in a hurry
-wait for this one. You won't be sorry. Write for
details; we are booking orders now.-Henry Electric, Ltd., 60 Harrogate Road, Leeds 7, Yorkshire.

transcription errors. Box Numbers 1/6 Extra. Replies to Box Numbers
should be addressed to The Short Wave Magazine, 55 Victoria Street,
London, S.W.1.

eELLING: Eddystone EC -10 in mint condition, with

"./ unused mains converter, at £45 or near offer.-

Colbeck, 2 Edgehill, Stobhill Grange,
Northumberland.

Morpeth,

FOR SALE: KVG XF9B 9 me xtal filter unit, with

carrier crystals, brand new and surplus to requirements; these are quite scarce. Price £16.Hamer, G3LMQ, 7 Arundel Road, Cheylesmore,
Coventry, CV3-5JT.

QALE: Heathkit 32ft. galvanised tower, with fulllength° (two section) galvanised ladder, which

was made to order by the tower manufacturers,
complete with rotator mounting, thrust bearing,

drawings, instructions for erection, etc., etc., price
£50. Cossor Type 1052 double -beam oscilloscope
(modern version of their Type 339), with handbook,
£25. Pair new and boxed 4CX250R valves, with new
bases and chimneys, £12. Webster Bandspanner,
all bands 10 to 80m. whip assemb'y, no base mounting, £8. All items post or carriage extra.-Joslin,
13 Talbot Road, Skegness (4185), Lincs.
SALE: Heathkit SB-401 Sideband Transmitter, professionally"" wired, price £145. Hallicrafters SR -150

Transceiver, perfect condition, £200. Heathkit SB200 Linear, as new, £90. G. & D. linear, with new
7094, offers? R.C.A. AR88D, with manual, as new,
£50. Hy -Gain Tower HT -18, all bands 10 to 80m.,
in excellent condition, £50.-Menzies, GM3GNE, 60
Beech Avenue, Newton Mearns, Renfrewshire. (Tel.
NEW 2392.)

MOVING QTH-Clearance Sale! K.W. Vanguard
Tx, 10 to 80m., AM/CW, Geloso microphone and
key; Eddystone S.640 Rx, no mods.; (both complete with manuals, at £45). Artificial aerial, 30 watt 80 -ohm. with RF ammeter, £3. TU7B cabinet,
stripped, with spare panel, 25s. Woden mains
transformer, S.640 replacement, brand new and
unused, 50s. Many components. including meters.
valves, relays, insulators, ex-TU formers and capacitors, etc., etc. Also back -number copies "Practical
Wireless", "Short Wave Magazine", "RSGB Bulletin", "Radio Constructor". All must be cleared,
urgent. Buyers collect. Write or call; all enquiries
with s.a.e., please. - Fawcett, G3LVF, 433D Richmond Road, East Twickenham, Middlesex.
WANTED: Mains PSU for T.1154, 1200v. at 200
mA, less plugs or harness, etc. Offering £5 for
Unit in good condition.-Heslop, 4 Willow Close,
Brandon, Co. Durham.
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WANTED: The Adaptor Unit for the R.206 receiver, which extends coverage down to 50 kc.
State price and details. -Price, 37 Abbotsford Road,
Cotham, Bristol, 6.
FOR SALE: An incredible R.107 receiver, with
PSU built in and good -quality speaker replacing
the original, price £10, including circuit handbook.
Prefer buyer collects. -Hough, 36 Kynance Gardens, Stanmore, Middlesex.
SALE: Pye low -band base station, with three Reporter mobile units, £30. Marconi Tx/Rx, 50s.
T.1995 Tx/Rx, 2m. coverage, 60s. Ekco GR.61 nine
waveband car radio, £6. Transistor VHF aerial
amplifiers, 35s. Transformer, 525-0-0525v. at 1 amp.,
50s. Holiday Cine Camera, zoom lens. £10 or near
offer. - Senior, 1 Bedale Close, Coalville (2088),
Leics., LE6-2BA.

FOR SALE: Racal RA -17L receiver, coverage 500

257

Build yourself a PRINTSET

2m. CONVERTER
Printed circuit.

28-30 MHz IF output

PRI NTSET Basi-kit CV -144/28 only LI.19.9 post pd.
(or CV -144/28 Basi-kit plus crystal, L3.18.6)

DON'T LET THESE LOW PRICES FOOL YOU !
Typical specs : S/N for IpV p.d. (50 ohms) 30% Mod : 16 dB.

Overall gain 144 MHz (50 ohms) to 28 MHz (50 ohms) :
26 dB. Gain variation 144-146 MHz :4dB. Noise factor : 5 dB.

14 page Catalogue SP5 describes these and other VHF,
SSB, RTTY, and El -Bug kits and units.

SPACEMARK Ltd.

14 PICCADILLY,
MANCHESTER I

(Tel: 061-237 0817)

kc to 30 mc, with 1 kc read-out on all ranges,
in excellent mechanical and electrical condition,
with manual, price £240. - Ring Watch, Bristol

652445, evenings or weekends.
OFFERING £30 for a recent Eddystone 840C, EB35, EB-36. State age and serial number. (Essex.)
-Box No. 4794, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55
Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
FOR SALE: Heathkit DX -100U, in good condition,
£40. Heathkit RA -1 receiver, fair, with speaker,
£22. Eddystone 358 Rx, including all coils, spare
set valves and own PSU, £12. RF-27 Unit, 20s.

HAMGEAR ELECTRONICS
We supply a series of
preselectors
with
antenna tuners priced
from
£5.18.0
to
0.18.0 if you want

to make the most of
your antenna and hot
up your receiver at
the same time send

R.1132 with large PSU and spare set valves, 60s.
Carriage extra on all items. -Kennedy, 77 Seaview
Road, Brightlingsea, Essex.
WANTED: Heathkit Mohican or Eddystone EC -10
receiver. Will Exchange for Heathkit RA -1, with
100 kc calibrator and matching speaker -or sell

for details
units.

G. W. Smith & Co. Ltd.
Lisle Street,
London, WC2.

the RA -1 for £28. -Cooney, G3TYH, 221 Conway

Crescent, Perivale, Middlesex.
CALE: AR88 receiver, cased and in excellent con') dition, £37. Type TF-1100 Marconi valve voltmeter, as new and with manual, £25. Heathkit
HD -10 electronic keyer, as new and with manual,
£18. Eddystone general -coverage receiver, Type
840C, in mint condition, including manual, £35.
Pistol -type soldering gun, 30s. Superspeed solder.
ing iron, 6 -volt with mains xformer, excellent condition, 50s. G.E.C. Miniscope, requires EHT supply,

60s. Rototherm dial thermometer, with adjustable
contacts and capillary connection to remote head,
new, 60s. Grundig portable battery tape recorder,
requires attention, £10. Schneider transistor portable, coverage LW, MW and VHF/FM, needs new
battery clips, £6. G2DAF Rx in Philpotts cabinet,
using new components by Electroniques, etc., £27.
SSB 9 mc phasing exciter unit with 5.0 to 5.5
me VFO, originally the Central Electronics 10A,
but now without cabinet, £9. Cossor Type 523S
Oscilloscope, T.B. to 10 mc, as new and with
manual, £45 or near offer. Cossor Type 1049 Mk.
III double -beam oscilloscope, with manual, £20.
Type TF-144G signal generator, in excellent condition, price £17. Mains transformer, 240v. input,
20v. at 20 amps out, new and unused, 60s. Early
model Philips tape recorder needs attention or
would do for spares, 60s. Twelve -watt stereo amplifier, £10. WANTED: KW -1000 linear amplifier; good
quality stereo tape recorder; also 25w. per channel
stereo amplifier, good transcription deck, cartridge

and VHF tuner. - Lord, G3PHN, Newfield House,
Moira, Burton -on -Trent, Staffs.
7537.)

(Tel.

Swadlincote

FOR SALE: R.C.A. AR88D, recently rewired and
realigned, £35. Also a Panda PR -120V Tx, 150
watts, covers 10 to 80m., £25. Both in very good
condition and must be sold.-Codrai, 225 Ashcroft
Road, Stopsley, Luton, Beds.
FOR SALE: Aerial rotating system: Thirty-five
foot 2in. dia. aluminium pole. in sections; motor
and gearbox (24v. DC); magslip, 360° indicator;
set of eight 35ft. I -in. dia. multi -strand galvanised
steel guy wires; all at £20 or near o+ Ter.-RandallCook, Balloon Cottage, Winchcombe (421), Glos.

of these

London S ockist:

29 CARLYLE RD., NORWICH

CATALOG U E

Completely new
9th 1969 edition

The most COMPREHENSIVE -CONCISE -CLEAR -COMPONENTS CATALOGUE.
Complete with 10/- worth discount vouchers
FREE WITH EVERY COPY.
* 35 pages of transistors and semi -conductor devices, valves crystals.
* 220 pages of components and equipment.
* 65 pages of microphones, decks and Hi-fi
equipment.

320 BIG pages
6,500 items

illustrations

SE ND TODAY 9/6 post paid

HENRY'S RADIO LTD.

303-309 EDGWARE RD., LONDON W.2.
For all types of Components phone:
01-723 1008/9

High Fidelity Sales and Equipment phone:
01-723 6963

G3XKF

G3XKF

Minitenna Beam Products
MINI -TEN. Two element beam
AR88D. New condition

..

(plus 10/- post and Ipacl?ingl
9 i
E42 10 0

EDDYSTONE 840A. Brand new
MARCONI TF I44G 51G. GENERATOR
COSSOR 1035 Mk. 4 OSCILLOSCOPE
R.1392A RX. 75-165 Mc/s.
HALLICRAFTERS 5.27A. Excellent ...
.

LABGEAR 10.50. New with H.B.

..

442 10
£25
E35
£8
£30

0

0
0

00
0
0

0

E32 10

0

0

- PREFER BUYERS COLLECT

Valves and other second-hand equipment available.

(J. Sharratt)
DUNSTABLE,

ED LESB ORO UG H,

Tel. Eaton Bray 297

BEDS.
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SWANCO PRODUCTS
LIMITED
AMATEUR RADIO SPECIALISTS

G3NAP

QELLING: At £16, no offers, Codar CR-70A communications receiver, in mint condition, only four
months old.-Leamon, 364 Ledbury Road, Tupsley,
Hereford.
rXCHANGE or SELL: Eddystone 680X receiver,

G3PQQ

NEW EQUIPMENT

I

Sommerkamp F -Series Equipment :

FR -DX 500 double conversion superhet, 160-10 metres
FL -DX 500 SSB/AM/CW transmitter, 240 watts PEP
...
FL -DX 2000 linear amp, 1200 watts PEP

d.

0
0

0

215 0
250 0

Sommerkamp FT -DX 150 transceiver 80-10 metres
Sommerkamp FT -DX 500 transceiver, 80-10 metres

Swan Line :

s.

130
145
100

0
0
0
0
0

... 216 0 0
... 263 0 0

Swan 350C transceiver, 80-10 metres
Swan 500C transceiver, 80-10 metres
Swan 130-XC power supply a.c.

...

65

0

0

Eddystone Radio Ltd.:
Eddystone EA12 Amateur band receiver, 160-10 metres ... 193 0 0
143 0 0
Eddystone 940 communications receiver
...
70 0 0
Eddystone 840C short wave receiver
...
Eddystone EDIO transistorised communications receiver ... 59 10 0
...
66 13 4
Eddystone E1335 short wave and F.M. receiver
56 5 0
Eddystone EB36 short wave broadcast receiver
.

.

Trio Communications Equipment :
Trio TS -500 SSB transceiver with a.c, p.s.u. and with split
frequency V.F.O.
...
Trio 9R59DE communications receiver
Trio JR500SE amateur band receiver, 80-10 metres

Lafayette Receivers:

-

44

2

0

of 130.4 mc. - Clay, 51 Botany Lane, Lepton,

0

5

... 192

S

0

...
...
...

27

5

0

19

5

0

5 0

Mosley Electronics (Beams)
TA -33 Jr. Tri-band three element beam
TA -32 Jr. Tri-band two element beam
...
TA -3I Jr. Tri-band dipole

V3 Jr. Triband
...
TD -3 Jr. Wire trap dipole
Park Air Electronics :
2 metre transmitter (complete with Mit., etc.) ...
Kurer aircraft, short, medium, and long wave receiver
Sky bandit aircraft receiver ...
...
Concorde aircraft receiver
Jet set aircraft receiver
G -Whip Antennas :

...

...
...

...
...

II II

0
0

6 15 0
42 15
23 10

17 15
13 14

0
3

0
0
6

Helical

G -Whip mobile antenna range. lightweight design.
wound. Superior performance. S.A.E. Illustrated brochure
and Prices.

Partridge Electronics

Swanco/CSE Equipment :
L

i/A 10 transmitter ...
...
2 -AR receiver
Type 2 A.T.M.A.
aerial

Type MM2 microphone

...

43

44 0 0
9 15

0

2 17

11

Codar Radio Company :
CR.70A receiver
PR.30 preselector

21

..

...

PR.30X (with p.s.u.)

R.Q.I0 Q multiplier
R.Q.IOX (with p.s.u.)
CC40 control unit ...
...
C R.45K receiver
CR.45RB receiver ...
ATS transmitter ...

250 volt p.s.u.
p.s.u....
12/RC control

s. d.
7 0

s.

d.

0

0

5 19
7 19
7

5

8 17

6 IS

9 15

6
6

0
6

0
0

II 19 6
16 19
11

10
10

6
0
0
0

Type 3 tuner
Type 3A tuner
Type 4 tuner
Type 4RF tuner
Shure Microphones:
Shure 201
Shure 202
Shure 444

...
..

...
Shure 401A ...
Shure 2755K

...

...
...

2 10

s. d.
6
0
0
12 15 0
6 15 0
5
5
0

5 12
6

Echelford Communications :
BI /4 4 metre Tx ...
MI/4 4 metre Tx
.

E

30

40

s. d.
0 0
0 0

CI /44 metre converter 10 10

Nelson Electrical Services :

Mobile antenna
..
Extra coils
15 17 6
T.2.8 receiver
2 4 6 S.W.R. and F.S.I.
Mini Clipper kit
Full range of KW Equipment available to order.

...
...
...

s. d.
2 6
6 5 0
2 15 0
3 19 6
5 5 0
6 17 6

L
5

Joystick standard
Joystick de -luxe

6
3

0

s.

d.

7
17

6

4 19

6

6

Full range of Drake Equipment available to order.
Full range of Heathkit Equipment available to order.

SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT
Many items in stock, including :-Eddystone ECIO. S27, A118810, Aft88LF,

HRO, SR550, 9R59, DX4OU, VFO-1U, DX100U, LG300, LG50, Panda
Cub, KW Vanguard, Lafayette Starflite, etc. Your enquiries please.

Full service facilities-receivers re -aligned, transmitters serviced, etc.

SWANCO PRODUCTS LIMITED
Dept. S, 247 Humber Avenue, COVENTRY
Hours :

or used, enamelled or plain. - Parker, G3KH,

69 10 0

86 IS 0

..

receiver)

landlady as does beloved R.107.-Hough, 36 Kynance
Gardens. Stanmore, Middlesex.
WANTED: 150 Yards 18 -gauge copper wire, new

133 Station Road, Cropston, Leicester. LE7-7HH.
REQUIRED: Pye Bantam or similar portable VHF

0

148
137

HT -46 SS8 transmitter (works in transceive with $X-146

must be in full working order, and not petrify

0

45 0 0

...

Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London,
S.W.1.
CALE: KW -2000A, AC/PSU and microphone, in
LI very good condition, price £170. LM -7 frequency
meter, with charts and PSU, £10. Heathkit GDO,
£8. K.W. Trap Antenna, 60s.-Dawes, G8UI, QTHR,
or ring Nottingham 65586, evenings.
CTUDENT Is Looking For an inexpensive Eddystone -type receiver, covering 500 kc to 30 mc;

0
0

Hallicrafters Equipment :
SX-130 communications receiver
SX-122 communications receiver
SX-I46 amateur band receiver

2' late model in immaculate condition, FOR Rx
giving amateur -band coverage only, cash adjustment
as necessary. (Yorkshire.)-Box No. 4795 Short

42

231

Lafayette HA500 amateur band receiver, 80-6 metres
Lafayette HA600 solid state receiver

June, 1969

Telephone : Coventry 22714

Mon., Tues., Wed., Fri.. Sat. 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m. Thurs. 9 a.m.-12:noon

radiotelephone, for use on allocated frequency

Huddersfield, Yorkshire.

SELLING: An SSB station, comprising Heathkit
HW-32A, £45; HP -23E PSU, 240v., £20; Lafayette
HA -350, 240v., £40; Joystick de luxe and 4H/RF
Tuner, £6. All items in mint condition. - Ring
Adkins, 01-794 3098.
FOR SALE: Project 66 Transceiver with separate
PSU, the ultimate break-in CW rig for 160m.
only. One only in mint and unused condition, professionally constructed for the late G3NM. Offers
over £100 invited.-H. W. Wilkes & Co., Solicitors,
8 Waterloo Street, Birmingham, 2.

QALE: Complete station, comprising Heathkit DX40Uu with VF -1U VFO, latest re -styled model, only
12 months old and in immaculate condition, price
£35. Heathkit RA -1 Rx, with Q -multiplier, Codar
preselector and matching speaker cabinet, £38
complete.-Sanderson, G3UQZ. 175 Johnson Road,
Erdington, Birmingham, 23. (Tel. 021-373 8806.)
rOESTG! A Complete Codar Station: For 80/160m.,
G

mains or mobile Tx/Rx with supply units, etc.;
stabilised and filtered receiver PSU, silicon
cascode pre -amplifier, some spares and a Joystick,
all in at £34 and gladly demonstrated. Now going
SSB here. - Greenleaf, G3VAG, QTHR. (Or ring
Colchester 78260.)
Heathkit RA -1 receiver, in mint condiSELLING:
tion, with manual, £35 or near offer. Heathkit
HW-30 transceiver for two metres, also in mint
condition and complete with xtal, microphone and
manual. £26 or offer. Two -metre 75w. Tx, QQV0640A, with modulator, PSU and microphone, in perfect working order, price £25. Taylor Signal
Generator, Model 65B, coverage 100 kc to 23 mc,
60s. E.M.I. Absorption Wavemeter. 1.6 to 30 mc,
also

50s. Home -built GDO, complete with coils (covers
two metres), in working order and in carrying
case, 60s. - Arnfield, G8BHW, Uplands, Kingsdale
Road. Berkhamsted (3763). Herts.
CALE: K.W. Vespa, Mk. HA, 6LQ6 and fibre -glass

"coil former fitted, price £100 or near offer. -

Lee. G3VYF. 11 Sturrocks, Vange, Basildon, Essex.
SUPERB DX QTH in Chelmsford: Freehold, three bedroom semi-detached, with full central heating.

brick garage and workshop, etc., and aerial system

comprising mast and including Vee-beam over
adjoining farm. Full details on application.-Var-

ney, G5RV, 82 Folders Lane, Burgess Hill, Sussex.
JULY Issue to appear June 27. Single -copy orders
4s. (or 4s. 3d. "1st class") should reach us by
Wednesday 25th, for despatch on Thursday 26th.
These copies are sent fiat in an envelope, and not
folded.-Circulation Dept., Short Wave Magazine,
Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
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QURPLUS: Top quality polypropylene non -rot rope.

°Diameters: tin., 1300 lbs. breaking strain; 5/l6in.,
1890 lbs. B/S; and din. dia., 3100 lbs. B/S. Send
s.a.e. for sample. -Powell, GW3HUM, 21 Tanybryn
Estate, Valley, Anglesey.
TELEPRINTER Power Supplies: Type 43A motor
supply, 110v. DC, with tappings, 0.75 amp, 48s.;
26B signalling, 80-0-80v. DC, 32s. 6d.; Converter
PSU, input 12v. DC or 110/240v. AC, outputs 80-0.
80v. DC or 160v. DC, 30 mA, 40v. AC 30 mA, 12v.
DC 300 mA, two vibrators, complete in case and in
new condition, price 28s. PSU Type 19, mains 100/
250v. AC, outputs 12 + 12v. DC or 24v. DC, at 3
amps. All these items in working order. Carriage
paid. -Coughlin, 74 Heol Gabriel, Whitchurch, Car-

EDDYSTONE. SHOWROOM
Visit the Eddystone Showroom at Imhofs and see all the

popular models on permanent side by side demonstration.

You can hear and compare
the models that interest you

and obtain the most

superb communication receivers and accessories.
Same day despatch to any

part of the world tax free for
export and free delivery in the
U.K.
After sales service
second to none.

EC10 EB35 EA12 -

940

83017 -

SALE:
120 to 220 mc, £24; S.27, 27 to 143 mc, £22; AR88D

R9B /APN4.

with manual, £32; Canadian 52 Set. £10;
new, £5; TBY Rx/Tx, coverage 20 to 80 mc. £8.
All items carriage extra. - Bloom, 4 Langsett
Avenue, Sheffield, S64AA, Yorkshire.
SALE: Lafayette HA -600 solid-state receiver, input
12v. DC or 230v. AC, general coverage with ama-

teur bands spread, only two months old, asking
£35 or offer. Prefer buyer inspects and collects.Henbrey, Perrymans, Northiam, Rye, Sussex.

£59 . 10 . 0
£67 . 19 . 8

£195. 0.0
£143. 0 . 0
£295. 0 . 0

Send today for full details. Better
still call in and see us when you
can compare Eddystone receivers

with the new TRIO shortwave
sets.

I1T 1111HOF5
Main Eddystone Retail Distributors for the London Area
Alfred Imhof Limited, Dept. 11/6,
112-116 New Oxford Street, London WC1. 01-636 7878
R46

SEND COUPON FOR

YOUR COPY TODAY !

HEATH KIT CATALOGUE
TRANSCEIVERS
RECEIVERS

POWER SUPPLIES
SW RECEIVERS

TEST EQUIPMENT

ANCILLARY
EQUIPMENT

WANTED: Current probe, for use with Oscilloscope. Also short-circuit detector employing
oscillator and search coil, I.T.T. or similar. -Ash-

worth. 6 Ventnor Street, Rochdale, Lancs.
UAVE You a retired AR88 in your shack? It would
" be welcomed by an OAP/SWL. Must be very
cheap. (Essex.) -Box No. 4800, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
Receivers-Hallicrafters S.27CA, coverage

expert

advice about this range of

diff (67746), Glam., South Wales.
COMPLETE Station for Sale: Heathkit DX -100U Tx
and RA -1 receiver with xtal calibrator and spea-

ker; also Joystick aerial and matching unit, microphone, key and Labgear 5 -way switching unit with
relay; BC -221 frequency meter, mains PSU and
amplifier. Complete with all interconnecting cables.
All -in price £145. -Lovell, 5 Montpelier Road, Ilfracombe, North Devon.
QPACE Required: So reluctantly offering a National
°HRO Rx with its original matching 697W PSU
and AR88 speaker, with various manuals, 15 coil
packs in storage boxes giving general coverage 50
kc to 30 mc, also bandspread coils for 10 -15 -2Q -4080-160m. Rx has noise limiter (neatly fitted), new
valves throughout, and all paper condensers and
most resistors have been replaced with high -quality
components; receiver and coils carefully aligned;
condition and performance excellent. A genuine
bargain at £27. Buyer to collect from Manchester.
Ring Higgins, MOS 2763 or write: -Box No. 4796,
Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street,
London. S.W.1.
WANTED: T.W. two -metre Communicator. - Pin chin, G3VPE, 61 Colebank Road, Birmingham,
25. (Tel. 021-777 1320.)
DISPOSAL: Selection of mains transformers, reputable makes at very low prices, s.a.e. list. Also
transistorised dip oscillator/wavemeter, coverage
850 kc to 150 mc, price £8; E13-12GH CR tuba, £8;
Oscilloscope, 15 mc, some work required to complete. details on request. Send s.a.e. for list of
variable capacitors, transmitting and miniature;
meters and relays; HV capacitors for PSU smoothing; switches, chokes HF and LF. FT -241 crystals,
silvered copper wire; and "Bulletins".-Spackman,
Highcroft, Hatchers Crescent, Blunsdon, Swindon,
Wilts. (Tel. Blunsdon 298, evenings.)
FOR SALE: Codar CR-70A receiver, Codar PR -30
RF preselector, Codar RQ-10 Q-multiplier/filter,
matching speaker and headphones by Electroniques.
The lot cost £37, only nine months old. Accepting
£20 or near offer. -Kelly, 5 Langdale Walk, Market
Harborough, Leics.

259

Many other models illustrated including ranges for industry and
education, Hi-Fi & Audio, Home,
Workshop, Hobbyist etc.

DAYSTROM LTD., Dept. SW -6, Gloucester, GL2-GEE.
Please send me FREE Heathkit Catalogue

NAME
ADDRESS.....
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R. T. & I. ELECTRONICS LTD.

QELLING:

HAMMARLUND HQ -180

...

6140 (30/-)
4120 (30/-)
440 (20/-)

...
...

EDDYSTONE EC 10, 550 kc/s.-30 mc/s., transistorised
LAFAYETTE HE80, 540 kc/s.-30 mc/s. and 142-148 mc/s.

448 (25/-

(2 metres)

£32 (213/-)

LAFAYETTE HA -700, 150-400 kc/s. and 550 kc/s.-30 mc/s.
TRIO JR500SE
Eagle RX80, 550 kc/s.-30 mc/s.

£60 (15/-)

E32 (20/-)
E3S (20/-)
E120 (30/-)
Eddystone 770R, 19-165 mc/s. AM/FM
£105 (30/ National NC -183-D, 540 kc/s.-31 mc/s. and 48-56 mc/s,
£65 (40/-)
RCA AR88D, 540 kc/s.-30 mc/s.
...
£40 (30/-)
Hallicrafters S 27, 28-143 mc/s. AM/FM
L95 30/ Hammarlund HQ -100-A, bandspread receiver
E85 (25/-)
Eddystone 888A, bandspread receiver
Eddystone 840C, 480 kc/s.-300 mc/s.
£48 (25/ Eddystone 840A, 480 kc/s.-30 mc/s.
£35 (25/ BC -221 frequency meter, with original charts...
...
L25 15/-)
E125 (40/-)
Hammarlund SP -600-J X, 540 kc/s.-54 mc/s.
.
£105 30/-)
Eddystone 940, 480 kc/s.-50 mc/s.
... 654/12 20/-)
Koyo KTR /1661, 8 bands inc. aircraft

Heathkit RA /I

.

.

Dyenamic Head Set HS4

ES /19 /6

WE CAN ALSO SUPPLY ANY MAKE OF NEW EQUIPMENT-and have pleasure in

giving a few examples, which are mainly in stock:AVOMETERS, Model 7, Mk. 2, L27 ; Model 40, Mk. 2, £27 ; Model 8,
Mk. 3, £30 ; Model 9, Mk. 2, E30 ; Multiminor, Mk. £10/10/- (post free).

S. G. BROWN'S HEADPHONES, Type "F," 120 ohms, 2,000 ohms,

4,000 ohms, 23/7/6 (3/6). Earpads for same, 9/- per pair. Type 3C/1100
noise excluding (with superb fitting), high quality, electro-dynamic, £6/6/(3/6).

KW EQUIPMENT. KW Atlanta transceiver, E250. Vespa Mk. 2, transmitter with A.C. p.s.u., L135. KW -201 amateur band receiver, LIII. Also
Calibrator, £6 ; " Q malt. E8/10/-. KW -2000-B Transceiver, with A.C.

p.s.u., E232 ; D.C. p.s.u., £42. KW -I000 Linear, E135. KW -600 Linear.
£115. KW Vanguard, £85. KW E -Z match, 212 /16 /-. KW Match, 68/14/6.
Antenna switch, 23 /3 /-.
CODAR, ATS, L16/1916 ; 2505, £8 /10 ; T28, 415/17 /6 ; PR30X, 47/19/6 ;
CR70A, £19 /10/- ; 12/MS, El I /10 /- ; I2/RC, 62 /10 /-, etc., etc.
PARTRIDGE "Joystick," "Joystick," etc. Lists and details on request,
TRIO EQUIPMENT. Receivers, JR-60-U, 540 kc/s.-30 mc/s. and 2 metres,
E61 /19/- (25/-) ; JR-500-SE, bandspread. £68 (10/-) ; 9R59DE, 540 kc/s.30 mc/s., 242 /10 /- (10/-). 9R-59, 540 kc/s.-30 me/s., £34 /13 /- (15/-).
Loudspeaker, SP -5D " Speaker -mate ' to match trio receiver, etc.
44/7/6 (7/6).

Our latest list of over 50 receivers, and many other interesting items

sent free upon receipt of your s.a.e. CARRIAGE for England, Scotland and
Wales shown in brackets. TERMS: C.W.O., Approved Monthly Accounts, Hire
Purchase and Part Exchange. Specie/ facilities for export. Enquiries invited.

R. T. & I. ELECTRONICS LTD.

Tel: 01-539 4986

Ashville Old Hall, Ashville Road, London, E.11

S

982
63CA

DERWENT RADIO

S LISTS.A.E.

SHOWROOM : 2 COLUMBUS RAVINE, SCARBOROUGH
GAREX 2m. Converter ... ES 18
£250
KW Atlanta and p.s.u.
KW 2000A and p.s.u.
KW 201 Receiver
KW 1000 Linear Amp. ...
KW Vespa 11 and p.s.u.

E232
4111

4135
E135

......£1210
KW EZ match
E4
KY 102 Bug Key ...
... £2 8
Eagle RF 45
£203
Trio TS 500 and p.s.u.
£42
Trio 9R59De Receiver ...
£45
Lafayette HA 600 ...
E37
Lafayette HA 700 ..
G WHIP helical wound
mobile whips. S.A.E. for
leaflets.
... 28 10
Tribander 10/15/20
..
19/6
Acos 45 microphone
£16 19
Coder ATS
Codar T 28 Receiver ... £15 17

Codar 250/S...al 10

Eddystone ECIO

...

L59

£195
Eddystone EAI2
..
£143
Eddystone 940
Star SR 700A Receiver ... £115
Star ST 700 Transmitter ... 4135
£18
DA -I El. Keyer
.. L919
Eagle SWR Bridge
Nelson Mobile Whips ... £6 17
... £3 17
liaison Extra Coils
... £71S
Katsumi El. Bug ...
...
15
Speech Compressor
... 2310
Halsen SWR Bridge
G Whip 160m. Ranger ... E7 19
£2 IS
2 way Intercom
£11 10
Coder 12/MS
E2 10
Codar I2ERC

Coder PR 30X

...

... a 19

GAREX jnr. 2m. Tx Kit ... £4 17

ALL GAREX P.S.U. AND MODULATOR KITS ARE ALWAYS
HELD IN STOCK
MOBILE SEASON

We have good stocks of Codar, G Whips, Nelson and Garex but please order

early to avoid the rush.
A large stock is held of R.S.G.B. and American publications including the
new handbook, call books and log books. Your R.S.G.B. handbook sent post
free when ordered with other items.
We would be pleased to hear about your trade-in equipment. HP on any
items over £35 in value. One third deposit and up to two years to pay.
Payments may be by Post Office Giro.
OUR GIRO ACCOUNT NUMBER 64 041 0006

Second-hand equipment in stock
Trio TS 500
E40

Eddystone EC 10
Eddystone EA 12 ...
Pye Ranger ...
Labgear LG 50 .

Minirnitter 150w. Tx
Minimittar MR 44/11
Heath R/C Bridge
...
KW 160m TX
Heath Mohican
Coder AT5
Coder 12 /MS

1140

...

...
..,

L20
£25
£35
£30
E7

...

430
£13 10

...

E9

Eddystone 840
AR77E
DST 100

...

Cedar 12 /RC

...

CSE 2A10 Tx

...

£180
£35
£25
£20

35/-

Heath RG
KW Vespa II and p.s.u.

£25
£105

Minimitter Mobile Rx

412
E70
£55

KW 77 receiver ...
Trio JR500Se and 160m ...

Please add extra for carriage.

E30

S.A.E. for lists

WANTED: TW 2m. equipment, Geloso VF0s, Eddystone 888As,
28

Hammarlund

SP-600JX

receiver,

20

°valve, coverage 540 kc to 58 mc, in first-class

where equipment is fully overhauled
HAMMARLUND HQ -170-A, bandspread receiver

June, 1969

Good AM ICW transmitters in top condition.
Details please.
HILLCREST AVENUE, SCARBOROUGH, YORKSHIRE

condition throughout, with AVC, BFO, ANL, S -

meter, 6 -position selectivity (200 cycles to 13 kc)
crystal phasing and send -receive switch. Price £90
or near offers.-Simpson, 58 Dale Avenue, Hassocks
(2394), Sussex.
VOR SALE: KW -2000B, with AC/PSU and K.W.
a E -Zee Match, one month old, price £230.-Fox,
G3HID, QTHR,

Tel.

Burnham -on -Sea

(Somerset)

2511.

rOING Mobile on Two? Murphy Radiotelephone
.0 Type MR.930.
Part transistorised, high -band
model but will tune to 144 mc. Complete with leads
and control unit, price £20.-Ring Brereton, G8ALE,
01-874 1865 after 7.0 p.m.
DISPOSING: Pair of practically brand-new walkietalkies by Sommerkamp, crystal controlled at
28.5 mc, hardly used, price £15 (cost double). Also
marine -type transformer giving 500-0-500v. at 275
mA, 6.3v. and 3.15v. at 3 amp. heater windings.
with matching choke, £5.-Targett, G3NUP, QTHR.
SHACK Clearance, space wanted! Selling a TS 127/U frequency meter, with charts, £7. K.W.

Vanguard AM/CW Tx, spotless, £24. Labgear LG.300
Tx, with Mod. unit and PSU, unmarked, £45.
National HRO, with PSU and general -coverage coil
packs, £18. Heathkit electronic keyer HD -10, factory
built, with accessories, new and unused, £21. Buyers
collect.-Bartlett, G5QA, QTHR.

WANTED: Electroniques amateur -band transistor
tuner Type HB-166T, unmodified in any way;
£8 cash offered. (Surrey.)-Box No. 4802. Short
Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London.
S.W.1.
SALE: Eddystone 770R Mk. I VHF receiver,
FOR
in excellent condition, with manual, price £85.
(Kent.)-Box No. 4081, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd.,
55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
MANUALS: B.40, Collins, 35s.; AR88LF, S.27C, 23s.
Many others available.-Brooks, 5 Farrant House,
Winstanley Road, London, S.W.11.
QEA Cadet Sprog Sparkers need 22 Set or similar.
°with mains PSU, must be in good condition and
keying facilities essential. Details and price, please.
-Ray, 37 Doxey Fields, Stafford, Staffs.
SALE: In mint condition, KW -2000A Transceiver
°complete with AC and Mobile PSU's, mounting
bracket, connectors, etc. Price £225, prefer buyer
collects.-Hodge, GM3JIG, Oakburn, Seamill, West
Kifbride (3364), Ayrshire, Scotland.
WANTED: Compact mains -type GDO. Details, price
and s.a.e., pse.-Newton, G3YJU, 25 Haddington
Way. Aylesbury. Bucks.
WANTED: HW-12 with its PSU. FOR SALE: DX -

100B with spares, FB, and bargain at £40. -

Derrick,
Lanes.
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Winchester

Way,

Bolton

(20768),

AWING to Occupation my shack equipment is very
rarely used, therefore am going Transceiver/
Mobile. The following items in first-class condition

and complete with all manuals are open to inspection, by appointment only, Tel.: 021-553 0409. K.W.
KW -600 Linear £65. R.C.A. AR88D,
fitted in Philpotts G -Line cabinet, with S -meter,
Vespa, £75.

two -speed BFO, front panel engraved and radius'd,
with provision for two -speed tuning and audio
AGC, two.tone grey -wrinkle finish, a truly superb
Rx, £40. Excellent home -built Top Band Tx, £12.
T.W. Topmobile Rx, £9. Heathkit HM -11U SWR
meter, 70s.

Metamec electric clock, 20s.

Also

valves, tubes, cabinets, components, transformers,
etc., etc. Please state your requirements. Anyone
purchasing the three main items together will

receive one week's free use of 6 -berth Caravan
at a seaside location in West Wales.-Willetts,
G3UGE, 5 Ida Road, West Bromwich, Staffs.
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WANTED: Two -metre gear, also Top Band mobile
equipment; must be in FB condition. FOR SALE:
KW -2000A, with ALC and Q -multiplier, in mint condition, price £170. Would consider Part Exchanges.
-Cos, G3RYV, 20 Allenby Road, Maidenhead
(22551), Berks.

CALE: Hallicrafters SX-24 general coverage Rx,
Liwith bandspread, overhauled fully, in very good
condition, with handbook, £18. Also Codar CR70A,
as new, £14 10s.; Eddystone 688 speaker, 50s. All
items "or near offer".-Snowden, Swainsea Lane,
Pickering, Yorkshire.
WANTED: Olympic loaded Z.match Unit, rating
50/150 watts.-Sweeney, G3TFS, 58 Grosvenor
Road, Epsom Downs, Surrey. (Tel.: Ashstead 2689.)
EXCHANGE: Trio 9R -59D receiver, excellent on

EDDYSTONE

IN DEVON

SSB, plus cash, for an Eddystone EC -10. FOR
SALE: New 10ft. by lain. aluminium mast, lOs.Shrimpton. G8CES, 23 Rotherwood Road, Putney,

EAI2 £195

London, S.W.15.
QELLING: CR-100 receiver, £20. Four -metre Tx,

L'VFOixtal, 48 watts, £12. AM modulator, 120w.,
£15. Partly -built SSB Tx, with circuitry, £10. AM
Tx, coverage 10 to 80m.. with modu'ator, £15. AF
oscillator, 10 cycles to 100 kc, £5. No PSU's with
any of these items. Send s.a.e. for list of other
equipment.-Stirling, 8 Ormiston Drive, Inglewood,
Alloa. Clackmannanshire, Scotland.
SALE: Transformers 60, 100 and 150 watt, for
transistorised mobile/portable DC -to -DC conver-

ters, data sheet on request. For other items and
small components, etc., send large s.a.e. for list.-

Sandall, G3LGK, 21 Dale View, Ilkeston DE7-4LD,
Derbyshire.

QELLING: Murphy receiver, coverage 60 to 550 kc
L'and 1.5 to 30 mc, with separate RF and AF
gain controls, BFO, selectivity 200 c/s, 1 kc, 3 kc

and 8

kc, including speaker, headphones, spare
miniature valves, separate PSU and manual, price

£20.-Howard, 127 Goldcroft, Yeovil, Somerset.
(Tel.: Yeovil 5920, evenings.)
WANTED: Prop -pitch motor, heavy duty, also
pair of matching Selsyns.-Campbell, GI3OLJ,
48

Abbey

Ireland.

Drive, Bangor,

Co.

Down, Northern

FOR SALE: National HRO Rx, with eight band spread and five general -coverage coil packs, price
£25, including PSU. OFFERS invited for: K.W.
Viceroy Mk. I, modified by K.W. Electronics to
Mk. II, and overhauled by firm last month; also

home -built double -conversion receiver, with xtal
front-end and MF-455-10K filter, needs slight attention, plus aerial relay, comprising complete CW/
SSB station.-Stone, G3YDX, 10 Berkshire Gardens. London, N.13. (Tel.: 01-888 6804, evenings.)
eALE: Hallicrafters VHF receiver S.36, coverage
L7128 to 143 mc, in perfect condition, £30. (London
Area.)-Box No. 4799, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd.,
55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
CELLING: Lafayette KT -340 Rx, in immaculate condition,ki price £20. Also Hallicrafters HT -40 Tx,
coverage 10 to 80m., input 75 watts AM/CW, with

PSU but no VFO or crystals, £20.-Ring Glenn,
G3YCU, Woking 4292, evenings.

IF interested you can acquire the best 3-ele beam
for 10.15m., the Mosley Elan (only 18 months
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840C £70

ECIO £59.10.0
FULL H.P. FACILITIES

S.A.E. FOR LISTS

GRAHAM NEWBERY
(Reg Ward, G2BSW)

AXMINSTER DEVON
Phone: Axminster 3163

S.S.B. PRODUCTS
UNE BARGAINS AT REDUCED PRICES!
COLLINS 75S3

Receiver.
Two Mechanical Filters. 160m.
Converter. 250v. A.G. Boxed. One only ...
E198
EKCO Mariner. As new. 9 w/band inc. Trawler Band. Large dial.
O.K. for the lounge ...
E20
SPHINX Mk. III PROTOTYPE 6 -Bands. Power unit built-in.
160-10m. Large dial. Triple Con. ...
E65
PYRAMID. 800w. Linear. 80-10m. Two only. Complete set of
parts. Lettered pnls. Offered at ...
£50

HEATHKIT RAI Receiver. As new. One only ...
L29
TRIO Transceiver. TS500 with P.S.500, VFO.5. Brand new.
,

(less V.F.0.-£160)

TRIO JR500SE. 80-I0m. New. Boxed
...
... each
E65
TRIO 9R59DE. General coverage. New
2 -METRE, 5 element. " Birkect's Better Beams" wide spaced.
Masthead I"-2+" clamp
...
... (plus 6/6 carr.) 45/SCARAB Filter Kits, £7 10s. (2/6). 1000 /100KC Class " D " new
xtals, E2 (216). 72 ohm Dummy Loads, 100w., £2 10s. (2/6).

DELTA TX/RX Control Units, E6 I9s. 6d. each

(5/-).

Sphinx

slot fed and 14-ele Yagis, by
J -Beam, into latest Withers TW Phase II Trans-

Pyramid CABINETS. Chassis and Lettered or Unlettered Pnls,
E5 each (plus 10/- carr.). Two only, new DAI Keyers, £15 each
(6/6). Many components and units at half price
Meters, Condensers, fixed and variable. Thousands of Valves. FT243 xtals.
Switches, Controls, Speakers, etc., etc.
6HF5 VALVES (matched pair £4) or £2 each, post 4/6.
6HF5 Bases. 2 for 10/-, post paid.
6146 (matched pair, 70/-) or 35/- each, post 4/6.

might consider splitting. (East Anglia.)-Box No.

ALL GENUINE OFFERS. PART EXCHANGES. S.A.E. PLEASE add Corr.

old), or sophisticated modern two -metre equipment,
comprising 8 -over -8

verter, from 10m. to two metres in any mode,
and RF Unit of 300 watts U.K. Transmitter, 68
to 174 mc, with mint pair of blown 4CX250B's4797, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street,
London, S.W.1.

QALE: Heath SB-620 Scanalyzer, suitable any IF,
"new and factory aligned, price £57 10s. Also
Heath CW filter, £8.-Barry, G3UFU, 15 Fairlawn
Court, Acton Lane, London, W.4.

1

7 LITTLE CASTLE STREET, TRURO
CORNWALL
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SHACK STANDARD
Precision
ry
Lab
Frequency
Standard.
100 K /Hz. and 10 K/Hz.
B7G 5° X Cut
Bar
Quartz Crystal.
All
silicon solid
circuitry.
An essential

piece of equipment in

every enthusiasts workshop. Price: 112 . 18.6
Postage 4/6d. For details please send S.A.E.

to:

TIMES INSTRUMENT CO.
3 STATION ROAD, GREAT SHELFORD,
CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND

G3LRB

G3MCN

STEPHENS-JAMES LTD.

New KW Atlanta. 500 watts P.E.P. input.

p.s.u., L250.

New Styling KW2000B Transceiver.

10-80 metres with A.C.

180 watts P.E.P. 10 to 160m.

with PTT, VOX. Complete with A.G. p.s.u., L232 ; D.C. p.s.u., L42.
KW Vespa Mk. 2. 220 watts P.E.P. Complete with A.G. p.s.u., LI35.

KW E -Z Match
KW Baluns ...

...

L12.10

KW 3 way antenna switch

Ll. 3

...
61.15
KW Low pass filters... L4.14
Lafayette HA600. Solid state 5 band receiver. 50 Kcis. to 400, L45
550 Kc/s. to 30 Mc/s. F.E.T. Front end. Two mechanical filters, Kc/s.
New " Skyline " Antenna Range. 10/15 and 15/20m. Three element
beam. Low Price. British made. S.A.E. for details.
Trio JR-500 Receiver. 80-I0m. Full coverage each band. Solid state
VFO. Crystal controlled, 169 10.
Trio 9R59 -DE. 550 Kc/s. to 30 Mc/s. Bandspread on amateur bands.
Mechanical filter, L42 10s.
Superior performance mobiling with the G -Whip range of antennae.
Lightweight design. Helical wound. New ranger 160 metre one bander,
L7 19 6. Tribander 10-15-20m., L8 16. Duo-bander, 160/80w.,
Single banders, L4 7. S.A.E. for full details.
NEW. All band " Multimobile " self selecting mobile antenna. Covers
5 bands without any coil changing.
Now the New Mini G -Beam. 2 element 15 metre, 12ft. max. elements,

5ft. boom. Turning radius 6ft. 6in. Lightweight. L15.15. S.A.E. for details.
H
SWR Bridges ...
L3.10

TTC C3005 two meter

SWR Bridge, suitable
up to 200 Mc/s.
.
L6.6.6
Hansen FS -1.
Field
strength meter
...
L2.5
TTC RF Meter. Tunable 13.19 6

Li 5

High pass filters
Egg insulators ...
...
Ceramic insulators
...
300 ohm twin feeder ...
75 ohm twin feeder ...
SO ohm coaxial cable ...

Dipole " T " pieces

6d,
I

0

8d. yd.
7d. yd.
1.9 yd.

...

1

6

PL25 plugs
...
...
60
I
6
PL259 cable reducers ...
Semi -Auto -bug keys ... 63.19.6
Tech
TE-I5.
Tran-

sistorised GDO covers
440 Kc/s. to 280 Mc/s. LI 1.10
...
...
3, 6,.,

Chassis from

Aluminium panels from

8 6w
9.6

Diecast boxes from ...
Metal boxes from
...
Dynamic
Microphones
...
with PTT switch
Test Meters from
...
Crystal
Microphones

L3.7.6
L2 5 6
LI

RSGB Publications

Coder Equipment
I60/80m. Transmitter

Second-hand Equipment

Labgear Topbander Tx...
NCX5 Transceiver
...
Eddystone 840C
...
Eddystone 730/4
...
Eddystone 840C
...

.

KW Viceroy Mark III ...
Eddystone 840C
Eddystone 840C

...

Heathkit RAI and speaker

L16
L240
648
L100
L40
L90
LSO

142

L38

Heathkit " Q " Multiplier L4 10

Lafayette HA500
Tech k.,DO TEI5
Lafayette HA600
A R88D

Complete
Antennae
available

...

...
...
...

...

L37

LIO
640
640

range
of Joystick
and
tuning
units

Hy -Gain Antenna Range
Verticals
12AVQ.

15 -I5 -20m. L16.10
I4AVQ. 10-15-20-40m. L18-10
!SAVO. 10-80m. ...
L35
TH3MK3 Tribander ... L67.10
TH2MK Tribander ...
L41
TH3Jnr. Tribander ...
L41

AT5

ATS A.G. p.s.u....
...
a 10
... L7. 19 6
PR3OX Preselector
T28 160/80w. Receiver...LI5 17 6
AT5 D.C. p.s.u....
... LII 10

ROI° "Q" Multiplier ... L8.17.6
Transistor
Receiver. 6 band A.C./

AR -158

MTX 1442 Metre TX
Due to unsatisfactory delivery

and unending excuses from manu-

facturers we are no longer connected with the above product.
We apologise for any inconvenience caused to any of our

D.C. including aircraft
clients.
VHF/MED/FM/160m.... 38 gns.
H.P. and Credit terms arranged on orders over L35.
Part exchanges.
Carriageipostage extra all items.
S.A.E. enquiries please.

70 Priory Road, Anfield, Liverpool 4
Tel. 051-263-7829.
Half day Wednesday.
We are approximately f mile from the Liverpool and Everton Football grounds

No parkin2 problems.

June, 1969

WANTED: Eddystone 830/7 wide -range communi" cations receiver; other types cowdiered.

(Southern England.) - Box No. 4803, Short Wave
Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
QALE: National HRO-MX, with nine general coverage', coil packs, £15; PSU, 40s. Buyer to
collect, or carriage at cost. EXCHANGE: Used
Electroniques QP-166 unit for GC -166. WANTED:

Joystick and Type 4 tuner. -Haddock, 26 Featherbed Lane, Exmouth, Devon.

FOR SALE: R.C.A. AR77E receiver, unmodified and

in good condition, with handbook, £25 or near

offer. Heathkit RA -1 receiver, good condition, £28.
Buyers collect.-Laycock, 33 Douglas Avenue, Watford (43516), Herts.

CELLING: Coil packs for two National HRO-5T
Li receivers, general coverage; CT -53, 9.0 to 200 mc,
with charts; Cossor Type 1035 D -B 'Scope; ail at
£10. Heathkit Mohican GC -1U receiver, in very
good condition, £25. Also Panadaptor, 455 kc input;
two stabilised PSu's; Signal Generator for lou to
156 mc; AM/ CW transmitter for Top Band, all at
£5. Also a large amount of B7 -type valves, components, etc., any offers? - Blanchard, Hilldean,
Furnace Wood, East Grinstead, Sussex. (Tel. Copthorne 2943.)
SALE: Professionally -built Tx for 70 centimetres,
with QQV02-6 in PA, built-in PSU, all RF grids

metered, change -over relay, in as -new condition,
price £25. -Hadley, G8BEO, 120 Higham Lane, Nuneaton (66976). Warwickshire.
OFFERS Invited for KW -2000, with extra 6146 fitted and home -built PSU in maker's cabinet.
SELLING: Vertical 32ft. aerials, whip, etc., 40s.Tonks, G3JFL, 11 St. Edwards Road, Bournebrook.
Birmingham, 29.

ANYTHING Worth Having has to be paid for, in
one way or another -like all the Small Advertising you see in these columns each month. Our
charge is 3d. a word, with a minimum of 5s. (this
allowing 20 words, to include QTH). It shows us
no profit, as this rate barely covers the cost of
processing and setting in print. We regard it as
a Reader Service. With costs as they are today,
we are just not able to give advertising space
away -it is simply not economic to oder free
advertising, ad. lib., especially where returns of
£100's are expected! What advertising in "Short
Wave Magazine" does guarantee is the widest possible coverage of the Amateur Radio market in
the U.K. We carry more paid advertising of radio
amateur interest than any other periodical circulating in this country. If you wish to get a notice
into the next issue, send it in right away adding 25% if you want it in bold face (like some
of the advertisements you see here). If you are
in any doubt as to what your Adv. should cost,
send it in with a blank cheque -we fall over
backwards to make the fill-in as cheap as possible!
(For your own protection, endorse the cheque
"not over £2", or some such reasonable amount,
depending on the length of your notice.) -Small
Advertisement Dept., Short Wave Magazine, Ltd.,
55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
FOR SALE: Pye Cambridge transistorised Radiotelephone, crystal controlled at 70.26 mc, 6 watts
RF output, with 50 kc block filter and handbook.

£60 or offers?-Wuille, 18 Patricia Avenue, Goring by -Sea. Sussex.

WANTED To Buy, a QTH in or near Perthshire,
" good VHF site preferred, minimum accommodation two bedrooms plus the rest. -Jarvis, G8APX,

Paddock Wood, The Avenue, Bushey, Watford WD22LL, Herts. (Tel. Watford 36099.)
V XHANGE: Labgear LG.300, with PSU/Mod. Unit,
" FOR 35 mm. Camera, 'Scope or W -H -Y? -Parry,

G3AUZ, 18 The Baulk, Worksop (3893). Notts.
QALE: National HRO, complete with PSFJ and nine
°coil packs, £14. Also Valiant Tx. 10-80m., well
used, £10 plus carriage. -Cutler, G3MXF, 8 Kings
Avenue, Parkstone, Poole, Dorset.
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Eddystone 840C receiver (March 1968),
"price £38. (Midlands).-Box No. 4798, Short Wave
Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.1.
FOR SALE: R.C.A. AR88D, in good working order,
with speaker; American Heath DX -100, needs
some repair, includes microphone and headphones;
also Labgear Top Bander; manuals and spares.
Price £40, buyer to collect.-Rink, 11 Weymouth
Avenue. London, W.5. (Tel.: 01-5b7 8999.)
CELLING: Heathkit RA -1 receiver in good condiotion, drifts sightly but otherwise performs well
(despite G3JGB mods.), price £18, buyer to collect.
-Wolenden, G3UGB, 89 Beechen Drive, Fishponds,
Bristol.
E XCHANGE: Plus cash, Lafayette HA -350 Rx,
coverage 10 to 160 metres, 240v. AC, year old,
excellent on Sideband, FOR Eddystone EA -12 or
940 receiver. Can collect and deliver.-Handy, 105
Humber Avenue, Coventry, CV1-2AU, Warks.
FOR SALE: Eddystone EA -12 amateur receiver,
listed at £193; inspection invited. First offer £110
secures. D.A.I. electronic keyer, £7.-Carter, G3SFZ,

CALE: Brand new 4CX250B's, with (used) Eimac
"base, £8. New 7289 valves, £4. Two -metre xtals,
B7G mounting, at 18.033-3 mc, 10s. each.-Garnham, G3SJO, 17 Sutton Park Avenue, Colchester
(78842), Essex.
WANTED: LM -14 or BC -221 Frequency Meter;
also B.40 and B.41 Rx. FOR SALE: Heathkit
RA -1 receiver, with Q -multiplier and Xtal Calibrator, at £40 or near offer. An s.a.e. essential with
enquiries. - Hounslow, Churchill House, Mayford
School, Mayford Green, near Woking, Surrey.
DISPOSING: Receivers AR88, B.44, RA -1B, etc.,
also converters and aerials for 2m., 4m. and 70
centimetres; PSU's, pre -amplifiers and amplifiers;
plus fantastic selection of Govt. surplus equipment
and spares.-Ring Thompson, 01.979 4503 (Surrey).
Aircraft Transceiver Type TR.2002 or
WANTED:
similar. Interested in receiver section only;
handbook essential.-Hale, 8 Parsifal Road, Hamp-

QTHR, Tel.: 01-997 7113.
CELLING: K.W. Valiant transmitter, the fixed/

4805, Short Wave Magazine, Ltd., 55 Victoria Street,
London, S.W.1.

CALE:

"'mobile job. with PSU, price £30; Jennen Trio
JR-101 Tx, £30; BC -221 Frequency Meter, £25-or
this lot together for £75, complete. TV tuner for
70 cm., with PSU, £5. Various HT PSU's, 50s.

each. Also copies "Short Wave Magazine", 1958-'66
(96 in all), £5; and 77 copies RSGB "Bulletin",
£4. - Beaumont, G3NGD, 28 Barton Road, Davyhulme, Manchester. (Tel. 061-748 2238.)
FOR SALE: Heathkit DX -100U. little used and in
mint condition, £50 or near offer; will deliver to
100 miles. Also an R.C.A. double power supply for

/M operation. £5; and an R.1155 receiver.-Brett,
G3HBE QTHR.
an HRO crystal for its
WANTED:
By schoolboy,
filter unit-must
be reasonably priced!-Farn,
The Mount, Chelyesmore, Coventry, Warks.

stead. London, N.W.6.

WANTED: Any quantity, small or large, of exPye Ranger antenna change -over relays, also
modulation transformers. (Midlands.) - Box No.
K.W. Vanguard transmitter, runs 50

SELLING:
watts, coverage 10 to 160 metres, in good condi-

tion, new valves and filter, with manual, delivered
reasonable distance Birmingham, price £30 (write
first, pse).-Rill, G3XYT, 542 Chester Road, Wylde
Green. Sutton Coldfield, Warks.
UAVE YOU a Six -Volt Car? A six to 12v. inverter,
"by Whiteley, suitable loads up to about 35 watts,
or trickle -charging a 12 -volt battery, quiet opera-

tion, 60s. post paid. - Jarvis, G8APX. Paddock
Wood. The Avenue, Bushey, Watford (36099), WD2-

2LL. Herts.
Quick Sale: At £27 10s., a K.W. Vanguard,
FOR
covering 10 to 160 metres, AM/CW, complete and
self-contained with PSU. Could deliver.-Ring Hawkins, Fleet 6405 (Hants.).

RADAR DETECTION INSTRUMENT
PRICELESS!
PROTECT YOUR DRIVING LICENCE WHICH IS

Completely self contained. ready to clip on sun visor. Detects

radar speed traps and is covered by domestic licence. Ham and
Radar Scatter signals picked up even round bends.
(Up to 2 miles warning on Motorways).
Fully guaranteed. Size: 414- x 31' x 3" E13. 5.0 inc. PIP. For
details ring 01-660 2896 or 8d. stamp. No extra charge for C.O.D.

Belding & Bennett (Box 14) 45 Green Lane, Purley, Sy.
HALSON MOBILE ANTENNA-THE MOBILE SCENE
The Most Efficient! The Most Unobtrusive! and Base Loaded too
A COMPLETE MOBILE ANTENNA SYSTEM
Complete for one band, L6 /17 /6 + 3/6 P.P. Extra coils, L3 /17 /6 + 3/. P.P.
N.W.-Manchester.
Our Agents: K.W.-Kent.

Chas. Young-Birmingham. Echelford Comm.-Middx.
Radio Shack-London.
Derwent Radio-Yorks.
Glasgow Electronic Services-Glasgow C.3.
Or direct from: HALSON ELECTRICAL SERVICES

DOVER ROAD WORKS, ANSDELL ROAD, BLACKPOOL
Tel. 62740

BEQ AMATEUR SUPPLIES
120,

.4/-

MOSSLEY ROAD, ASHTON-U-LYNE, LANCS,

7d. each, 6/- a dozen
Ptfe Feedthrough Insulators ...
3d. each
Carbon Film Resistors. 5% / Watt ...
2N4287 Low Noise 2 metres ...
6d. each, 5/- a dozen
Glass Feedthrough Insulators ...
Post on above bd.

S.A.E. for latest list.

73's G8BEQ

2 METRE TRANSISTORISED CONVERTERS.

x II". Noise factor better than 3. 1.Ps. 20-22, 24-26. 28-30 me/s.
These are much better converters

than the price suggests.

GORDON R. GRIGG

G3PRX

72 Elmstone Road, Rainham, Kent

RADIO
COMMUNICATIONS
with a progressive company
DEVELOPMENT ENGINEER
DESIGNER/DRAUGHTSMAN
TEST ENGINEERS
SERVICE ENGINEERS
Apply in confidence to Managing Director
giving details of your qualifications,
experience, career to date and present salary

AF239.

RF stage and mixer, HC6/1.) type crystal. Aluminium case 4" x 3"
E9 10s. each. Plus 3s. P. & P.

Vacancies in

K.W. ELECTRONICS LTD.
I Heath Street, Dartford, Kent
Dartford 25574
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TAURUS ELECTRICAL SERVICES
Prop. G3TED

of
TELEPRINTERS, READERS,

TEST SETS, PERFORATORS and
TELEPRINTER GEAR
Please mark

RTTY in top left corner of envelope.

600M Amplifiers. 19" rack mounted. Mains supply, E3.
Lightweight headsets. 6000 imp., 9/6, post paid.

9R59DE. Continuous coverage receiver, 550 kHz to
30 MHz (4 bands) incorporating mechanical filter ...

E39

IS 0

JR500SE. Amateur bands only 3.5 MHz to 29-7 MHz
(7 bands).
Exceptional stability through use of
crystal controlled first oscillator and transistorised
Vaccar variable frequency oscillator for tunable 1.F.,
for selectivity a mechanical filter is used ...

E613

0

0

PS500. A.G. power supply and speaker unit for above LI"

0

0

9

6

E12 10

0

TS500. S.S.B. Transceiver 3.5 MHz to 29.7 MHz (7-1
bands) Double conversion. 200W PEP input on S.S.B.

Transistors, A.F. and R.F., 3/9 dozen, post paid.

Transistorized Morse Oscillator Modules.

G&W REX RADIO G3JVM
NEW TRIO EQUIPMENT :

SPECIAL SUMMER SALE

Stamped addressed envelope for Lists.

June, 1969

Will drive speaker or

phones, 18/9, post paid.
QQV03 /12 or 10, 15/-, post paid.
New and Boxed Mains Relays, 2 pole 2 -way octal base, 17/6, post paid.
New Jack Plugs 2/6 ; Jack Sockets, 2/9 or 5/- pair, post paid.
Tank Aerials. Three 4" sections making 12', 8/6. P. & P. 5/- any number
Bases, 4/6. P. & P. 2/-.
Breasts Sets. Safe for Mobile Operation, 10/-, post paid.
Xtal Insets to fit above Breast Sets, 7/6. P. & P. 9d.
Head Sets. 19 set type or type DLR, II /-, post paid.
Dry Battery Packs. 72 and If and I f, 4/6 each. P. & P. any number 3/-.
New Key Switches. Less knobs, 2/6. P. & P. any number II-.

and C.W., 17 valves, 3 transistors and 15 diodes.
Built-in crystal calibrator, plus many other features.

VFO 5. Variable frequency oscillator for use with
TS500 to enable complete split frequency operation,
as on all Trio 500 series direct reading of frequency
at I kHz intervals
...

PICKSTONE.

Instant heat soldering irons

New Small Condensers, Not Junk. 200 for 25/-, post paid.

SECOND-HAND :

Xtal Lapel Mikes. Complete, 6/6.
Miniature Indicator Lamps, L.E.S.

HRO Receiver with original power supply and 4 sets
of coils ...

New Boxed Morse Keys, 5/- each plus 2/- post and packing.

E3

Red, blue, yellow, white. Smart
looking, 2/6 each. Less bulbs to fit 12v. or 6v., If- each.
B40 Receivers. Air tested, E22, post paid.
SPECIAL OFFER OF MIKES. D x 73 Pizo Dynamic, 32/6, post paid.
M.5.11. Dynamic with Flexible Desk Stand, £3, post paid.

WANTED :

CM70 Xtal Stick with Accessories, 62/7/6, post paid.

Your old equipment taken in part exchange or bought for cash.

ACOS Xtal (metal), MIC45, fl /2/6, post paid.
CM20 Xtal (plastic), 9/6, post paid.

Codar ATS Transmitter and T28 Receiver with Mobile P.S.U.

VALVEHOLDERS, B9A and B7G, 8d. each, Octal Ceramics, 1/3.
BY100 Rectifiers, 3/9 each, SM78P Silicons 800PIV 750M/A, 3/9.
Thyristors, 400 PIV 8 amps, 9/6 each.

lap Vernier Slow Motion Dials. 50 mm., 10/-; 70 mm., 12/6, post paid.
Plugs. Octal. B9A or B7G, 2/6 each.
26/28 NOTTINGHAM ROAD,

LOUGHBOROUGH, LEICS.

Telephone 5131

BAG INTON ELECTRONICS
G3TFC

(SALES)

Ex ZC4JC

329 Kilburn Lane, London, W.9
Telephone : 01-969 1770
SHOWROOMS AT 301 KILBURN LANE W.9

Carlton Hill Amateur Radio
Nottingham

CRYSTALS TYPE 610 10/- each
2184 2454 2638 2844 2854 2868
2950 2952 2966 2968 2980 2987
3403 3411 3432 3446 3460 3467
4257 4399 4410 4415 4417 4418
4469 4473 4478 4654 4689 4703
5491 5499 5506 5514 5521 5551
5630 5641 5642 5649 5654 5659
6537 6540 6552 6557 6559 6567
6640 6642 6647 6649 6652 6657
8364 8439 8837 8839 8854 8862
8971 8983

2875 2889 2910 2924 2931
3008 3023 3072 3081 3102
3474 3881 3495 3841 3921
4420 4422 4427 4431 4435
4710 4724 4808 4860 4889
5566 5589 5599 5604 5611
5671 5680 5687 5692 5695
6582 6590 6597 6612 6627
6659 6662 6664 6667 6672
8864 8871 8888 8913 8953

2938
3142
4140
4444
4966
5619
5697
6634
6677
8956

2945
3278

6337
6637
6791

8967

CRYSTALS TYPE 10X I0/- each
8433

CRYSTALS H26 /U 10 /- each
2805 2854 2948 2868 2985 6611 6657 6686 6840 7552 7567 7657 7664
7685 8953 9453 9871 13227 13229

CRYSTALS TYPE 2M 10 /- each
2250
2487
2762
3162
3462
3990
8347
9662

2262
2512
2787
3187
3487
4848
8372
9747

2287 12312
2537 12562
2837 12875
3212 13237
3540 13590
4898 14948
8497 18662
9872

12337
12587
12962
13262
13640
14998
18747

2357 12362
2612 12637
2975 12987
3272 13312
3690 13740
5048 15098
8872 18997

2000 pf Tx. Variable capacitors
Marconi Modulators. 90w. circuit

Class D No. 2 Wavemeter
LMI4 Wavemeter

2387 2412
2662 2687
3062 3087
3337 3387
3790 3840
5148 5198
9122 9247
E2

2437
2712
3112
3412
3890
5248
9372

0

E4 10
£14
E20

All prices include carriage England

Mail Order but open some Saturdays

BAGINTON ELECTRONICS (SALES)
Market Corner, Baginton, Warks.
Telephone ; TOLL -BAR 3688

Second-hand

Direction Finding Receiver Unit FHBDES5
1-22 Mc/s.

AR88D. Very clean

7533 7550 7566 7583 7600 7616 7633 7650 7666 7683 7700 7716 7733
7750 7766 7775 7866 7875 7883 7900 7916 7933 7950 7966 7983 8118
8166 8150 8183 8216 8250 8266 8283 8300 8316 8333 8350 8366 8416

12237
12462
12737
13137
13437
13940
15298
19497

G3QY

4182
4465
5010
5626

0
0

0
0
0

0

...

/45
/28

Hammarlund HQI20
Marconi CR 300
.
Canadian 52 Rx.
Star CR ISO. -55-30 Mc/s.
K.W. Viceroy. Solid State p.s.u.
KW Vanguard ...
Labgear Twin 160

/14
/13
/13
E85
E33

E18

H.D. Power Unit Transformers, Chokes,
Condensers (Sprague)

Transistors, RF and Audio
HF and VHF Components

410 CARLTON ROAD, CARLTON,
NOTTS.
Open-Mon.-Wed.-Fri. and

a.m.

Sat.
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BOOKS IN STOCK
Amateur Radio Construction Projects

21/-

.

(Foulsham)

Amateur Radio Techniques (RSGB) .
Beginner's Guide to Radio
.

13/6

9/-

.

(Newnes)

Beginner's Guide to Colour Television

15/8

I6/ -

.

25/9

(Foulsham)

L.P. records with books

.

84/ -

with two 3 speed
.
L.P. records with book .
Single 12" L.P. Beginner's with book .
Single, 12" L.P. Advanced with book .

60/6
50/ 50/ -

Three speed
simulated
7" d.s. E.P. record

15/ -

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Engineers' Pocket Book

15/10

(Newnes)

I0/-

Q.& A. On

Electronics
T
Handbook of Transistor Circuits

10/-

(Newnes)

.

test.

GPO
.

.

.

.

Plus 5% to these prices for postage and insurance.

I0/-

.

36/ -

(Foulsham)

Introduction to Valves

G3HSC Rhythm Method of Morse Tuition
Complete Course with three 3 speed
Beginner's Course

(Newnes)

Beginner's Guide to Electronics
Electronic Transistor Circuits

MORSE COURSES

9 /4

.

(Iliffe's)

Practical Transistor Theory

"Radio" ....
(by E. A. Wiesner)

MAPS
AMATEUR RADIO MAP OF WORLD
Mercator Projection - Much DX
Information - In Colour. Second
Edition

(by David Gibson)

Radio Astronomy for Amateurs

9 /-

DX ZONE MAP (GREAT CIRCLE)

(by Frank Hyde)

In colour (Revised September 1968)

Radio Engineers Pocket Book

.

14/9

(See S.W.M. page 643, January 1967)

(Newnes)

Black and White only

Radio Experiments

.

.

.

5/6

(See S.W.M. page 661, January 1967)

(by F. G. Rayer)

23/23/23/-

RCA Silicon Power
RCA Receiving Tubes Manual

RCA Transistor Manual
RCA Transmitting Tubes

15 /-

34/6

Shop and Shack Shortcuts

RADIO AMATEUR MAP OF THE
U.S.A. AND NORTH AMERICA
State boundaries and prefixes, size
24" by 30", paper

.

.

.

8/9

(by W6TNS)

Short Wave Listening

13/5

-(by J. Vastenhoud)

RADIO AMATEUR'S WORLD ATLAS
(NEW EDITION)

Short Wave Listeners' Guide

13/8

(Foulsham)

Transistor Fundamentals Volumes I, 2 & 3

36/6

In booklet form, Mercator projection,
for desk use. Gives Zones and
Prefixes

.

.

.

.

.

16 /-

each

Transistor Pocket Book

26/6

(R. G. Hibberd)

Transistor Transmitters for the Amateur

22/-

(Foulsham)

VHF -UHF Manual (RSGB)

22/6

.

CALL BOOKS
7/3

" G's " (1968/1969)

SUMMER EDITION (Available end of June/
early July)

" DX Listings "
42/3/63/4/6
" U.S. Listings"
The two together, covering the World £5/2/6
,

.

LOG BOOKS
RSGB Standard Log .
RSGB Log and VHF Contest Log
RSGB Receiving Station Log .
.

A.R.R.L.
(Spiral bound)

A.R.R.L.
(Minilog) 4" by 6"

(The above prices include postage.)

Available from SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
Publications Dept., 55 Victoria Street, London, S.W.I

.
01-222 5341
(Nearest Station: St. James's Park)
(GIRO A/C. No. 547 6151)

(Counter Service, 9.30-5.15, Mon. to Fri.)

7/3
7/3
7/3

12 /-

5/6

CREATE YOUR OWN
REFERENCE LIBRARY
The "EASIBINDEFV is designed to
bind 12 copies of the Magazine as
you receive them month by month,
eventually providing a handsomely
bound volume for the bookshelf.
No need to wait until twelve copies
are assembled.
As each copy is

it is quickly and simply
inserted into the binder. Whether
received,

partially or completely filled, the

binder is equally effective, giving the
appearance of a book, with each page
opening flat.

Strongly made with stiff covers and
attractively
bound
in
maroon
Leathercloth and Milskin, the binders

have only the title gold blocked on
the spine.
Price 14s. 6d. post free.

PUBLICATIONS DEPARTMENT
SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE
55 VICTORIA STREET

LONDON, S.W.I

HENRY ELECTRIC
LEEDS

Short Wave Listening

TELEPHONE LEEDS 622131

SHORT WAVE LISTENING by J. Vastenhoud. Size: 84" x 54".

PHILIPS PAPERBACK

PANASKY 10 METRE TRANSCEIVER. Mobile or fixed. 2E26 Pi section
final, 20 watts input, built-in LPF. VFO 28-29.7 Mhz or crystal. RX dual
conversion, built-in speaker, nuvistor RF amplifier. Built-in 240v. A.G. and
12v. D.C. power supply. Comes complete with car mounting bracket and
PTT spring cord, clip -on microphone. A right swankey job
...
E75
EDDYSTONE EAI2. Amateur bands, double conversion. Nine 600 Khz
bands 1-8 Khz to 30 Mhz for AM/SSB

6192

EDDYSTONE ECIO. Solid state general coverage. Five ranges 550 Khz to
30 Mhz. Power supply six U2 cells or A.C. mains unit available
E.59 10s.
EDDYSTONE 490C. General coverage 480 Khz to 30 Mhz in five over -

TRIO JR 500SE COMMUNICATIONS RX.

Amateur Bands only
80 to 10 metres. Direct reading down to Kc. Dial speed ratio 28-I.
See this Rx perform on SSB. Finest value for money on British market
I

today

£69 10s.

TRIO 9R59DE. General coverage Rx 550 Khz to 30 Mhz. Bandspread tuning

over Amateur Bands. Communications Rx buyers are either satisfied or
dissatisfied with their purchase. In the former category one hears from
them " pronto," but rarely does the satisfied one bother to write plaudits.
They do about this one. " Delighted " is the word they use ... and look
at the price
£42 10s.
TRIO SP -5D matching speakers E4 7s. 6d. HS -4 Headphones big soft
... 65 19s. 6d.
pads
KATSUMI ELECTRONIC KEYER. Solid state. Automatic or (bug
E7

I5s.

DURAL MASTS. 28ft. high x 2" diameter. Mast comes in two sections
complete with jointing sleeve, base plate and two guy clamps.
Carriage paid

£12 15s.

107 pages.

Numerous text diagrams.

Price 13s. Sd., post free

This book is intended as a guide for the benefit of the
increasingly large numbers of regular listeners to short
wave transmitting stations and also for radio amateurs who
are interested in short wave listening.

The first group includes many emigrants who in their new
country are anxious not to lose touch with their homeland,
and those who are intending to emigrate and will thus in
future have to do much of their listening on short waves.
The second group is of those enthusiasts who regard short
wave radio as an indispensable medium for the exchange of
information internationally in the broadest sense and employ

it in order to widen their knowledge of other countries.
The book, which deals with the possibilities and problems
of short-wave reception on the level of popular science will
enable the reader to discover a whole new world of his own.

TVI BANISHED. HIGH PASS FILTERS. Sharp cut off below 40 Mhz
neat metal case clips on to back of offending TV set. Just insert in TV
down lead. A boon
... Postage free each 27/6
CORNELL DUBILIER AR22 BEAM ROTATORS.
Complete with
remote control. Will handle any Amateur antenna, stand up to any weather
Carriage paid

E22 19s.

SHURE MICROPHONES. The whole range. Ask for details.
AMPHENOL AMERICAN TYPE 83 series coax plugs and sockets
6/6 each. Sleeve adaptors, 2/- each P/P 1/6.
SHACK TABLE ANGLE LAMPS. Adjustable angle. Heavy metal base
for stability
... Post and packing 2/6 Complete
£3
PINNACLE PICK OF THE WORLD'S VALVES. Brand new first class

valves at Amateur Radio prices. For example, 6146's fl 7. 6d. 5763's El
807's 16/6. For any valve you need, ask us. Quick mail service.
E19 16s
J BEAMS. 10 metre 3 element Array with twin cross bar ...
4 metre beams, 3 element at a 17s. 6d. to 10 element arrays at E17 lis.
2 metre beams, 4 element at El 18s. to 14 element arrays at LI I I Is.
Rotators, accessories, chimney lashings, wall brackets and masts, just state
requirements. All antennas packing and carriage extra. S.A.E, for specific
enquiries.
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